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ABSTRACT 
A regional lake/pond sediment survey over the Av.1l o n !'en i n:~ul .1 
in 1976, by the Nfld. Dep<lrtmcnt of Mines, showed .1 numb('t· ot 
lakes with anomalous concentrations or ur01nium .1nd othl·r 
metals in the area of the Holyrood Pluton. 
are not reflected in the average host qr<tnitl' 
geochemistry. The hydrogeological t ramework, i m ·l ud i nq 
detailed analysis of the fracture systems as mo jor qrountlw<~t f' r · 
conduits, has been studied in an attempt to d<:'tcrmin<:' t.IH' rolr. 
of groundwaters in transporting and 1 oca 1 i z i nq conc(~ nt r .1t ion~:; 
of trace metals in lake sediment in four l ilkcs in the <Jt"P<~. 
Groundwater di scharge into the lakes Wiis est i m<~t Pd to r·.trv J.-• 
from 20 to 35 percent of their w.1ter blll ;l ncl' f:, h.r~ ; r•d on 
characteristic chemica l differences between •Jr·otrndw;ltf'r .1nd 
surface waters. Detailed samplir·g of lake sed iment , on" 'Jrid 
pattern, showed a non-uniform areal distribution n! m! ·LII~; in 
these lakes. This sampling also sho·t~ecl 
concentrations were not restricted to the ccntn·~; or dr,PpP.::l 
points in the lakes. The maximum concentration o l 11rdni11m 
found in these lakes ranged from 1)9 to 3 O'J fJpm, .,, t; i ch i :. 
higher than those recorded in the regional survey . In ~;omr:~ 
cases, the elongated shape of the uranium-rich ;1rr: a ol 
sediment is a lignad vJith the orientation of one o f thr~ mi"'ljl.) r 
ii 
t r~cture sets in the study Jrea. Sampling of vertical 
sediment profi lcs showed a considerable variation of metals in 
the scd]mcnt column. However there appeared to be no direct 
relationship bctw~en metal con~entration in surface sediment 
dnd milximum concentrations at depth. Although concentrations 
of most metals in the sediment are near levels expected for a 
det rita J gri1n i te-source origin, anomalous concentrations of 
ur~nium ~t depth in the cores appear to be associated with a 
r<lp id .:hanqc 1 n organic content. A mechanir;m is proposed 
whereby mobile dissolved uranjum in oxidizing groundwaters is 
rc~ucc~ to its tetravalent state when it encounters organic 
rich mud as it discharges into a lake. The magnitude of 
seepage flux values and uranium concentrations found in deep 
groundwatcrs in the granite suggest that groundwaters are a 
possitlc mechanism for the transport concentration of metals 
in these post-glacial l~ke sediments. 
iii 
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Statement of Problem 
A t:ornmon pre! irninury step in the r-egional a~::.>l'!_; ::.;mc llt ol the 
mineral potential of an area is to c nduct il <JPodwmi c a I 
survey to determine the metal concent~·at ions in litke, pond ;md 
stream sediments. Suc h surveys are uselul i n ictentily.inq 
gross r e gional geochemical trends a nd ilnom; tl o us ly l~iqh 
concentrat~ons of trace metals ma y i nd i c <lte loc <tl 
mineralization in the surficial ma teri a ls or ~cd rock. 
Region~l lake geochemical surveys in Newfoundland hav<) 
consisted of collecting one sample trom a li1ke or pond f'Very 
seven to eight four km2 (Butler, 1980). Th i s m'-'thod c,f 
sampling assume s tha t within a give n l~l~:c th(_lrc tf~ d 
systematic distribution of meta ls i n the l a ke sedime nt, c•ithpr· 
areally uniform or related to depth. Howc ve r, i I thr i l rf'il J 
distribution of metal concentr~t ions 1 n the· I il kr> r~ (·d i mc-> nt. 
varies non-systema tica lly, i t is poss iblc thdt an <HlOmill 011 : ; 
concentration may be missed i f it does not c oinc ide with U1 <:• 
chosen sampling point in the laKe. In a ddit .i un, f; ilmpl us in 
most lake sediment survey are collected using a torrJcdo- :--; h ; tpr~rJ 
sampler which may penetrate up to 1 m i nto ttl c scrJ i mcnt. 
Therefore only the uppe r laye r s of l a ke s edime nt i s ~ampl cd 
2 
ilrvJ Ut(' dr•r,th of t hcJ sample .is variable and unconstrained. 
Thus t .ho ~;;l!npl c provides data only on the most recent 
:•ccumulations of sediment, which may be biased to identifying 
~urfacc particulate and dissolved metal inputs, and provides 
nr, indi c :1tion of the distribution of metals in the sediment 
with depth and possible non-surface metal inputs. 
Tlu• vf'r-tic.ll di~; tr i bution of trace metals in the sediment 
c·olumn Cdll provide ndditi:onal data which may identify the 
pnJt:<'! :~;c· ~; or flloch.ln isms by which trace metals are transported 
. Hid c·nncr>nt r <ltrcl i n the sediment (Fr.:1pe and Patterson, 1981). 
M,-.ta I ~; c.tn be tr;ms pcrtcd to a lake as detrital matter by 
~;t:rroo~m tr<~nsport or glacial action or as dissolved solids in 
Pithor· ~;ur-f;tce water or groundwater. Understanding which 
proc0~;:.0s h ;wc been responsible for transporting metals to a 
I .~~:c ! · -.. esscnt ial in dE'signing an effective exploration 
JliO<Jr·. lln fur the :30U1Cl' of metals found in lnke sediments. 
'I'IH' proccf~sc;. by which trace metals are transported, as batt. 
l '.!l"t it'llldtl' m.1t.tcr ;mct dissolved constituents, and 
l'lllll't'nt t·.tted in lilkC' <1nd pond sediments, are well documented 
.1nd h .lV C' b Pon s umm.1r i zc>d by Lush (1984). However, the role of 
qn ,uncl~•.~tcr in tt'<lnsportinq and localizing concentrations of 
t , . .~ ,·t~ r.H~ t.ll~-; in 1.1 kco s0d imcnt is o f ten overlooked. It is 
1\thl\,-n th .lt rp -oundv:atcr c.~ n disso lve and transport meta l 
3 
species as it moves through ,, rock milss. 'l'lws.-... d i ~~~;o 1 \' t'd 
metals could then be c.:mccnt.ratcd in 1.1kc• }~(·diml'nt .1:; 
ground...-ater discharges into a lake throuqh It ~; s<-'diml'nt 
(Figure 1.1) Therefore, 1n order to lw .tblc to pn)pc•r·ly 
interpret r2gional lake geochemical survc~ys, it is impcnt ilnt 
to define the hydrogeol og ica 1 framewor·k ol t IH' •II'''· I 
surrounding a lake or pond and to identify rcq i on.1 I 1 I c)l~.ll 
recharge and discharge zones when attempting to dcterminr t h r 
source(s) of trace metal conc entrations in Ia~;,, . liHI po nd 
sediment. 
In Cana d-'l, and especially Newfoundland, the re an• m.•ny ·•r•• .J: ; 
which are covered by only a t .hin lAyer of ov0rburdPn m.tt •· r· i . il 
and are underlain by fracture d bedroc~:. In r c rJiom; lltlr!P r l.ain 
by metamorphic or granitic bcdrocJ.:, which hilv e luw m .• tri>: 
permeab.i l ity, fractures act us the milln c on•luit; : : 
groundwater flow. If groundwater is a n impor-t . .ar•t "'J r·nt. trn· 
transporting dissolved metals in these ilrell s it i: : n•· •: .. ~ ;~ ; ilry 
to conduct a detailed analysis of t.hc fr;Jc tun! rv·t-wor· k~ ; 
existing in the underlying rock mass. Given th(• h e t.r•rnrJf•nt · it.y 
imposed by the dispersed nature of fra c ture c.:ondiJ i t ~; , 1 r <~ c t l ll"f' 
controlled dischi'lrge to a laY.e may qivc ri :-;( ! t() : nl unr·v r·n 
distribution o f tr<lc c r.1e t n l c o ncc,n t ratiom; i n UJ P ! : r ·di mr ·n t 
Thus, th i s study f ocuses on unders t a nding the roJ 0 u l 
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of groundwater discharge into a 
lake giving rise to metal anomaly in the lake 
sediment. Sediment sampling points are indicated 
by X. 
groundwater in transporting and localizing tr~cc- mC't<1l~~ i n tht.' 
sediments of lakes underlain by fractured ro~k. 
1.2 Objectives and Scope 
The three main objectives of this field study wen--: I) to 
determine the areal and vertical distrjbution of tr~rc mrt~l 
concentrat i ons in the sediments o f l a kes un(ler l.1i n b y 
fractured rock; 2) to determine the r c li1tions hip lx• t Wl'l' ll the· 
concentrations o f dissolved mctill species tound in q nJ II t Hiwo~tP r 
and the concentrations observed in lake sediment: ; ; o1r ut l ) t o 
determine if the hydroge ologicill f r ilme work o f the ~~t udy il r · c ; J 
is consistent with the d i stributions anct llWII! .u n •d 
concentrations of trace metrtls in lilke sediment :. . 
Four small lakes (loca lly re f erred to dS pond :; ) und P rl.t i n b y 
the Holyrood granite we r e c hosen t o r t hi s ~;tudy. 'l'wo o l t h r• 
small lakes, Gull Pond and Nut Broo~: Pond, ~; howed iiJH.)In.ll o u : ·. ty 
h i gh concentrations of uranium in a r e g i onill I -1 f.: c· :;(~d i m• ·n t 
survey (Da venport and Butler, 1976 ). Th e two ot.h r•r o~d j.tc(·n t 
ponds, Pe nnys Pond and Rocky Pond, we re no t f:amp l r •d i n t h r· 
regiona l s u r vey. In ord e r t o cstnb l i:·:h t.tl l' rJ i : ;t r· i 1>11t i r.m e> f 
trace mc t. <:1 l s in the sed i ment o f ttw~: c liJ kr. · ~: o1 ~ :r·<JiiTI• · n t 
was undertr~ken. Th o sampl ing p rogra m 
s ampling progr am , wh i ch wa s carri ed out 
6 
month~. consisted of collecting sediment from each lake on a 
~~tailed grid pattern marked on the frozen lake surface. The 
se>cond staq~ involved coring and sampling vertical sections of 
litke sediment, in areas of the lakes known to contain 
;momal ous or bilckground concentrations of trace metals in the 
~>~:>d i me> nt. 
'l'he qroundwater chemistry of the area was determined by 
cvaluiltinq existing regional groundwater chemical data as well 
olS by Silmpl ing groundwater Which was thought to be discharging 
into lakes. This was achieved by drilling a shallow borehole 
<~t tlw <'<h"Jc of on~ of the lak.es to intersect discharging 
qroundw<ltcr and by drilling through the sediment and into 
hC'drock in i1nother lake to sample groundwater discharging 
throuqh th~ lake bottom. 
l.drqc· s c.1lP 1 in~aments and structural features were identified 
trom t1crinl photographs in an attempt to define the 
hydroqcoloqical framework of the underlying fractured granite 
bC'drock. Further information on the fracture geometry was 
provide d by an analysis of fracture orientations, trace 
l e ngths and s pncings from data collected from bedrock 
7 
Factors controlling the mobilization, transport <md sub::pquPnt 
deposition of metal species in lake sediment, such ''s or·c)<'miL· 
content and oxidation conditions, were also cxarninc-d to dc-fint. .. 
the relationship between discharging groundwat.c>rs .tnd ob:;~.-.r·v('d 
sediment anomalies. 
1.3 Previous Work 
A regional lake sediment survey carried out over thP c•<~ stcrn 
portion of the Avalon Peninsula ident if icLl <1 qroup of 1 .lkl.'~~ 
underlain by the Holyrood granite which contairwcl hiqh 
concentrations of uranium in the sediment, r·anq inq up to ?.0!1 
ppm (Davenport and Butler, 1976) (Figure> l.?.). ~;om0 of tlw:\r• 
lakes also had correspondingly h i<Jh conc0nt r<tt ion:; n f 
molybdenum and other metals. However, whole rod: iln<~ly: ;l:s uf 
the granite, which would be a likely source for ttw metill::, 
showed no corresponding anomalous concentration~~ of llr· o~nlllm 
(Davenport, 1978). 
In an attempt to identity a possible source tor t.IK· uro~n1um, 
Houle (1985) collected samples of surface Witters r~nd ! ; tl<~l low 
sediment from a small lake in the area on ,, rl"'<JUii"lr fJrirJ 
pattern to determine the distribution of mct;ll s in thr> I <tY.n 
sediments. Results of the sediment sampl inq ~~howC'd r~n IHlf.'Vr:n 
distribution of trace metals and lot.: itl i7.c:d arC! il :> of hiqh 
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Figure 1. 2 Results of uranium analysis from the regional 
lake sediment survey carried out by Newfoundland 
Department of Mines (Davenport and Butler, 1976). 
The cross-hatched r e ctangle indicates the 
location of the area described in this study. 
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concentrations within the lake. The concC'nt.r-atiom; ot m• .. Lth; 
in the waters were relatively low und did not corn ..... l.tte ver-y 
well with metal conccn':rations in the sediment. ~ i nL'L' ,, 
source of the uranium could not be identified loc.\lly in thl' 
surrounding bedrock or surface waters it w~ls suqCJestcd that 
groundwaters discharging into the lake ma y prov idr:! ,, ml'<lns I o r 
transporting trace metals from a distant source. 
Until recently, lakes were thought to be i!>ol .. tt·d 1 rum 
groundwater by the lake bottom sediments. llowcvc r, df' Ltilr·d 
research by McBr ide and Pfannkuch (19 "/<i), Winter· (1') '/f ., l'J '/H) 
and Lee et al. (1980) which focused on CJroundwc~t p r- -l dl'.f• 
interactions has shown that lil~:es form an i nt PCJrrll [hl r·t ol 
dynamic groundwater flow systems. 
evidence suggests, thilt groundwuter m.1y disch-1rqe int o" t.••:•· , 
be recharged from a lake, or both, dopendin•J on wh<>n' til• · lo~k<' 
is situated relative- to loci'\1 nnrl rr>qinn;tl flow ~~Y~• t"m~• . 
Frape and Patterson (1981) evnlunted the di:-;t r·ihution or 
dissolved constituents in groundwa tc•rs ad jacr>nt to .. :;m.d I 
lake and in interstitial waters in sc~dimc•nt corP:;, tn d t• l i nc· 
the pattern of groundwnter seep<HJC into the I .. v.... 'J' h ro 
sediment cores, which were also ani1lyz(,d for tr••c, . rn t ·· to~l~ : , 
showed increased concentrations ot iron and m.•nrJMK~:~(. • iJl 
particular levels. 
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m"n'l"ne~;• ? tr.-,nsr,ortcd by groundwater would precipitate upon 
r·ncount0ri nq an oxygenated zone in the sediment 1 which could 
ilc.:co;.~nt for the observed metal concentrations in the sediment. 
A n..•ct·nt study of two lakes in Sweden (Sundblad et al. I 1990) 
w<~ ~• t:<l r r i c,d out to determine how rad ionucl ides 1 transported by 
•Jroundw.-,tcr 1 would be distributed in lake sedime.1ts. The 
;,0d im0nt:. in these lakes were enriched in uranium in areas 
wiiPr(> (Jroundwater was discharging into the lake and the 
ur.1nium enrichment appeared to be associated with organic rich 
l<~ycrs of sediment. 
1 1 
Chapter 2 GEOLOGICAL AND HYDIWGEOI.OG lCAL FRAME~vORK 
2.1 General Geology 
The study area, located on the northc.1stcrn /\V <I I on l't' n i ~~~arl.t , 
is underlain by granitic rocks of the Holyrood !'Iuton (l .. i qun• 
2. 1) . The Holyrood Pluton intrudes <l sc>ric>s o! l'n'-t'.tmbr· i .tn 
volcanic rocks which make up the H<lrbour M,tin Cn"lup. T h ,. 
underlying volcnnic rocks c ,tn be djvidPd i ntu tlll t ' ' ' l. 11rl t 
blocks sepa riltcd by the Tops a i 1 - French mens C'ov(' F.tt.al t t , t 111 · 
east and the South Arm Fault to t .hc wc~; t (lluqht• :; o~nd 
Brueckner, 1971; Gale et al. 1984). 1 • . .. 
dominated by pillow lavas and tuffs. The we s t<' rn ldod: in t iH· 
Avondale - Harbour Muin ill.'r>a is chari1ctc>ri zr-d by .t !·. h flow ~ ; 
mixed with fluvial and lacust"'inc s ediments ovPrl .rin by ll.t !;.tl t 
flows. The central block, where the litJ.:c !; in thi:; !; tud y ... . , . 
located, consists of mafic and felsic t low~;, pyroc Lt~; t i •·:. , o~nd 
minor volcanicli'\stics which h<~vc b een intrudr-·d tJy t ll r· Jl() lyr·n nd 
Pluton, a high level granite. The Holyrood l'lut rHt con:; i :;t :; 
mainly of pink, medium grained, biotite qr.1nib· -lloa '' l "' i th 
dioritic-gabbroic phases in isolated :trc a s (~;t. r on•j r ·t <1 I ., 
1974). The granite is unconformably ove rlain to t.lar· nrat liwr ·: :t 
along Conception Aa y by shallow clippjnq m<~ri nP ::•·oJi mr·nt. :; 
compose d of black s h a les ~nd qrec n n ilts tonns. 
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SIMPUFIED GEOLOGY OF 
HOLYROOD GRANITE 
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Figure 2.1 Simplified regional geology surrounding the study 
area (after King, 1984) . The lakes sampled in 
this study are identified as GP = Gull Pond, PP = 
Pennys Pond, RP = Rocky Pond, and DP = Nut Brook 
Pond. 
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The major structural features surrounding UH' study ,,,.l'·' ,,,.(. 
the two north trending regional faults which bound tht' .li·P.I. 
The Topsail fault zone is well exposed alonq the> c>;\:;tpr·n ~d dt' 
of Conception Bay, as evidenced at Topsail llf• .Hi, and tn•nd~; 
south, merging with the Frenchmen's Cove fdult in tlH.' F t·t ·mt •u:;t • 
area. The South Arm fault to t .he west extends nout hw.l nl t l"tJ m 
the Holyrood area and intersects the Peter's HivPr t.1u l t. 
Several other smaller scale faults and fracture z onP! ; .J ! ; wt • ll 
as numerous joints and fracturc>s have also bc>rn ol1:;('r-vPd 111 
the rocks in the study area. 
2.2 Fracture Geometry 
The bedrock underlying the study a rca I. ·-
·' 
prPdom i ll·lllt I y 
granite, which is cons idered to have charactcri:;ti<·tlly low 
matrix porosity and permeability. Unlike it porou :; mt ·di ,, 
system where fluids mny easily move through tlw por•· :;p."·,.:; , 
in a crystalline rock mass, discontinuiticf_; f;uch .J : ; j o i nt: ;, 
fractures and shear zones nre the major conduit: ; 1 ()r ) l l id 
movement. In a fractured rock s y r;tC'm, thP o r· i•·nt.•l.trHI, 
density and interconncctivity of fractures wi I I I ilrqr- I y 
influence the direction and r a te of I I c;'ll • 
Therefore, if groundwaters arc to be considered d m' " l i u rn fc,r 
the transport of dissolved m~:>t< ll s in thi:; :;t.wJy, i t I , . 
" 
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nt·cr<;~;1ry to cho1racterize the fracture network in the 
~;urroundirHJ (_lr ;lnitic rock mass. 
on a rerJionill scale, structural features and lineaments were 
id~ntif led from aerial photographs as indicated in Figure 2.2. 
Most of thn I inc~ments, which were assumed to be sub-vertical 
ff•.ttur r· ~; d11 0 to their Jr~ck of curvature, trend toward the 
nor·thwc:;t ·.vh i 1 c a ~maller group trend toward the northeast 
(1-"iqure <'.J). The lineaments, that were identified, varied in 
tr·~cP length from 58 m to 1226 m, with a mean trace length of 
l.'>?. m. Although the ends of some features may be covered by 
ovcrbur~rn and vegetation, from the aerial photographs the 
1."1 rqr> s c ."llc st ructur~ 1 fe<~tures do not appear to be well 
L"onncctcd. lienee, the ::;mall scale fractures (joints) will be 
c~ ;scnt L"ll to interconnect the l-'3rge and small scale fracture 
:;y:;tpms and ensure that a pathway exists for fluids to move 
thr·ouCJh the rock mass. The approach used to characterize the 
:; m.t 11 :;c,ll e fr ,lcture geometry in the study area consisted of 
l .·o ll :::>c tinq and nnaly z inq datn on fractures from nine different 
Pllt cTops (Fiqurc ?. .2) surrounding the four lakes using a 
ln('thod o t sc,,nl inc m.lpping, based on the one used by La Pointe 
.md lluds on ( 1985). A summar~r of the mapping approach and 
l'l"Ol'('ciur·ps ill ong with the fracture data are presented in 
Appl' nd i x A. 
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Figure 2.2 Lineaments and structural features observed from 
aerial photographs. The solid circles indicate 







Figure 2.3 Rose diagram of large scale regional structural 
features and lineaments, showing the frequency of 
fractures by orientation 
The distribution of fructure orientations in the roL·k m.lt>!_; in 
the study area was determined by plotting ;md contourinq tllP 
poles to fracture planes tram alL the outcrops m.lpp<'d on ,, 
lower hemisphere stereoplot (F iqurc 2 .·~). Fn.Hn l-'i q u1 ··· ;'.-1, 
two dominant sub-verticul sets appc.lr to be> pt·t>:;Pnt ; •• n•• 
oriented northlvest-southeust ond the other or i entL"d nort lw.t :; t -
southwest. Since all the scanlines wcr0 laid m1t un 
horizontal outc rops, sub-horizontal fractt~rcs wet -(' 1(• : ; :; I i k.•· l y 
to be sampled, which may explain why sub-vcr-tie<ll tr . wtur('~; 
were dominant in the data set. 
To avoid subjective bias introduced by del in0<1t.inq !;ct: ; :;o l •· ly 
on the basis of observed peaks on cor1tourcd :..;ten•oplot!; , il 
computer program CLUSTRAN (Gillet, 1 <j 8 7) 
objectively define clusters and assign individuo~ I I r.wtun·: ; to 
a set on a statistica l basis. Cluster <ln.tly:;i:; of l111 • 
fracture orientations .indicated thilt the rP vH· n ·· t vlo : ; t nmq 
clusters which correlated with the dcn ::;ity cfJnt(_JIJr :; :; IJ o·,m in 
the stereoplot (Figure 2.4). Cluster 1 contain!:~"/() tr·dctu rr,!; 
and has a mea!"l orientation of fi9.•_,jB2. 5 (uip ;tzi m11lll/ dip) 
while cluster 2 contains 390 fractures a nd hit:~ ·• m0 :1n 
orientation of Ei8.4/73.4. 
Since the hydraulic interconnectivity of f ril ctun:.~:; in : 1 rrw Y. 






Figure 2.4 Contoured lower hemisphere stereoplots of poles 
to fracture planes for all fractures mapped in 
the study area. Mean cluster orientations are 
shown as solid circles, and individual fracture 
poles as small dots. 
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length of fracture truct::s intersectinq thC' ~·L·,wl i llt'!: V.'t't P 
measured. The actual length of n fr.-tcture trace m.ty l>P l o n•Jf·r· 
than that measured since in the tield one or both C'nd f> ot .1 
fracture trace may be censored, me<1ninq i l portion ot tlw tot ;1l 
fracture trace is hidden. Figure 2. 5 shows t he• I n .'qut:•rwy 
histograms and basic trace length statistics for fLH.: tun'~~ ot 
each cluster by degree of censorinq. A I thottqh the-
distribution of trace lengths is skewed, tho tocu~ nt thi~ 
study is on recognizing long fractures whidl may ;1 h o~ Vt' r·o JP 
in forminq conduits and accounting lor the :;~;cwrw:;:; ot lltl' 
distribution would result in small 
Approximately 55% of fractures in cl ustcr 1, vJh ich h;l v l' .1 mP.rn 
trace length of 3. 96 m, are censored comp.~r·cd to J(.'l. o l 
fractures in cluster 2 which have a mean trace lcnqth of 2.'>1 
m. Since fract.ures of cluster 1 have a larqc r mPdn t r.leP 
length and are more highly censored than fr.tctu r es of •:lu:;tr•r 
2, they are generally considered to be lonqer, and thPn·lon• 
may have a greater influence on the direction of qrnundwi\tt--·r 
movement. 
The way in which fractures termina t e against each othr·r m;1y 
also give some i ndicat i on of a bility of t .h c lril c tu rr·:; t (J ilct 
a s a pathway for fluid mov e ment. A fra c ture mdy in t.(~n;c·ct 
with another fracture at one end, both ends , o r be f r cc at 
both ends whic h is impor tant when determin ing t he 
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Frequency histograms of trace length by censoring 
(O=both ends exposed, l=one end covered, 2 = both 
ends covered) for clusters 1 and 2. 
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interconnectivity of fractures. Fiqure 2.(, ~;howf• the 
frequency histograms of trace lengths by termination moJe tor 
each cluster. Of the fractures thilt are unccnson"'d (Oill~~; in 
which the mode of termination can be determined) r,r,t of 
fractures in cluster 2 intersect otl10r ft·<lctun:·~ ; wh i 1 t• ·llli. ot 
fractures in cluster 1 ter-minate aqainst otht>r· rr·. ll·tur·(•s. 
This indicates a moderate degree of fracture i ntcr·conn0t· t i vi t y 
in the rock rnilss which would allow fluid~:; to t'<~sily movt• in 
preferred directions through the rock m<1ss illonq tr·dctur·p 
pathways. 
The density of fractures in a rock mass can bf' •"'!.:t im.lt«'d 1 r-c>m 
fracture spacing which is defined in this s tudy "~' lht• 
perpendicular distance between two fractures of the s~me set. 
Fracture spacing is computed from the mt~asur<>d d i :.t ilnc~f· 
between two fractures of the same set interscctinq il !;cilnl inP, 
and the angle measured between the mean norma I ot t llf• r r;1ct.un· 
set and the scanl ine. Fracture density can th f• n b r· .-·Y.pn•!:: :r·rl 
as the inverse of the fracture spacing. 
Frequency histogrc:..ms and statistics of t racture ~:pac i llrJ:~ t (jr 
cluster 1 and 2 are shown in Fiquro 2. 7. Tho SfJ<tC.; i nq Vd J w 1:-: 
vary from nea r zero to 6.11 m, with cluster 1 h i'l'l irvJ d mr·dn 
spacing value of 0.77 m compared to cluster 2 whi<..:h h :1:; ;s rnr•:1n 















































TRACE LENGTH (m) 
Frequency histograms of trace length 
termination mode ( O=both ends free, l=one 
free, 2=both against another, and 3=splays) 
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Frequency histograms of spacing for clusters 1 
and 2. 
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~r0ator d0~roc of fracturing in the NE-SW direction (cluster 
)) , 1 .~~ fr~ctures per metre estimated from the spacing 
c;;Jiculdtion, than in the NW-SE direction (cluster 1), 1.29 
t ractur0~ per metre. Since only fr~ctures above a given trace 
lcnqth (truncdtion length equals 0.5 m) are mapped, fracture 
:;pac i wjs w i I I increase with increasing truncation bias. 
Til ( ' dPqr0c• ol fracture interconnectivity indicated by the 
tf•rmin<~tion mode of individual fractures along with fracture 
d1•m; i ty <>~;t imatcd from fracture spacings indicate t .hat the 
q t·dn it i c rod: m~ss is relatively permeable and will allow 
mouerilte groundwater movement. The fracture density and trace 
lcnqth calculated tor clusters 1 and 2 indicate there is a 
d£>gree of heterogeneity in the rock mass and that there may be 
"preferred direction for groundwater movement. On a regional 
scale the general direction of the hydraulic gradient in the 
;.tudy "rca is from the southeast towards the northwest. 
Therefore fractures of cluster 1, which are oriented slightly 
west ol north, sub vertical and have longer traces, are most 
I ikcly to dominate the direction of groundwater flow. This is 
consistent with the trend of the regional lineaments observed 
1 rom the aerial photographs. However, since a greater 
percentaqe of fractures belong to cluster 2, which are more 
closely spaced, on a local scale the dominant flow direction 




sheeting fractures, do not appe.,r to be ve>ry domin.mt b.\:~f'd •.lll 
the analysis of the frilcture d.1t<1 collr:>ctc>d, thPy dn P>:i :;t in 
the rock mass nnd will pnw idC' a p<lthW<lY 1 or· ~•ub-hut i zont "I 
groundwater flow. 
2.3 Hydrogeology 
The preglacial landscape of the study are.t i!~ ch.tr.wtc·ri z •·d by 
an upland area typicnl of the Lawrence l'c>nC'pl<lin, ('l'wPnlwll•l 
and MacClintock, 1940) with gently rollinq rei icl ri s inq liJl 
from the coast toward the southeast to an c> lcvil t ion ol .aLJOtat 
300m. The m<lin drainage divide in the rcqion is dr.l inf•d by 
a northeast trending ridge which di rccts surf;scc• w.sh·r I low 
toward the coast of Concept ion Bay a l onq seve r;s I n .• , . row, 
northwest-oriented sub-basins. Regional drainaqc qc.•rwr.llly 
follows preglacial patterns which arc largely int luPncP•.l by 
bedrock structures and joint features. 
Most of the lakes and ponds in the area formed in b;s:;in: ; in 
the granitic bedrc~k, either excavated by ice or d .. Illmf..·d by 
glacial debris (Henderson, 1972). Sediments in ttw lid~ c·~ ; i lr<! 
comprised of a layer of silty clay, probably depos it0~ from 
glacial outwash, overlain by up to 400 mm of miner<tl ~ ; (·di mr:nt, 
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1 ollowL.r1 by orqanic sediment accumulations (MacPherson, 1982). 
These S(•d imt_• nts have developed over the past 7000 to 9300 
y(:, ilr~; ;1nd orcJilnic sediments are estimated to have accumulated 
••t dn -tveraqe rate of approximately 0.6 mm per year, based on 
d<ttinq from pollt:n analysis. 
Ifill:. or topogr"'phic highs in the area are characterized by 
w.- 1 1 (•xpo:;C'd outcrops wh 5le lower areas tend to be f .i lled with 
thin cJeposits of glacial material. Glacial drift is 
rnl<~tively thin and discontinuous averaging less than 5 meters 
in thickness. The lack of overburden material suggests that 
~alb-surface flow in the area is mainly through the granite 
bedrock where fractures and discontinuities in the rock mass 
,, re the m;tior conduits for groundwater movement. Groundwater 
rc·charqc is expected to occur in topographic highs, a 1 though 
the amount of actual infiltration may be low due to surface 
run-oft over areas of exposed bedrock. Similarly groundwater 
diGch.1rgC' would occur in topographical:..y low areas. The 
presence of several small lakes and swamps on aerial 
photographs and topographic maps of the area suggests that the 
water tablC' in these areas is close to ground surface and 
close ly reflects the topogra phy of the area. The lakes and 
ponds in the area are thought to be points of local andjor 
regional discharge, and have an important role in controlling 
the qroundwater flow syste m (Gale et al., 1984). 
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All of the four lakes in this study .u·e cont.t i rwd in 
individual sub-basins and each lake has only onC' ~~t n'.tnt 
flowing into it which derives its head W<lte>rs tt·om within 
close proximity of each lake (figure 2.8). 1\lthouqh ttw l.tkl'~; 
are not connected by streams, due to d it l€' n~nct~~; i 11 1 ,, k P 
elevations (Figure 2.8), there may be som0 suh-~mr· t.t<'P t l ow 
between local drainage basins, p<lrticul<lrly thnmqll t r.w t un· 
channels. 
The four lakes are located in the mid to upper port i u n ot t t11 · 
regional flow system and therefore groundwatC' r d i :;l'fl.tf'q i nq 
into these lakes would be mainly from local flow ! ; y!;t('m ~; 111 
their vicinity. For example, Pennys Pond at ;tn (•Jevctt i o n nt 
154m, is located at the base of Pennys Hill which ri~;pr; to <~n 
elevation of 210 m. The lake has very little :> trf' il m inf low 
but has a sizeable outflow, and has a marshy ar(' ;J :iiJrround inq 
the lake which suggests that Pennys Pond is bc inq t Pd h y lcH'.tl 
groundwater. 
Although pole plots of fractures recorded from <Jtl t crrJfJ: ; 
surrounding the lake indicate that the dominant ori f':·nt<ttinn ol 
fracturing is toward the northeast (Figure 2. CJ.), th<.:rn I. , .• .. 
also another set of fractures present whi c h arc or i r:· n t.f ·rJ 
slightly west of north. Given the hydraulic g rad i<"!nt tcJWiJ rrJ 


























Map showing drainage and lake outlines, 
topographic contours (faint lines), drainage 
basin divides (thick lines), and inferred 
direction of groundwater movement (arrows) in the 
study area. The water level elevation for each 
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Figure 2.9 Map showing large scale structural features and 
contoured lower hemisphere stereoplots of 
fractures identified from scanline mapping of 
outcrops in the vicinity of Pennys Pond. 
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1 ;1 rrv.· ~;cil 1 (: t C!atu res in the area oriented toward the northwest 
it i s 1 i J.:el y that groundwater would be directed toward the 
1 <~Y.e d 1 onq northwest trending features. 
Fiqur<! ~> 7.. 10 and 2.11 show the pattern of fracturing 
!;urroundiWJ Gull Pond and Rocky Pond. As in the case with 
l'f·nnys l'onu, the direct ion of groundwater movement i nto these 
be influenced by local gradients and the 
oriPn~<~tion o f the t v/0 major fracture sets that are present. 
<;1 111 I '<Hat i~; surrounded by a ridge on three sides which 
t 11nnc I~; qroundwater into the lake. Gull Pond and Rocky Pond 
.1rt> at approx imately the same elevation, 1.37 rn and 138 m 
rc:>pcct i vc I y, but are separated by a r id'je which acts as a 
b.1 ~ in c1 i vi de be tween the two lakes. Although Rocky Pond has 
.t common point of recharge with Gull Pond it also derives 
v:d tr>t-~ f rom an area to the southwest. 
Nttt Brook Pond to the southwest is the smallest lake included 
in thi s s tudy nnd i!': at the lowest elevation, 121m. Pennys 
IIi I l is to tlw northenst of Nut Brook Pond which serves as a 
~;ubsL1nt i<1 1 driving force for the local groundwater recharge 
towa ni the lake . The area surrounding the lake is extremely 
v.·c> t. <HHi bcgqy indicating that the wa ter table is quite h i gh 
;md th<1t qroundwate r is discharging in the area. 
STOP-36 
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Figure 2.10 Map showing large scale structural . features and 
contoured lower hemisphere stereoplots of 
fractures identified from scanline mapping of 
outcrops in the vicinity of Gull Pond. 
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Figure 2.11 Map showing large scale structural features and 
contoured lower hemisphere stereoplots of 
fractures identified from scanline mapping of 
outcrops in the vicinity of Rocky Pond. 
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Chapter 3 LAKE SEDIMENT AND GROUNDWATER SAMPLl NG I'IWCEOll ~ES 
3.1 Lake Sediment Sampling and Analysis 
The spatial distribution of metal conccntrat ions with i n the 
sediments of the four lakes in this study WC' rC' dC'tC'r·mi nPd by 
collecting samples of sediment on a grid potte r n mi1 r·kC'd o n th~> 
ice surface of each lake. In the fir s t phase of ~;ampl inq, 
carried out during the winter of 1986, lake sediment s.tmpll's 
were collected from Gull Pond (8980 m2 ) and Rocky l'ond p J2 0 
m2) using a 100 m grid pattern, wh i le Nut Brook Pond (2 BO m7 ) 
which was smaller in s i ze , was sampled at 2'> me tre inte rv<ll:;. 
Pennys Pond (490m2) was sampled in 1985 usinq a 2 ', rnetn! q r i d 
(Hc•!l..e, 1:185) • A second phase of sampl inq was carr·i c d out 
over parts of Gull Pond and Rocky Pond durinq the wint (' r· o f 
1987, using a 50 metre grid, to more completely del in( • th ~"> 
metal anomalies identi t ied by the 1986 silmpl i n•J. 
Sediment samples were col l ected from the la ke bottom u :; i nq .-, 
weighted pipe torpedo-type sampler similar to ttH• o n,. 
described by Hornbrook et al. (1975). Holes were aurJurprJ 
through the ice at the grid points and the sa mp le r d r opf.J e d 
through the hole all owi ng i t to penetra te up to 1 me t n' i n t o 
the lake sediment. After a sample wns retricvo d it 111 ;1 ~: 
described in t e rms of colour, t e xture, a nd c onte nt <JnrJ t he 
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wHtcr depth at the grid location recorded. Eash sample was 
than dried and crushad, and the crushed material sieved 
through 180 ~m mesh screens to remove large bits nf organic 
matter. One gram of each sample was digested in a 6 ml 
~;ol ut ion of 4M HN03 - 1M HCl at 90° C for two hours. The 
so 1 ut ion was than made up to 20 ml and analyzed by atomic 
ilbsorbtion spectrophotometry for Cu, Pb, Zn, Fe, Mn, Cd and 
Mo. N0utron activation was used to determine uranium 
concentr,ltions. An estimate of organic content was determined 
hy mc~surinq the parcent weight of sample lost by ignition of 
o.~ qrams of sample at 500° C for four hours. 
In ~Jdition to the samples of surface sedi~ent collected from 
the l~ke bottom a total of eleven sediment cores were taken 
I rom Gull Pond, Rocky Pond, and Nut Brook Pond during the 
winter of 1987, in areas of anomalous and background metal 
concentrations as identified by the grid sampling, to define 
the vartic<1l distribution of trace metals in the lake 
sediment. Continuous core samples were taken using a 0.5 m 
long halt core sampler in water up to 16 m in depth. The core 
~;.1mpler was 1 owe red on steel pipe through a 100 mm diameter 
/\1\S qui de pi pc which extended from the water surface to the 
I ;11\c sed imcnt, allowing re-entry into the same hole each time 
to m.tinlitin a continuous sampling sequence. The cored 
sections o f sediment ranged from 0.5 to over 3.0 metres. The 
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Nut Brook Pond cores ·.Jere split into 50 mm St't't ion:·; 1 or· 
analysis. However, this did not always provide enouqh s .tmp I C' 
for a complete analysis. Hence, the cores from Gull l'nnd .md 
Rocky Pond were divided into 100 mm sections. Analysi s o f thn 
sediment core samples followed the same techniques . t :; 
described above. 
3 . 2 Groundwater Sampling and Analysis 
The groundwater chemistry and hydraulic gradients l>C'nf•,tth .md 
adjacent to two of the study lakes were detcrm i ned in onlrr to 
establish t .he relationship between metal concentr.ttion:> in 
lake sediment and groundwaters. A shallow 44 mm di<tml'tf•r 
borehole was drilled on an exposed outcrop il t t.tw cod qt.• o I 
Pennys Pond to a depth of 12 m to i nterccpt and r;amp I 0 
discharging groundwaters (Figure 3 .1). Permea ble zone~; in th(• 
borehole were identified by performing fixed interval l<~llinq 
head permeability tests over the entire lcnqth or thf' 
borehole . After the borehole test i nq was comp l f.·t(.'d, " 
multilevel piezometer modelled after those desiqncd hy Cherry 
and Johnson (1984), using chemical sen l ant pacY.r:·r ~;, '..tit r: 
installed in the borehole. Double packe r assembl ic· s Wf.: re u ~:c:d 
to increase the length of the sea 1 between samp 1 i nrJ i ntJ: rv;JJ s 
to 600 mm and to minimize the possibility of s hort-ci r cuitinrJ 
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MULTILEVEL PIEZOMETER INSTALLED 
AT EDGE OF LAKE TO 




Schematic of multilevel piezometer installed on 
the shore of Pennys Pond. 
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Schematic of piezometer installed through the 
lake sediment and into bedrock in Gull Pond. 
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between sampling intervals by connected fracturC's. 'l'h is 
multilevel piezometer configuration provided thrC'e ports lor 
the measurement of hydraulic gradients in thC' borC'hOIC' <lnd 
water sampling. 
A second borehole was drilled from the ice surface, during ttw 
winter of 1988, in an area of Gull Pond which wils idC'ntitif'd 
as having anomalously high concent.rations of uranium in thC' 
sediment in the previous grid sampling. The> bor<"'ilOIP 
penetrated the lake sediments and continued npproxi mt~t c•ly t wo 
metres into granite bedrock. The bottom o f th0 b o n ·hu l r-
provided a sampling interval which was sealed with ;1 chrmic,IJ 
packer (Figure 3.2). A 1/2 inch diameter polyethylene tube 
attached to the chemical packer was brought. to the surf ilco 
through the ice cover which allowed the hydraulic h(' ild in the 
isolated interval to be measured and groundwater ~><~ mpl <.· ~ ; to bt• 
collected directly at the bedrock/sediment intrrfac0. 
Groundwater samples were extracted from all of the ~.>d mp I i n<J 
intervals using a peristaltic pump. Measurem0nb; of plf ;md 
total conductivity were taken in the 1 ield dt rt ·qul<~r 
intervals during pumping. After stab l e rcadin'J ~; vl f..: rr ' 
observed, two 125 ml polyethylene bottles of groundw~te r we r e 
collected. Two 12 5 ml bottles of lake water werr.! a I so 
collected at the same time. Within four hours, each ~ample 
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•..Ja~; passed through a 0.45 p.m filter and half the sample 
acidified with 1 ml of 16M nitric acid. Alkalinity was 
dctcrmi ned by acid titration of a portion of unacidif ied, 
unfiltered sample and reported as mg/1 of equivalent 
bicarbonate. Analysis of major cations was done by atomic 
absorption spectrophotometry and trace metal concentrations 
were determined by inductively coupled plasma mass 
spectrometr-y ( ICP/MS) . Since bicarbo11ate was the dominant 
;mion only semi-quantitative measurements of chloride and 
total r>ul phur were done by ICP/MS which gave values with a 
precision of ± 15%. 
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Chapter 4 GEOCHEMICAL AND ISOTOPIC FRAMEWORK 
4.1 Regional Water Geochemistry 
A hydrogeochemical data base for the Foxtrap - Holyrood .tn'il 
has been compiled as part of a regional groundwater !low 
system study (Gale et al., 1987). A survey of thirty one 
lakes and ponds in the area was carried out during M.Jy and 
June, 1985, to collect lake water samples tor chemic~! 
analysis. The basic environmental parameter~; ol pll, Ell, 
electrical conductivity and dissolved oxygen wc r·c ffi('dsurcd ilt 
the time the water samples were collected. ThC' w<ttcr· samp le:• 
were analyzed for major anions and cations ils wel l a s trilcl~ 
metals. Groundwater samples were collected throughout the 
area from dom.3stic water wells as well as from il r;cr ic!; of 
research boreholes. Analytical results o f the wat.rr ::;itmp lr!> 
collected are presented in Appendix B. 
Results of the major ion analysis of samples collect r~ from 
wells and lakes located in granitic bedrock ha ve b r> r:·n pi ottt:.~d 
on a Piper diagram (Figure 4.1) to compare t he chr·m i ,;;tl 
composition of groundwaters ilnd s urfflcc v/iltc r"::;. :;urI :Jc:r! 
waters (plotted as *) f a ll mainly in the tJa -Cl t ir!l d ol t hr· 
plot while groundwaters (plotted as x) ranqe t rom Ca-liCOs t o 
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Figure 4.1 Piper plot for groundwater (x) and surface water 
(*) samples collected in Holyrood - Foxtrap area , 
May-June 1985, March 1987, and March 1989. 
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proportion of calcium than surface waters, and most. h ;wc ,, 
higher proportion of bicarbonate, which is cons is tent t or· 
waters evolving in carbonate or plagioclase rich terrains. In 
general, surface waters have a NajCa ratio greater than 1. r, to 
1, while groundwaters have Na;ca ratios less than 1.5 to 1. 
This difference in sodium and calcium content can tw u ~;l'd t" 
differentiate between surface waters and ~hallow groun<iw.,tt--r:~ . 
Waters from most of the lakes in the study .1rt'.1 h.tvt• 
relatively low pH (less than 7 ) wit:h sever<ll hilvinq pll v .tlllr>:; 
as low as 4. 5. The Na-Cl character of surface waters 1 ~; mo~;t 
likely related to the close proximity of thP l . l~:o:; t o tlu• 
coast and, in a few cases, road salt contamination int r oJucl'd 
from the main highway and secondary roads which run throuqh 
the head waters of the study area. Generally, the surface 
waters tend to be low in total dissolved sol ids comp.trcd to 
groundwater as approximately 80% of the I akf's !:dmp I t•d h.td 1 (•:: :: 
than 10 ppm Na and less than?. ppm Cil, vlhilc <lt; Oilt Hrl':. nf tilt · 
groundwater sampled contained greater than 10 ppm c ... 
Concentrations of trace metals, with the exception of iron, 
also tend to be higher in groundwaters tha n in I i1 Y.P watr~r:.. 
The ratio of metal concentrations in groundw;tter to mc.:til J :: 
found in surface waters is in the range of '3 to 1, to ~o to 1, 
with the exception of uranium which is almost J (HJO tim( .. :; 




Comparison of the average trace metal 
concentrations found in groundwaters with the 
nverage concentrations found in surface waters. 
Cu Pb Zn Mn Fe Mo u 
ppb ppb ppb ppb ppm ppb ppb 
9.7 2.0 22.8 31.5 140.7 0.1 0.1 
Surface Water 
Avcraqc 35.9 1().2 70.9 408.3 43.9 1.7 89.4 
Groundwater 
l{i\tio cw;sw 3.7 5.1 3.1 12.9 0.3 17.0 894.0 
Groundwater samples from deeper research boreholes (25 to 60 
metres) along the Seal Cove River Valley to the west of the 
study orca indicate that pH and dissolved solids generally 
increase with depth. The groundwaters from these boreholes 
.1 n~ cha r·;Jcter i st ica 11 y Ca-HC03 with slightly higher relative 
Na content in shallower intervals. Although dissolved solids 
in q roundwater generally increase with depth, the groundwaters 
show no systematic increase of trace metal concentrations with 
depth. The exception to this is uranium which was found in 
concentrations up to 350 ppb in the deepest intervals sampled. 
This is consistent with relatively high Eh values observed in 
t !,esc i. •tcrva l s , which indicate that uranium should exist in 
it s hf•x;wc 1 ant state and w0uld therefore be soluble at these 
drpths. Domcst ic wells sampled in the lower part of the 
rcgion;ll flow system and completed in the Holyrood granite 
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have similar water chemistry but gcnC'r<llly lower pll, tot.tl 
dissolved solids, and uranium contc~t. This "'·'Y bL' dllt' to 
dilution and mixing with shallow groundwater·:::;, induced hy Jonq 
term pumping. 
A number of samples collected from the research borPhoiPs ovPr 
a period of several days, as the boreholes were beinc: purnp0d, 
were analyzed for stable isotopes. The 5H1o val \If'!> d «' t 0 r·m i rwd 
for these boreholes ranged from -8.5 to -9.0 p0r mil vs SMOW 
(Standard Mean Ocean Water) and as high as -8. 1 in the dccpost 
borehole. Ana lysis of precipitation in 1985/86 i nd ic.1tcd .~ 1110 
mean annual values of -8.0 to -10.0 per mil for mf't C'oril: 
waters in the area (Wclhan, pers. comm., l'J87). 'l'hl'n• t un! il 
is difficult to differentiate bl:'twccn shallow ;md dN' P 
groundwaters using oxygen isotopes due to the simil<tr· i t y in 
ranges of 6 180 values. 
An attempt was made to use differences in water chr:>m i ~.: try 1 r()m 
the regional lake survey as an indicator of lake~; which ill"C 
fed by groundwater. Lakes located in the lower portion of tho 
regional groundwater flow system, and therefore liJ.:cly to h a v e 
a large component of groundwater discharging into thf~m : ;t1ovted 
no apparent difference in water chemistry compared to other 
lakes in the area. The only lakes sampled which shown~ ~n 
enrichment in calcium and other dissolved solids w0 re ~<trt 0 f 
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the.· Yc J 1 irJr<!',IS !< i •,;r2r system. These lakes were located 
dovmst rc;1m t rom a local dump which is a 1 ikely source for the 
obsr:•rv0d increilse in dissolved solids (Griffen, 1988). Oxygen 
i ~.;otopr~~; proved to be inconclusive in distinguishing the 
component of groundwater discharge into a lake due to the lack 
o! cont.ril~t in the isotopic composition of groundwaters and 
!;<~mple~; at lil~:c wat.er taken in Gull Pond, Pennys Pond, Rocky 
l'onrl ilncl fJu t Brook Pond through the ice in the winter had 
higher concentrations of Ca than in samples collected in the 
:..; prinq (T<tbl c 4.2). Although there weL·e corres ponding 
i ncrc:t!".cs in concentrations of Na in three of the four lakes 
thf'y were not as significant as the increases in the 
concc-ntr·;l tions of Ca indicating a possible enrichment by Ca-
rich qr·oundwatcr. 
1\n <'~; t i m.~ tt~ w.1:; made of the proportion of groundwater that 
wo uld be necessary to enter each lake to produce the observed 
incrr.1s 0 in ctllcium concentrations. It was assumed that the 
com·cnt r·.1t i on ~; of Na and ca observed in the samples of lake 
w.t t c t· t .tkc n in the spring were r eprese ntative of normal 
surL1cc w.ltcn-; c ond itions. It was also assumed that the 
L'OIIl:C'nt r·;tt ions of Na and Ca observed in lake water samples 
t.1ken in the winter were indicat ive of surface water mixed 
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Table 4.2 Comparison of Ca and Na conce>ntration~• (ppm) in 
lake waters in Spring and Winter 
Spring Winter % change Proportion ot 
Groundwi1tC'r 
Gull Pond Ca 1.5 2.2 4 (, ?.H 
Na 9.2 11.4 2 ·l 
Rocky Pond Ca 2.7 4.6 70 ?.'H 
Na 31.9 40.8 2B 
Pennys Pond Ca 0.7 0 .9 2B :• () ':. 
Na 5 .0 5. J (, 
Nut Brook Pond Ca 11.1 15. ?. )7 1 r, ·~ 
Na 173. 6 1 63.2 -() 
Average 
Groundwater ca 22.4 
Na ] 3. 2 
with a higher proportion of shallow qroundW<ltrr· d1 1rinq " 
period of no evaporation and 1 i ttlc surfucc w<1tcr input. 'J'h,-. 
proportion of groundwater rcqu ired to produce t lw 
concentrations observed in the mixed waters were c .Jl c u l.Jtcd 
based on the minimum ratio of Na to Cil for o.hal I ow q roundw;1t,-.r 
in the area of 1.5 to 1, determined from Fiqun' II . 1. 
These calculations indicate that groundwater contrib11t• · in th,. 
range of 20 to 35 percent of the tot .l l wa t r·r n·: c h:nq in(J tt1 r · 
lakes over the wi nter period. These cst imdte ~.; drc Jl r oll- tb l y 
low since during the winter period the re i s minirn.tJ :;u rf;wr· 
run-off to the la}:es and the greate r pc•r c(!Otd'Jf_, r; t .,,.st , . ,. 
d 1scharg i nq into the 1 <.tkcs should be dcr i v c d from 'J rrJ IHid ·,,o~l r ·r. 
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1 n addition, the maximum tJa;ca ratio for groundvlater was used 
1n the calculations which maximizes the estimate of the 
proport .ion of groundwater entering each lake. These estimates 
arc very approximate since Ca balance depends on the size, 
volume <~nd f l•Jshing rate of the lake as well as the actual 
proportion of the lake's water balance that is comprised of 
qroundwatcr. However, they do suggest that groundwater is 
di~;charqing int.o these lakes. 
4.?. Loc.'ll Groundwater Geochemistry 
.Analytical results for water samples taken from Pennys Pond 
and Gu I 1 Pond and from boreholes drilled at both lakes are 
qiv0n in 'l't~ble 4.3 while analytical results from other 
~;elected boreholes, are given in Table 4. 4 for comparison. 
S.tmplcs Pl'-1, PP-2 and PP-3 were taken from three intervals of 
the multi l0vcl pjezometer installed in a 12m borehole at the 
edg0 of Pcnnys Pond. Sample GPGW is from a borehole drilled 
throuqh the bottom of Gull Pond. Sample NS7 is from a water 
well ndj~cent to Nut Brook Pond and H285B6 and H~~')l are from 
two r~scarch boreholes located in the Seal Cove River Valley 
t1djt~<..~cnt to the study area. The samples taken from the 
bor0holcs arc typical of the groundwaters in the area since 
th<' domin<mt ions in these samples are calcium and 
b i L' ,l t·bon.t tc. 
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Table 4. 3 Analytical results of water samples collcctt>d 
from Pennys Pond and Gull Pond and from boreholes 
drilled at both lakes. 
sample PPLAKE PP-Pl PP-P2 l'P-PJ Gl'GW Gl'l J\KE 
depth ( rn) NA 7.92 6. 10 3. 3 ') Nl\ Nl\ 
pH 4. 64 7.21 7.44 ., • ?. 0 (l • (> (l h. ll•l 
cond 39 195 375 200 1 <JO 1 ()~, 
ca2• mg/1 0.9 43.2 4C.4 4 l. ~) ll.B l. 0 
Mg2+ mg/1 1.1 2.7 3.0 2. (, ?. • (} I . ·1 
K+ mgjl 0.2 0.2 3. 3 0.5 1.0 () • ·1 
Na• mg;l 5.3 7.0 40.2 9. 1 1<) . ;> I ·1 • I ) 
Fe2• mg/1 0.0 0.5 O.G 0.0 I •l • ·1 0.0 
Si02 mg/1 0.8 4.8 4 . 4 4 . U I • • •1 () . ., HC0
3
. mg/1 3.9 12 J. 4 138.9 1 ;n. ·1 'II> . I "/ . 11 
0. "> * 0 . ,( . c1· ppm 0.7 0. ·1 I. '• I . l so z. 2. 4 * 4. 1* ·; 3 • 1 * <) • 4 I . /. . :-~ . ( , . 4 ppm 
Cu ppb 2.7 1.7 5.8 2. 7 I •. , ?. .II 
Pb ppb 1.7 0.8 16.0 l.G 0 . 7 1 . (, 
Zn ppb 15.0 11.0 18.0 8. 5 }) . 0 11 . 0 
co ppb 0.1 0.1 1.2 0.0 0. I 0 . I 
Ni ppb 2.6 0.4 8.0 1.4 0 . l 0.1 
Mn ppb 15.9 469.6 539.0 392. (, I) ( l ( , • <j 4 • "/ 
Fe ppb 181.4 590.8 609.1 7](,. 4 lllH!l .ll ,, . ll 
Mo ppb 0. 1 14.6 31. 2 9. (, I. t1 n. I 
u ppb 0. 1 81.6 13 .1.8 (j 1 • ~) (J • (, o . I 
Charge % ±48.8 ±11.9 ±7.0 ± <). ~..~ I 10. B H,J • ' • 
balance 
6180 
-8.35 -7.69 NA Nl\ -1. '.' . -I I. (J I , 
* 
= ICP/MS analysis ... 15% 
NA - not available 
The multilevel piezometer installed in the l'f·rtny ::; J•on' J 
borehole sampled three distinct interva ls. Thr:~ i nt.r:~ r'J<J I 
depths were P3, from 2.85 m to 4.85 m, P2, from '~.r,,, m to ·1.r,•, 
m, and Pl, from 8 . 50 m to thE:! bottom of the hole ·,;hich .,,d :; 
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Table 4.-1 Analytical results of water samples 
selected boreholes in the study area. 
~~ilmp 1 c H285B6 
dr~pth ( m) 62.80 
pll NA 
c:on<.l NA 
ca"' mg/1 17.9 
Mg2+ mg/1 1.4 
t<' mg/1 1.0 
Na . mq/1 8.1 
re'· mq/1 0.4 
:; i 07 mg/1 NA 
II CO~ mg/ 1 NA 
C l ppm .l, 4 
:;o.' ppm 2.6 
~ 
Cu ppb 8 . 8 
l'b ppb 1 . 1 
Zn ppb r;.o 
Co ppb 0.9 
Ni ppb 13. 7 
Mn ppb 972.3 
Fe ppb 41.5 
Mo ppb 0.4 
(J ppb 213.3 
Ch<l rgP % NA 
b.1la nee 
11 ,110 -6.06 
* ' JCP/MS analysis ± 15% 
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,tpprnxim,\tC' l y 11.25 m. Based on the fracture frequency 
oh: ;pt·vpd in the drill core and from perrneabilities calculated 
tt ·om l<lllinq hc<id t :ests, the size and location of the 
int<'r·v<tls wc•re chosen to include zones which had the 
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highest rate of flow into the borehole. llydrau l ic lw.Hb 
measured in the three piezometers were approximately 10 mm 
above the water level of the lake. There w.1s a 7. to J mm 
increase in the interval hcnds with depth i nt<.~r·v,\ I i nd i c.tt i nq 
that an upward gradient existed over the lPnqth ot t h• · 
borehole and that groundwater was discha rginq into th0 l .. tk•· .1t 
that point. 
Water samples taken from the three interv.tl~:; 
characteristically higher pH, conductivity, <llk.tlinity .wei 
trace metal concentrations than the lake w.&te n;. 
groundwater samples in the a rea, sompl cs from the l'c·nny ~ ; l'nnd 
borehole were found to have high concentriltion:~ ot ur·;•n i um 
ranging from 61 to 134 ppb uranium which were ~>iqni I ic<tllt ly 
higher than the lake wuters. No other trace• met ill:; !;how••d 
significant differences between lake water ilnd qr()undw.lft·r·: ;. 
The ratio of Na to Ca for qroundwatcrs <.'Xt rdct c.od 1 rclf'1 t /i P ! ;r · 
three intervals were 0.14, 0.75 and O.l'J for 1'1, 1' /. , .. nd 1' 1 
respectively which, along with the relatively hiqh mr·<~ :;un·d 
concentrations of bicarbonate, i nd icatcs th;tt thr..· rJ roun<Jw;, t t·r:; 
are from part of the local flow system "round tt1t· lo~ ~ t· . 
Although the three samples were simi la r in compo~; i t i on, tlir · 
middle interval (P2) was found to h i! ve h i rJher crHwr·nt r d t i (J JI ~; 
of most dissolved constituents. 
groundwater extracted from this interval 
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travelled more slowly, and has been in contact with the rock 
m;Jss for a longer period of time . This is consistent with the 
p~rme~bility calculated for the P2 interval which was 
approximately ~n order of magnitude lower than the other two 
i ntervil 1 s. 
'J'hco horehole drilled through the lake bottom and into 1 - ._,j~ock 
in Gull Pond was drilled approximately two metres int.o granite 
lJe Jroc...:k through a bouldery rubble zone below the orgc.•nic 
:;0diments. The frequency of fractures in the interval was 
rf'l~tively low with only a few fractures being observed in the 
c ore that was recovered. A chemica 1 packer was placed at the 
1 i rst conLict with intact bedrock to provide a distinct 
samp l i nq interval in the bottom section of the borehole. The 
hydraulic head measured in this interval was approximately 10 
rnm above the w~ter level in the lake indicating a posit i ve 
upw.1 rd q r <Hi i ent suggesting that groundwat.er was discharging 
into the l .l ke through the lake sediments. Also, when water 
w.ts beinq pumped from the interval during sampling, there was 
V<'ry I ittle drawdown of the water level in the piezometer 
!~ uqg0: ; t i ng that wate r was recharging into the interval. 
1 t 1 s i mport.mt to note that when this borehole was first 
~; ;lmp\C'd the pH and specific conductivity were 7.27 and 395 
u S/~·m n 'sp£'c tively, but afte r a minute of pumping these 
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readings had changed to approximately 6 . 50 and 190 ~t S/cm. OnP 
possible explanation for the rapid 
conductivity is that the initial valuC>s 
in pH ,md 
rC>p rC>scnt: cd 
groundwater, but as the interval was pumped, l.lkC' w.1ter W<lS 
drawn down into the sampling interval <~nd mixC>d wi th 
discharging groundwater. The concentrations ot both major· 
ions and trace metals in the \vater sample (Table 4.3) ~~\ I! J<JP~;t 
that it is neither a typica l groundw<tter nor ~;urt.t ct.~ wo~tt,r· 
ccmpared with others waters in the study dre.t. For t•x;tmp i P, 
values of alkalinity and calcium mcosurcd forth <' w.tt t·r· !;dmpi P 
are not as high a s those found in mos t q roundw.ttcr~; but .u ·p 
higher than values found in surface Wiltcrs. '!'It t> r .at i o ol tJ ,, 
to Ca for the sample is approximately 1. 2 : 1 which ~;uq rw~; t ! ; 
that the sample is composed of shallow groundw.lt('r t.h ;lt. ha !; 
been mixed with surface water. The lilck of ur;mium in t hP 
water suggests that it is more typical of surtacc w.tter. 
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Chilpt0r ·~ IH: ~ ;u r:I'S AtJD DISCUSSION OF SEDIMENT GEOCHEMISTRY 
• •. 1 Results of surface Sediment Sampling 
A tot~l of 143 surface sediment samples were collected, using 
a regularly spaced grid, from the four lakes; 63 from Gull 
J•ond, J 6 from nocky Pond, 28 from Pennys Pond and 16 from Nttt. 
Broo•: Pond. sample coverage was fairly complete except in 
~;orne nca r-shoro or shall ow areas where there was insufficient 
ncdimcnt to collect a sample. The surface sediment samples 
consisted mainly of black brown silty organic ooze. A summary 
ol tho sediment ~n~lyses for the lakes sampled in this study 
arc given in Table 5.1, while a complete list of analyses is 
~ivcn in Appendix c. 
Frequency histograms and statistics of meta 1 concentrations 
found in the sediment of each lake sampled (Figure 5.1) show 
tl1<1 t trace metrt 1 s are j1ot evenly distributed throughout the 
: ~ed iment in these li'lkes. Most of the concentration values for 
c,1ch clement: ilt"e close to or slightly less than the mean, but 
v.1lucs ramw up to sC'veral standard deviations above the mean 
vo~ lur. For rx<1mpl e, Gull Pond has an average concentration of 
l1. :' ppm ur<tn i urn in surface sediment but a localized area of 
the lake has a much higher concentration of 159 ppm uranium. 
l't'ak concC'nt rn ·ions in the sediment vary from lake to lake, 
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sediment samples (avg. = m0a n I s td. "= st <'lnd,\rd 
deviation). 
cu Pb Zn Mn Fe Mo ll 1.01 
ppm ppm ppm ppm .. ppm ppm " 0 ;. 
avg. 18.4 18.7 107. 3 2680.7 3 . ::' 1 0. "/ l I • :' 
.l =·~ . 0 
std. 7 .4 6.1 28.7 5066.8 I. 9 4. 4 2 ~-·). s C).!l 
min. 7.0 12.0 45.0 159.0 0.~ J.O 1 J • ·1 ;~ • H 
max. 52.0 54.0 185.0 28600 .0 7. l JO.O 1~ ') . () 4 ·1 • l. 
# 63 63 63 63 (,) (d (, J (_,J 
avg. 12. 1 lJ. 8 46.7 4127.9 3.8 () • l 14 • :?. 2 '). B 
std. 2. 8 4.8 18. 1 9284.4 2 .H l 0. I I 2 . ;~ fl • (, 
mjn. 8.0 8.0 23.0 35 5. 0 1.1 J.O C.2 10.n 
max. 24.0 29 . 0 98 .0 50600 . 0 11.7 (,8. ll (, f). 0 40. l 
i: 36 36 36 J () J (, ] (, !(, ] ( , 
avg. 6.0 17.5 9.6 ~.) (). 3 O.R 4 •• , ·l (, • I 1 '' . !l 
std. 4.9 7.6 7 . 1 4 1. () ll . ' ) I ,. . ) '' ') . :~ I) • II 
min. J.O 10.0 4.0 2 . 0 0.2 l. () I I). ( ) 1 • 1 
max. 29 .0 47 .0 33.0 194.0 ?. • t.) 10.0 IO'J . 0 3'1 . I 
# 28 28 28 28 ?.B 2B 7. 11 211 
avg. l3. 9 38 .9 :?.6. 4 190.(> 0 . '/ 7. (, C)/. • () ?.B . <J 
std. 3 . 4 10.9 29 . (i 14 0. '.'. 0.4 1 . I (, f". • l I (,. 4 
min. 9.0 23.0 3 . 0 34 . 0 () . "l ].() I 0. H 1 •, . 0 
max. 21.0 60 . 0 124.0 5J(j.Q I. ., I 1. 0 ?. 1·,o . o 4 () • ( , 
II 1 6 1 () 1 (, 1 (, 1 (, 1 (, I r, 1 r, 
avg. 13.9 19.5 63.9 2251.4 2.G B.n 'l (, . . , '2 ., • <J 
std. 7. 3 9.9 46 .8 5950.2 2.3 () . ') -1-1 . 11 10.4 
min. 3. 0 8.0 3.0 2.0 0.2 J.O (, . 2 I . I 
max. 52.0 60.0 185.0 50600.0 11. 7 r.B. o ] ()<) . () 4.,. 2 
= 14 J 143 ]4] 1-11 14] I 4 .J 1-1 j lll "l 
Results of regional survey for Cull l'ond ilnd /111t 
Brook Pond (Davenport and But I cr 1 1 'J'Ir,) 1 b ;lr:,··rJ on 
a single sediment snmple from Pil c h Ltl-.t>. 
Cu Pb Zn Mn Fe rJJ o IJ lli l 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ':-,, f'pm f >f Hn ., 
"'· 
42 15 108 923 2 . ' J /.1 1 2 c, /.(I . H 
7 37 32 448 1.1 10 1 ;~ 'J ·: · ~ • (J 
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Figure 5.1 Frequency histograms showing the distribution of 
selected metals in the sediment in a ) Gull Pond, 
b) Rocky Pond, c) Pennys Pond and d) Nut Brook 
Pond. 
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LtJt -trr· 'J'·n•·ritl J y :?. to -~ times the average value for that 
lo~f-ct _., In e<~cl1 lake there is a location within the lake which 
h.l'l ;an ;,nomd I ou::;l y high concentration for a F- articular metal 
in t IH : ::c·d i m0nt. However, the peak concentrat i.ons for 
dillf.?t·cnt ra c, t.JI~; were not always tound at the same location 
·,; i t It i n <1 I .t ~·. r • • 
'1111· n·:;ul t :; o f the detailed sampling showed that there were 
ltJI',i\ ion:; :; .11nplcd i:1 Gull Pond and Nut Brook Pond that 
··n11t.<~ irt• ·d m<'l.tJ <..:oncentrations that exceeded the values 
r·· ·• ·nrdP<I in t llo r-c>gion<:ll survey (Table 5.2). The regional 
:;u r·vc·y r C> portc•d v.11ues o t 125 ppm and 189 ppm U versus maximum 
Vd I ue:; of 1 ,-,') ppm and 250 ppm in the detailed sampling for 
Cull l 'ond .1nd Nut Brook Pond, respectively. Pennys Pond which 
r·epor· t.pd the highest concentration of uranium, 309 ppm ~. in 
tiH' d et .lilc>d :>ilmp l ing was not silmpled in the regional survey. 
Till' contour ·t'd plots of uranium concentration for e ach lake 
(1-'iqun., 'J .:') :~hm.; th<lt the onom<~lous areas are not found at 
.1ny p.1r·ti··uL1r loc.-~tion in each lake, with respect to the lake 
I!Hlr·pllol oqy or inflm.; and outflow streams. The uran ium anomaly 
in Nut 1\rool\ l'ond is ncu r a source of surface wat~Jr input but 
i :: in . 1 t 'L' l.1 t i VP 1 y ccntr· a l area in Pennys Pond and Gull Pond, 
;uhl lll'.l r .1 ~; t t' 0,lr:1 out f 1m,· in Rocky Pond. The extent and shape 
ut tlw ur.wiu::-: <lnor.l:tli es \vere also differe nt in each lake. 
GULL POND I 
URANIUM 
CONTOURS 10 PPM 
N 
W•ter Depth 
0< ... c ...... Ii,. 1m 
0 200. 
A 
NUT BROOK POND 
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Figure 5.2 Contour plots showing the distribution of uranium 
concentrations in lake sediment as well as the 
distribution of water depth in a) Gull Pond, b) 
Rocky Pond, c) Nut Brook Pond and d) Pennys Pond. 
Arrows indicate direction of streamflow. 
GO 
1n l·c~ nnys Pond the anomaly was somewhat 
r•lonrJdtr:·d, pc<l~:inrJ in a c:i.rcular "bulls eye" type of pattern 
loc.st,_.d 1 n thl' t.:( ~ ntru of the lake. The uranium anomaly in 
1:1: I I Pontl ~;howcd a simi 1 u r pattern to Pennys Pond, with the 
,,,. ,.J.: ot thf:• o~norn .-lly located in the middle portion of the lake, 
'"hr·r•· til,. vt.-ttc·r depth <lt that point was only 2 to 3 metres. 
In tlut Hroo~: l'ond the urc1nium anomaly formed a frontal pattern 
which df'• -~rc.-\~;ed outw,lrd into the lake away from its peak point 
!lr•o~r· " :;tn•.tm inlet. Finally in Rocky Pond, which had the 
l()w< ·::t· conccntrat ions of uranium relative to the other lakes, 
only onP ::olmpl inq point s howed concentrations above 50 ppm . 
... fli:;t·u ~o~;iu n of SurfaC(' Sediment Sampling 
'1'1!1• <h•Lti l<•d s(•diment sampling carried out in this study has 
:;llown th.1t th0re is variability in the intensity of metal 
, _·on<·t•ntr ·o~t inn:~ in l <t ~:c :~cdimcnts and that anomalous areas are 
ll~>t o1 I \.\'.ay:; I ot·.\t Pd in the centre or deepest part o{ a lake 
(1-'iqun· '•.:'). I .. tke centres are normally sampled in regional 
'l •'o,·h(•m j,-,, I l .- 11-~e sediment surveys because they are thought to 
be• the r.1o:-:t I ike>ly loc<ltion to find concentrations of metals 
in t llt • ~;c•d i ment. , 1 nd for consistency between lakes (Hornbrook 
..t "I . I<J ;•, ,-, ) . The contre or deepest part of a lake is 
u:;u .llly ~; ,1r.1pl0J bPc .n1s0 thi s is where the fine size particles 
.tr·l' tw:'t I i~: t."'l)' to bC' found. The f iner particles have a 
t' 1 
greater exf-;osed sut·face are .1 and .H·l~ ttler·t•f o n c' l •t'ttcr · .1 b h· tn 
absorb and retain met <ll species i\S they sc>tt It~ in tlw w .lt (•r· 
column. Hm,·ever, there arc m<tny f.t c ton; \v hi~..· h " ·"' intllh' l1 ' 't' 
where metals will be concentrated in the Lskt.' ~;t•din~t•nt, 
as the size, depth nnd morpholoqy ot the• L1 k €.~ .m d p .11 · t i n s \. 1t• • 
size. The circulation pJttcrns .1nd the d c·q t·(·•· o t mixi n q • >I 
wa ters wjthin '" la~: c wi ll al s o affe-ct wi H•n• 111 (·\.tl :; .1n· 
concentra ted in the l a~:c sed i m<'nt. 
not alw<~ ys be obt r"'lincd by onl y r.;. 1mpl inq : ;c •di m,• n t t r·•>tll t II • · 
deepest or most centr·nl pa r t of n lake. 
A comparison was made bcb:e~n the conccntr<l t ion •; ut n11 •t.s l :; 
found in the sediment ond tho~;c found in the qr.tnit i c I >Pdr • " ·~·. 
to d etermine if the c onccntr .1tion of 1"' .-:> t <t l :: t m tnd i n ttl •· 
sedime nt v! as n resu l t o f det r ital input int o th•· l<~h• l r<>m t t11· 
granitic bed roc~: or other proccssc ~;. 
bedrock from the northeast e rn p ortion o f t h (' lln l y r oc " l C r o~ r t i 1 , . 
nea r altera tion z ones were co ll ec t e d and it l1 d l y z 1·rl l !> r· tr.w~' 
metals a s p a rt o f a s tudy by H.t yc:; (l rJ WJ ) . JJ. t t<l 1 :fllll t li 1· 
fr e shest a nd l east al tered sumpl cs were w ;ed to d 1.· to ·r Jni n ,. t1 11· 
average c oncentra tions for Cu , i 'b, Z n, !-' r! , filn d nd r-1•; , , . tt1 r· 
g rani t e. T h e a vera ge uranium c oncentrati o n 'd.J : ; cd 1 c11 1 <~t.'· ' J L "f 
Da venport (1 978 ) from si'lmp l cs coll ec t c:· d by ~> t r'J il' J •· ' -s l. 
{197 4). Av erage conccnt ra t ion s of rnet;l l s i n l ;, b .: ~ ;(·d i mr·,n t 
1)2 
·,;t·r-r·· 'J•·t<.- rr. inf·'J Iron J;1r: c sediment samples collected in the 
n·<Jinnill !;r·dimr•nt survey (Davenport and Butler, 1976): only 
tho~;o lal-': t:• !; Jocateu in granite catchment basins were averaged. 
Tht> ;Jver ~t<]O concentrations for each metal in both the rock and 
1<~1-:r.· !:>C>dimr·nt, i1S well as the ratio of concentrations in the 
:>t·d i mc· nt tu tlw concc:ntri1tions in the rock are given in Table 
T!t(• r.tt io ~; ol Cu, l'b, Zn and Fe concentrations in sediment to 
r ·<Jc·~·. wc·r·,. clo~;p to 1:1, which would suggest that trace metals 
in tlw ~.a:•dimc nt were transported as detrital material with 
only minor· ~;c• L: On(Llry enrichment. The sediment to rock ratio 
tur· mnlyl>dt' IHiln i~; sl iqhtly higher at 2.8, while the ratios for 
llt',Jrtium ;1nd m;nJq.tnese are approximately an order of magnitude 
lliqh0r th.ln the othf'rs. The high manganese ratio can possibly 
be aL·c·ountc d for by the way in which Mn in a mineral phase in 
tlw qr·.1nit c would be liberated as Mn2•, and would later oxidize 
.1nti pr·Pcipi t:1tc ns it is transported by surface drainage to 
Milnganes c may exist in the mobile Mn2• state 
IP!HJt'l' th .tn ir·o n, s ince the ph<Isc boundary between Fe2• and 
u xidi zt'd iron occurs ot a 10\-'er oxidation potential than for 
1'-111 • 
Jl.lV t:'llJl tH ' t (I (n i') s ugqcst s that the difference in the average 





Comparison of <lVE't'<HJE' t . t.ill'Q eH.'t . l t <.' t)lh." l'llt t·.tt iPn ~; 
found in Holyrood L~l- .1 ni tt~ ;\nd in 1.\kt~ ~;, •,ti n~t•nt~ ; 
found in tiH~ qr.H\ it~' c.\t,·llmt•nt l , ,, ~ ; in: ; ( 11.\\'t'IIJ ''" ·t , 
1078 and 11.1ycs, 1<189). 
cu Pb Zn Mn Fl' Mo II 
ppm ppm ppm ppm Pl 'lll I' I •Ill 
r-1ean l3 . 5 24 .'1 4 l). J 1 \ l ') ' l I .. . ) ' . . .. ~ . ~ . ·I 
S.D. 11. 4 26.2 22.2 JOB I.~ , (,. ! ll . H 
# I <) 1 ,. . ) 1 ,. 
.l I ~ . I ~. I ~. I~ . 
1\te.:ln 11. 4 19. <, '/ 1 . . : 1 () I I,() I I • () 1-1. 1 :, H . ) 
~; . [) . 9. 1 3(,. 2 4 rJ • 1 t1 1 ·1 H ., .II 1·1. I ·1 ·1 . I 
= 2 1 21 ~ 1 /I :• 1 .'I :• l 
o. ') 1 • (l 1 . R I 11. B / , () ) • !\ L~ . l 
bedrock is a result of eithf'r the und Pr ::.tmp l inq o t 1.11.- ph.a::" 
enriched, or the depletion ot ur,unum 111 til(• qr.ar a it,. l •y 
weathering of minerals such d~> uraninite. 'l' ll r• <.'Offi l '" r· i ::o11 o I 
metal con ccntr<1tions in the with IH ·d t < JI ' ~-. 
concentrations indiciltcs thi1t mo::;t m(• t<ll:: in th•· : :t·dir,,•·n t 
represent detrital concentration~~-
levels o f uranium in the sedi ment compo~n :d t.u ct HIC t · lltro~ t i1111 : ; 
f ound i n the underlying granitic bcdrod-: ~:U ' JIV' : ;t th.at l lroll l l tl r • 
is being conc<?ntrated in the lak e ~:r·dimr·nt ~ :. 
The variab i lity in the intens i ty i.lnd Jocatiun c.; t 1 •1·<~ 1-: m • · to~l 
concenlrations found in the surfi'lcc 1;1ycr o1 th<• J . tl-:•· : :< · rl i mr· nt 
a nd the e nr i c h mcnt of u ra n i un s u ryv~ ~; t th<~t r•r- r,c:< ·::::• ·:: , ,t 11•.- r 
()4 
tll·ln •JI·tri t.t l d cpo~;ition and the adsorption of meta l s on 
po~rti culr~U· r:;o~tt0r <1 S it settles in the \v<J.ter coluMn may be 
rr·~;pow .. :ibiP lor conccntrdting metals in the sedime nt. The 
( · JorVJdtr.·d ur;1n i um anomal ics identi f ied in both Pennys Pond and 
Cull l'o nd o~r r· ori e nted slightly west of north which coincides 
with tt1 •~ <.ni t.·n tation of fractures of cluster 1, identified 
1 r·om th,. m.tJ ,pinq ot outc r ops in the area (Figure 2.4), nn,~ the 
<>r·i ,. nt-lt i1111 of mo ~~ t of the linea r fe a tures ide ntif i e d from 
The shape and location of 
t h•.· .tn o m.t I i< ·:; in the sediment of these lakes suggest that the 
ur·.tnlum .tno m;d i0 s could be related to fracture z ones or 
!;t nH..: tur-.11 t ea tures in the underlying granitic rock mass. 
•, . l ~ C'! ~ lll t !; ol Sed imcnt Core Sampling 
Ve rt ic.l l ~ ;ect ions of s ed ime nt were sampled from three of the 
I Oll r· 1n this study to determine the vertica l 
d i s tr-ibution ot metals in the sediment. Sediment cores were 
t.lli.c·n in .Hwm<l 1 o u s .• :-e<ls def incd by surface sed i ment sampling 
.t :; v.;dl , , ~; bdckground areas from f ive locations in Gull Pond 
. 11 H I thn' ~' l ( JL", It i o n s i n each of Rocky Pond and Nut Brook Pond. 
'1'11 t.~ l O L'i\t ion of the core s within the i ndividual lakes are 
!;lwwn in F iqun:~ 5 .3. Most of the sediment in the retrieved 
'-·on 't; cons isted o f d a rk brown organic silt and g e>n e r a lly with 


















Locations at which sediment cores were collected 
in a) Rocky Pond, b) Nut Brook Pond and c) Gull 
Pond. 
~:1·d i mr·nt cr>r<:·~• t .. lY.r: n from other lakes on the Avalon Peninsula 
by M.tcl'her!;on (l'J82) also contain sediments which consist of 
(;tqanic ri c h "qyttjo~" in the top sections grading to grey 
::ilty c:lay (indic:<~tivP of accumulations of mineral sediments) 
in t t10 bott o m ~;Pe t ions o t the cores. 
Th t · con·~> r·ilnrJcd from 0.5 to 3.0 min length depending on 
whc>rC' in a particular l a ~:e the core was taken (near-shore or 
to~~:~" t'Pnt n!). ~> ince the coring device could only penetrate as 
to~r · <1: ; it t·uuld bl' m.tnually pushed through the sediment it is 
no t ccrt.-1 in i 1 the bottom of the cores represents the true 
t 11 ickrw:~~; ol the sediments. This unc ertainty was due to the 
11 iqh r · £' ~; i sto~ncc of the dense clay or sandy l:Jyers which, if 
<'ncount0r0d, could not be penetrated by the corer. Therefore 
it w;1 :; d itt i cult to correlate core depths and as a result 
tlu·r·p lr.'d! ·· I ittl c or· n o stratig raphic control between cores. 
Mt' to~l .ln.lly~> c!~ on the core sections are tabulated in Appendix 
ll. 
'l'llf' ~;C'LI i men t cores from each lake show that metal 
,·on._'(' ntt ·.tt iom; vary vertically in the sediment column (Figure 
'•.·l) . In q t' net·.tl, the r.1aximum trace metal concentrations are 
l<'ttnd in tlH' deepe r pctrt of the cores and usually exceed the 
~.:oth.' L' llt Llt ion~; found in the surface sediment sampled at those 
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Figure 5.4 Trace metal analyses 
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Figure 5.4 (cont'd) 
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Figure 5.4 (cont'd) 
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t.h~ P('iJ 1-: met.<• I con<..:cnt r-ut ions found in the sediment cores and 
conccntrat ion~; found at the surface of the sediments. 
Althouqh there did not appear to be any overall trend of 
i ncn•.-l!~ i n(J or dccreasi ng trace metal concentrations in the 
::t'd i mcnt ,_; i th depth for any particular element, in some cases 
ccmcPnt ration:~ of <.1 particular metal would peak over a short 
intPrV·Il of the sediment core. 
• •• '1 l>i:=;cu~; ;. ion of Sediment Core Samples 
:;incc the !~cdimcnt samples in the cores contain varying 
o~mount~; ol orq<~nic material, the results of the sediment 
.m.lly~;is wen: normalized by dividing the total weight of metal 
in the samp I c by the total weight of inorganic material. The 
norm. I I i zPd n:-su Its for core GPE, taken in Gull Pond near an 
.1n.' <l .tnom.llously high in uranium, are shown in Figure 5.5. 
'l'ht.., n o r·m<tl ized mct,c\1 concentrations are indicated by X, the 
r ·~w ~onccntr<ltions by solid squares, and the average 
conL~l..,ntr<lt ions for the qranitic bedrock are drawn as solid 
~ ; tr·.liqht inc•s. Normdlizing the data in this manner 
t'lllph .1 ~-: i :>. P!; p c .lk c oncentrations at particular depths and 
indiL·.tt C'~• th<lt the peaks are not simply a function of the 
.~mount o 1 orq<H1 ic content in the sediment. 
CORE GPE 
eu <Rxn> A> (Am) Zn Cwm> Fe oo M1 (ppn) M> <wn> u (Rm) La oo 
• 
Figure 5. 5 Trace metal analyses of sediment core section GPE. Raw data are 
indicated by solid squares, normalized data are indicated by X, and 
average granite rock concentrations are indicated by a straight solid 
line. 
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111 rHJ:;t ~.:r,rl·:;, th e: concentrations of the elements iron, 
m<~n'Jdf1f_·~:r· <trld le<Jd .tre qenerally equal to, or slightly less 
UJ<~n df:tr it.;tl lcvo1s, while concentrations of zinc, molybdenum 
o~nd ur<~nium appeilr to be enriched in the sediment. Increased 
co n<.:ent. r<tt icJm; of Fn and Mn would not be expected in the 
: ;< ·rJimcnt !;incc +:hey <Jrc both solubl e over the range of Eh-pH 
cundit ion~; tho~t would exist during weathering processes, and 
::ol id ph.1 ~ :P: ; on ly occur undf:r higher oxidizing conditions. 
1\.,: ;PcJ on puhl i s h c d I-:h-pH diagrams (Brookins, 1988) I lead is 
::o luhlc> only o1t very low pH (less than 1) and therefore would 
t<·nd nut to he mobil izcd f rom the granite by groundwater. On 
tllf• ut llf ·r· h.1nd Cu 1 Zn , Mo and U are all soluble over n wide 
r.tnqt · ul J:ll-pll conditions suggesting that groundwdter could be 
.t t r·o~n :,;port .tqPnt tor these elements. 
In qc'ncJ-,tl, the con centrations of metals in core GPE can be 
(·>:pl.t inc-d to ~~omc degree by direct input of rock detritus, 
tnq c• tiH·r· with i nput o t dissolved metals on organi c matter. 
IIU\\'('\'(•t · , 1 i~·.c' con2 GPE, most o f' the sediment cores collected 
in thi~; :;tudy f;ho\'' mctol c oncentrations whi c h peak at depth, 
.tn\1 h 'ho:; (.: p (•;\1-:t" . .:1rc not directly correlated with organic 
,·pnt t'nt. There tore 1 then:? ilppear to be other processes that 
,·,tn <'nr·i, ·i1 tlw sect imcnt in selected metals at certain depths. 
·; 3 
Biological processes ~..~auld po~:;sibly h,1\'l' ~..·.1u~;\•d tr ·.h't' mo ·t. t l 
enrichment in the lake sediment. ilt ~;clcl:lL·d ll'vt:l:· .. l 'l'l" i ud:: 
of high algal or diiltom growth at .1 p.n· ticul.tr· timo• i n t h o• 
sediment history of the lake could h:we ~..~oncontr·.lt('d ,·,•tt.Jin 
elements from lnke waters. MacPher·son (pPrs. c omm., \'l'lO) ll.t~; 
reported the freque nt occurrence of .1n .ti<J .lL' n.Jn~t•d l'• ·di . ., : t n11n 
in basal inorgiln ic lokc ~-:;odimont~~ o n thP t\v,llon l'l ' llill: :u l. t , hut 
since most ot the peak concontr.Jt ion~; in tlti ~; :: t trdy wo·r ·· · 
located in ~>ed iments nbove the basal inont.lllit· ::o•tl i nwnt::, it 
J.S not known whether· this orq.tni~;m m.ty bP .1 t .t\.'1 or· 1 rt 
controlling the metal concentr.>tions me.l:.ur·od in tl'l i :; ~;tll<ly. 
In cores ·,,;hich have ;1 loc:llizc rl , h iqh uro~niu m · ·on•·· ·r otr ·. :tic,ll, 
the uranium peel~: coincides v;it.h thr· poi nt .st wltidt tlt•·r •· i: : " ' ' 
abrupt decrc.1se in the orq<mic content (indi•·.t tr·<l t. y 1<• 1) ''' 
the bottom section of the core. 
ranged from tvJice bilc~:ground ]('Ve>l ~; ,, ~; in Cui 
to a peak of ove r 3000 ppm in onf.! o t the cor( ·!; t r·<, m l l ! tt 1\ r , ,, ,~: 
Pond. In some Ci1 SC:s other r.J(•till:-; :;ho·,, fH·-tY. •·oro•·•·r ot o.d t< >ll~; 
over the s<1me dept.h interv:tl, t,t rt. thi:; p.Jttr•rn , .. " ' '' 
consistent . . The re lationshi p bctwcc, n 
concentrations at the point where OI'<Ji.!ni<.: <.:onl(: nt. ::•r•Jd,. nl y 
drops off does not nppe<lr to be n : latcd to the crnr· IPn'Jih or 
location of core l·: ithin the l aY.e . The ~:drn(! 1. n•nd '"" ~; : :( ·(•fl i rr 
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j,() Ut :;tl<Jr t.•.,r <.:ore:; t.ll ... cn near-shore and in long cores taken in 
tt1•· middl•· of the laY.c. 
It · IJ>J>f''~r:; t ho~t the pcaY.s in uranium concentrations are mainly 
" : ;~;<Jt'i<ltHJ ·.1ith i'ln abrupt change in organic content in the 
::1'd i mc·nt. r t i ~· hypothesised that the peak concentrations are 
.a n·:;ult ol ttw chanqc in oxid.1tion potential experienced when 
o;.:idizP:. l mvt.tl :;pecie~ interact. with the reduced organic rich 
::.-·d i m1·nt. 1 1 11r:1n i um were present in an oxidizing groundwater 
it ,.,nu l•l P:-: i : ; t in its hcxava 1 cnt state; when it encountered 
:;•·dim(• nt :; "''ith increased o rq a nic cont.ent the uranium would 
t 1•nd to be• reduced to its tetravalent state and be adsorbed or 
pr(•cipito~tod within the sediment. 
Cnn· CI 'C ~~hm.Js coincident pe<1ks of iron and manganese and 
pt'~; :~ ihly lc.1d which correlate with a sharp decline in the 
,·om···nt ,-,,t ion~; of cu, Zn, Mo, and U (Figure 5.6). The high 
,·on•·<•nt r·;lt ion ~; of the iron and manganese oxides suggest that 
<'>: id i / i nq conditions mt~y exist. at this depth, supported by the 
fll ·,•:•encc o t i nso 1 ubl e oxides of Fe 111 and Mn 1v. Therefore, 
di:;:~o lved mot.ll s c.1rricd by groundwater, which otherwise would 
pn•cipit .. 1tc• .1 t this depth in the sediment, would tend to 
r c m.1in o xi Lli z cd ond be mobilized out of the sediment leaving 
thc;n re latively depleted at this partic ular depth. In 
.1ddition, .1 ny rnc•tals i nitial l y deposited with detrital 
CORE GPC 
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Figure 5.6 Trace metal analyses of sediment core section GPC. 




:;r·rJ i mr,nt .,,oul rJ t~cnrJ to be oxidized by the Fe and Mn oxides and 
;.J:.;o b(· mohilizc,d out of the sediment with time. The high 
,·urw,·ntr . ttiorl~; of urdnium observed in groundwater compared to 
:;tJr t dC(• '.rt<~t.r· r in the study arcil suggests that groundwater may 
bt · .t ~;otJ n ·,. I n)m which uranium (and other metals ) may be 
, ·rnl<'• ·ntr.Jt (·<f in the :>cdimcnt. To test this hypothesis , the 
dmuunt ol ur .;nium precipitated in sediments through which 
•Jround•.v.Jt c J di~;chargcs •.vas calculated. Assuming 100% of the 
uro~nium in tlw qrounu·water would precipitate in the sediment, 
.tf'pnn:imo~t e ly?. mi II ion I itres of groundwater with an average 
u1o1nium concentro~tion of 90 ppb would be needed to precipitate 
.111 .JmOtmt ol 1()0 q ot uran i um in 1 n 3 of sediment. This is 
' 'qtriv .llent t o d s ccpaqe flux of 0.00113 m3jday over 5 0 00 
y( ·.' r·: ~, 1 ,. .. in the range of seepage fluxes observed in 
!.1~:<' ~;cdim('nt~; ne .1r the study area with similar hydraulic 
qr· .tdif'nt;. ( Sdli ll0rcff, p e rs. comm., 1988) 
Fullowinq t.h c· ~;;1mc .1ssumptions, the amount of other metals 
tt\.lt ('ould b0 precipitated in the sediment from the same 
vo lum0 ot qroundwi\tc>r was calculated. The calculated 
conc<'ntr.1tions th.:~t could be deposited from the groundwater 
.Jt'<' in thP ranqc of typical concentrations found in the 
~;~.--.diment. ('l'.lblc 5.4). With the exception of Fe, Mn, and Mo 
the> i'\Verage metal concentrations in the 








(Core GPI :) 
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Comparison of L~ver<lgC' t . r ih'(' met.-ll '"'"''h'•'nt r·.1t i• ' fl~ : 
found in groundwi."\ters, .,.. i th t..'omputcd . 111<! .1-.· t tl.ll 
concentrations found in thP S<'dim•.•nt. 
Cu !'b ~: n ~lll I' (, l\1u I ! 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm !'I' Ill 
0. 03')9 0.0102 0. '/O<JO 0 . 4UHO (), () () .\·l ll.llUl/ u. (l 'l (ll l 
40 1 1 BO •11) (I t> • I I ll \l 
~: ., ) I 1 () ?:'(l I 'I I 0 I ' I i. l 1'1 
observed aver<1gc mct.-11 conccntr<ltion~; in Cu ll J•n nd ~ : ··tl i m•· nt 
core E. 'I' he r c f o r c i t a p p c a r s t h a t t h ro r· r• 1 '· . 1 : : 11 1 1 i , · i , · n t 
amount of diss olved metals in grountlvld tf'r to <~•~cou r1t ''" t l 11 · 
amount of metals found in the scuimPnt, 111 <tddit 1u rt t() tli" 
possibility of bcinq transportc>J <~~; dr,trit.ll 
provid i ng thLit the gPochcm i ca I cond it ion ~; .. ,-,. J•n· ~ : t•nt 1 '" I !11 · 
metals to precipitate. 
I n order to de t c r m i n c the i on i c s t a t (• i n \ol h i d 1 'J" t i ' , ••: : m' · t . d : : 
would exist as they moved throuqh th e rod: m .. ~ : ~ ;. · Ill l .h-pll 
stability diaqram was c.:on s truc.:tc~u vlith the o~id r,f J•JI I'LI·J.JL 
(Parkhurst ct al ., 1980 ). 
program designed to model geochern i cal rC>act ion~; il nd h;1 ~ : u-., . 
capability to calculate the composition of ~;(Jlut.ion: ; 111 
equilibrium with multiple phases . Chemic()) dilta ty,,icdl (j f 
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•Jrr>un'J'tJdt.•·r 111 the l'e:nnys Pond area were used as input to the 
rrt()tlr•l • 'I hr, mr•ta l concentrations used to construct the Eh-pH 
Consecutive model runs were 
l'•·rform0d i!llo·.vinq the modelled groundwater composition to 
( ·rplil ibrate ;1t different oxidation conditions by adjusting the 
J:h level, ttw~; simulating the effects of reduction by organic 
r·.trbun re-duction. Scver.:ll runs ·,.,.ere also made with different 
.tmount ~; ot d i ~;:;o I vcd inorganic carbon present to determine the 
J·h.t : .• · ··ll.tnq r• :; .tssoc iated with increased inorganic carbon 
I·:••: ; <~Jt~; from t .his equilibrium modelling exercise along with 
ddt.J t rom fH·oukins (l<J88), Garrels and Christ (1965) and 
Fr.nJ ~ ;~: opt (I<)(, ·;) , were then used to plot the phase boundaries 
t h .1t would (•>< i st. tor the various elements on an Eh-pH diagram 
The results indicate that, given high Eh and 
low pll L·ondit ions, most of the trace metals would be soluble 
1n qr·ound;..;;,t0r, <~nd could thus be transported by groundwater. 
T.tl•IP ~) . ' . Concentra tions of total inorganic species used to 
c onstruct Eh-pH diagram. 
C.l Mq N.l K Si04 Cl HC03 s cu Ph Zn Mn Fe u 
ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb ppb 
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Figure 5.7 Eh-pH diagram showing stability fields for 
various solid phases with respect to dissolved 
metals. The cross hatched area indicates the 
range of Eh-pH values measured in groundwaters in 
the area. 
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1-.;ruundw<~t' · r:; :; .,mpl c d from granitic rock in the Foxtrap 
llolyrood drea hav~:: a range of pH (5 to 8) and relatively high 
U1 (ilr,proximiltcly + 300 to +500 millivolts) which indicates 
th:Jt thr qround'.Ni.l tcrs arc oxidizing. If these groundwaters 
· li:;dl.t r·rJI · into.-, laJ.:c bottom they will interact with organic 
ric:l1 :;1 •d im 1· nt ~~ in w·hi c h a lower oxidation potential may exist. 
vr·om J-iqur C' •,. ·; it can be se~::n that it would only take a small 
d• · • · rr·· .- ,: ~ • -' in Lh lor s oluble uranium in an oxidizing groundwater 
tn l>(· n•d tw c>rl to an insoluble uranium oxide. The uranium 
ph . • :·; (• l'o••n•.t.ll-y is the first to be encountered as oxidation 
l"'lr.·nt i.tl i~ ; l owe r e d, wh i ch may explain why increased uranium 
l.'<Jil< 'Pnt r-.lt ion!; s how the s t r ongest c orrelation with a rapid 
dMnq r in 1.01. tt would take a much greater reduction in Eh 
to r r .tdl ,, pha s e bound<1ry for other elements such as copper or 
:' 1 n.·. :; i n c C' insoluble iron and manganes e oxides are stable at 
hiqhl'r- o xidation potcnti clls tha n observed in these 
•Jr·o tllllh,· . • t~..·r·:; , t h e y mi ght be expecte d to b e deposited as 
p.n ·t i c ul.ltf' m;\tC'ri i1 1 together with detrital sediments. 
'l'llC' ph .,~;(' llo und o r ies indicated in the Eh-pH diagram may also 
IH'Ip t o P xpl.lin c oncentra t i ons o f other me tals observe d in the 
:;l''dimC'nt, when compare d to the granite host rock (Tabl e 5.3). 
c r·ounclw.'\t C' r·s t.1 l l into the Fe(OH) 3 , cuo, and PbS04 fields 
(Fi g urC' 5 . 7 ; Br ookins, 1988) for the obse rve d Eh and pH 
conditi o n s . Therefor e metal s s u c h as iron, coppe r, a nd l ead 
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would tend not to be transpor·ted ,1s dissolv<'d ,~~"' c·ip~~ l>ut 
rather as detrital material. This is .:on ~; h;tc-nt with tlH' 
ratios of these trace meta 1 conccntrat ions in l.tKl' :a•d i mt'nt 
relative to ori~inal rock. In contrast, the prc>cipit.tt ion nt 
dissolved uranium in the sediment from oxidizinq qn1lmdw.,tt't :; 
by reduction with organic sediment could ,,c,.·ount llll t.l11' 
observed enrichment of uranium in l;1kc sc>dim<'ntr; t"PI.tt i v" t n 
bedrock concentrations. 
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r ·h·l[,tr- r r, ~; l ;t1t1i\P'I, COtiCI.USIOHS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
lk·tit i I ~_,u ~;.,mp I i ng of lake sediment from the four lakes in this 
~;tud·f o'lcor <1 reqular qrid pnttern has shown that trace metal 
conc~entro~t ions r1re not evenly distributed in t_he lake sediment 
o~nd th .-s t p(· . t~: concentrations of metals in the sediment are not 
n·:,;tr· i ctPd to ;1 commo n loc i"l tion in each lake. Therefore, 
:;.tmpl inq th•· ~ ;cdi!llPnt f rom only the def=pest or most central 
.tn•<~ o l " l<~~:e, where trnce metals are thought to be 
cunc entl'.Jt.eLI (Hornbrook and Garrett, 1975; Lush, 1984), may 
n o t "I w.ty ~; provide il s a mple which represents the distribution 
of tro~cc metals in the sediment of that lake. A comparison 
l>( · tWl't'll the conccntr<~tions of metals found in the sediment and 
t hn~;p 1 nund in the q rani tic bE:>drock suggests that the metals 
in tiiP !;rdimrnt m<IY be derived from detrital material. 
II< )Wt•v<.· r·, clcv<~tcd v.:1lucs of some elements, 
! ;uq'lc!; t t .h.lt me tal s <lrc being enriched 
r· P t.ttivc to b('droc~: c oncentrations. 
such as uranium, 
in the sediment 
\' t> r· t i l ',\1 pr·ot i 1 1.~::.; o f sed iments provide additional information 
on the pr ·occs ~·.cs or mechanisms by which trace metals are 
t r·,,nsported and concentrated in the sediment. It was found 
th;lt mc t.ll concentrations also varied in the sediment column, 
.1nd in ~~Or.1(' c <tses v ery high concentrations of a particul ar 
met a I o~·l· u rrcd over a s hort sect ion of the core. In cores 
8J 
.,,:hich had <1 ur<1nium concf:'ntnttion pc.1k, 
coincided with the> point <1t whieh the>ro was ,"l r·;1pid ~.:h.\IHJ<' in 
the organic content in the s£>dirr.ent ne<tr· tho bottom ot th f' 
core. It is proposed that the peak uranium ...:oncentr.1tiun:.; iln' 
a result of the change in oxidation potent i.11 pr·orllH"t.'d wiH•n 
oxidizing grounrlwater interacts with rcducinCJ, or·q.mi•·-ridt 
sediment . . It \·JOuld thus be possible tor ur<mium, whid1 wot1ld 
be soluble in an oxidizinq qroundwo~t<'r· whid1 wo~:; di ::•·ho~Jqinq 
in to a lake bottom, to be 
precipitated in the sediment wh(•n it cncounh.• r·<'d :·.•·d i mPnt : ; 
with increased organic content. Wh i l C thf' :~OU ref' n I InPt · I l : ; 
found in lake> se>diment 1s gcncr.llly thnurJht 
detrital inputs it is proposed that oxidizinq q ruundwo~t•·r· :. : 
discharging into n ln!-:e may provide an altcn101t. ive ~; nun·•· u l 
dissolved metal species which may become conc(•ntro~tPd in th•· 
lake sediment. 
An interpretation of the hydrogcol oq ica l t rilm(•wor~ ol t h• · o1 n·o~ 
surrounding the four lakes in this stwJy inclw!Pd o~n . • n.lly ~ :i:: 
of the fracture networks that exist 
fractured granitic bedroc lr .. An<:llysis of the fr<~c t. •JT(' •ji ·nm• ·try 
in the area has indicated thflt on a rcqion;ll ~.a;;llc•, f r<~(; tu rr·: ; 
orientated slightly west o f north ore llJ.:ely to domin;•t'· thf • 
direction of groundwater flow. Elongated zones of ilnornillnw; 
uranium concentrations 1n both Pe nnys Pond and r,u I I J>r, n rJ , 
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irJ•:·nti t ir·d t rom qrid Silmpling of lake sediment, are aligned 
<tpproxim;stl'ly in the same orientation as the major lineaments 
o~rtd f ri11.:tt1n: ~; in the nrea. This suggests that fracture 
, ·~mtro 1 lc>d q roundwatcr input to the lake could be contributing 
to ttw formiltion these anomalies. In this respect, fracture 
inters(~ct ions may provide a vertical pathway for groundwater 
d i ~-.;ch.t nJc, which could result in the localized distribution of 
m(•t;tl:; in lake sediment, as observed in Gull Pond and Pennys 
f'()lld. 
c i v•·n t tv~ po:; ~; i b i l i ty thilt dissolved metals transported in 
qnHmdw.tter may be concentrated in lake sediment, an estimate 
w.r:; m.tdt> ol the> time required to produce a trace metal anomaly 
11! th0 ob:;c'rved magnitude under present co11ditions. Assuming 
" Cl>n:;Ltnt s<. ... c•p.lqc rate, constant groundwat.er metal 
.·nrh'Pntr.ttiom; <~nd 100% efficiency in removal of metals in 
~ ·.ulnt ion, it can be shown that groundwater with a uranium 
l·onccntr.lt ion ot 90 ppb seeping into a lake at a rate of 
o. on l l.l m ~/d .ly ( meas•1red seepage for lake bottom sediment in 
-tdj.tL'l'tlt ,u -c> .t, S~:hillereff, pers. comm., 1988) would take 
·'l'proxim.ttP ly '->000 ye.:1rs to produce an anomaly of 100 ppm 
ur·;mium in m~ ot sediment (Appendix E). Radioca rbon and 
,_,o ll t' n .111<1lysis of core samples collected from lakes on the 
1\v,llon l'C'ninsula indi c ate that ice from the last glaciation 
n'tn-. .ltC'd ,,bout 9300 years ago (MacPh e rson 198 2 ). There f ore , 
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it is possible that groundwaters are responsible for the• 
observed lake sediment metal <'lnomalies, which h.tvc- dc>vC'loped 
since the end of the last glacial period. 
Seepage rates may be quite variable throughout ,, 
rate at which groundwater discharges through lak0 bottom 
sediment will affect the amount of time required for anomalous 
concentrations of metals to accumulate in the sed imc-nt. 1 n 
future studies, the location .:1nd amount of groundw<~t.cr· : ; t' e pinq 
through lake bottom sediments should be man' cl c-ar· ty d e l in0d. 
This could be achieved quite simply in a sm<tll l.t~·.C', ~;ucll a ~; 
Pennys Pond, using a series of seepage meters such .1!; th0 onP 
described by Lee (197 7 ). For a larger L1ke d three 
dimensional numerical model may be usctul, both for drt ininq 
the area of loca l discharge as well as re<Jion;ll tl o w p<lth~; in 
and around t he lake . 
It has been shown that it i s possible tor gruund•.vat 0 n ; tn 
contribute to the format ion of trace mc tnl anomal i0s in Jak e 
sedime n':s. Understanding the reli1tionship ~H ,twr •r n t1 1r> 
concentrations of trace metals in qroundw;lt(: r .and 
sediments may prove to be a u sef ul toni 1 n 
exploration. Determining the composition of qroun(J'f/<Jtr• r, .tt 
points along the flowpath up- gra dient ot an a r ea h nvin1 ~nown 
anomalous conce ntrat i ons of t race metals in la~c sedi me n t may 
8l> 
provide information on the source of m0tals. 
this study, it is possible that the source of u t"<ln i urn m.:1y be 
traced back to Pennys Hill, which is a C1.lmmon point or 
recharge for all four lakes in thi~. study which .111 :-;how.•d 
some enrichment of uranium in their sediment. 
Lake bottom SL"'!diments comprise a very complex env i r·onmPnt 
where there arE! many poss i bl c phys ica 1, chc-m ic;ll .li~ · l 
biological prc:cesses takinq place-. It lS d i I" I i<-ul t L.1 
identify the contribution of any sing 1 e one of t: h<-'!:l' pn>t ·p:;:;(•: ; 
to the concentration of metals in t .he sediment. llowc•v(• r· , ,, 
mechanism has been suggested by whi c h tr-iJcltu·(_•-contruii Pd 
groundwaters can transport dissolved met<~l 
concentrate these metals in lake sediment by inorcpni c 
chemical processes described above. AI though more:• tlr.tn o rw 
mechanism may be resp..:>nsible for the concentration of metal •: 
in the lake sediment, the role of cJrountlw<tt•:: r c·.tnrHJt IH· 
ignored, especially 1n lakes located in ~nown dr·1·;r : : ol 
groundwater discharge. 
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App,.: n •liz /\ ()(~:-. c..:ription of Scanline Mapping Procedures and 
Fr<~ cturr! Dilta File 
A. 1 Dil t <1 Co I I c c..: t ion 
1-'r•.Jcturc data were cvllccted from rock outcrops using detailed 
<1erit1J photoqraphs, taken from a helicopter, as base maps. 
~;c; .~nl incs , varying in length, were laid out in perpendicular 
directions on each outcrop and fractures that intersected the 
!;can 1 ines were numbered and traced on mylar overlays. The 
number of sc..:anlines used per outcrop ranged from two to ten 
dcp<'nd i nq on the number neet:ied to adequately sample each 
o11t <: rop a n:~a. nata were collected for each fracture including 
the loca tion of the fracture intersection with the scanl ine, 
dip, ~ip direction, trace length, degree of censoring, 
t c· r·min;Jti o n styl0. and other descriptive fracture 
e ll,, racter i ~; ti cs . i)ue to time constraints when collecting 
1 rilcture diltd over a large area and the fact that fractures 
shorter than the mean fracture spacing are thought to have a 
mir. mdl c ontribution to the total flux through a fracture 
:;yst em, on 1 y fracture traces longer than 0. 5 metres were 
:c; .1mp I 0d. 
/\ . ~~ /\nil 1 y ~; i s 
contour·cd lower hemisphere stereopl ots of the poles to 
1 r·.H..:tur·c pi ;1nes for cnch of the outcrops mapped were created 
to d ete rmine the distribution of fracture orientations 1n the 
r·oc k m.l:.!; in the study area (Figure A.l). Although density of 
1 r.1ctur·cs are biased by the orientation of the scanl ines, 
! ; i nee fractures perpendicular to the scanline are more likely 
to ~.1mpl0d, in most cases two distinct sub-vertical sets can 
~e id0ntificd and in some cases a third, weaker set appears to 
he present. Since all the outcrops were in the same vicinity 
.md there appeared to be little spatial variability bet.ween 
outcrops, to simplify the analysis of the fracture geometry in 
the ,1n~.1, "1 l the data were combined to define clusters for 
ttlC' n~qion. T<1blc A.l gives a summary of the parameters that 
L'h,1 r.1ctcr i zc t .hc fracture geometry that exists in the rock 
m.1 ss in the> ared surrounding the study lakes. 
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Aop~ndix A 
Table A.l. Summary of fracture character-iz,lt ion p.tr,mC'tc•t·s. 
Cluster 1 Cluster 2 
= of fractures 270 390 
ORIENTATION 
mean dip azimuth 69.5 1~8.4 
std. dev. 23.1 
mean dip 82.5 73.4 
std. dev. 18.9 
general trend NW-SE NE-SW 
TRACE LENGTH 
mean (m) 3. ') (, /. • <j "1 
std. dev. 4. 12 ;> • 'i ., 
min. 0.')0 o. ~)o 
max. 25.00 2 <1 • ,.,() 
SPACING 
mean (m) 0. 77 0 . 57 
std. dev. 0. 93 0.58 


































Contoured lower hemisphere stereoplots 
to fracture planes for each mapping 










A.3 Structure and Codes for Fr.1ctur·c 1l.1ta Fi I<' 
Columns 1-/. 
Columns ] _-, 
Columns 8-10 
Columns 11-12 
Columns 13-1 6 
Columns 17 - 22 
Columns ?.3-24 
Fl<lq 
11 - Fracture D.ltd 
Photo number 
Scanline plunge (0- 90 dcgrcss) 
Sequential fracture number 
Sc<tn line i n te> r scct ion in m0t r·0 ~; 
Fracture Type 
JT - joint 
CN - roc~: cont.H:t. 
F Z - I r.H.·t ur·· · :.~>ll" 
VN - vein 
Columns 25 - 28 Dip direction (0 - ·1c0 d(_•qn_•(•:;) 
Columns 29-JO Dip (0 - 00 degrees) 
Columns 31-35 Trace length in me trc5 






0 both ends LXposcd 
2 = both ends covered 
Minera l infillinq 
Q quartz 
E = epidote 
Large scale roughness 
P planar 
u = undul at ing 
Small scale roughness 
S = smooth 
Rock Type 
Terminiltion mode 








2 ~ both against another l 
46 - 80 C:)mments 
IH•m.t t i t " 
r·nc•: n 11,1, I,. 
CurvC'd 
~; t Pflfll: d 
rotJ<Jh 
qr,rn i t.1· 
rJrt t: ' r·rv l 1 rt ·<· 
:;pI .t 'I :: 
Appendix A 
A.4 Fracture Data File 











CSG1 ENOS AT 2 
R UIIG 
R uRG 




2 1 .65JT 
3 2.60JT 




26985 1. 5 0 
26980 2.0 0 
18051 1.0 0 
23290 17.0 1 
23290 ;?5.0 2 
22585 4.5 0 
23485 5.0 0 PSGO SLIGHT FOLIATION;STR:054 
OIP:SUBVER T 
110102A07900 8 ~.95JT 10078 2 .8 0 PSG1 ENOS AT 7 
110102A07900 9 10.65JT 29084 3.0 0 R SSGO 
110102A07900 10 12.20JT 8166 2 . ~ 1 R SRG SPLAYS TON 
110102A07900 11 12.65JT 7073 1.0 1 PSG 
110102A07900 12 13.65FZ 22577 25 . 0 2 RQ · ·G 
110102A0790~ 13 15.40FZ 13062 8.0 1 R SRG ENOS AT 12 
110102A07900 14 17.05JT 26175 8.0 1 R URG ENOS AT 12 
33 LINE A CONTINUES ON PHOTO S1·03 
33 
10 . 0 2 R · ·G 
4.0 0 R URG1 ENOS AT 15 










17 ?5. 14VN 
18 25.84JT 
19 28.35JT 







3 . 0 1 R CSG SPLAY END OF 
4.0 1 R CRG SPLAY END 
7.0 0 R URG2 
JT; JOINS V 
30. 00 90 0 EOL 
33 
33 PHOTO S1·03 LINE 8 
110103835005 21 0.85JT 5369 3.0 1 R URG ENOS AT 2 
110103835005 22 1.01JT 14063 2.0 1 
110103835005 23 1. 7SFZ 16070 4 . 0 2 
110103835005 24 3 . 23JT 15374 2.0 1 
110103835005 25 5.20CN 21575 1 
PSG 
R PRG ENOS AT 15 
R URG 
USA AP DIKE ; OFFSET 
33 LAT. FAULTS; APOPHYSES SUBPARALLEL 
110103835005 26 6. 10JT 34075 5. 0 1 R URG 
110103835005 27 7 . 20JT 35090 2. 0 1 R PSG ENOS AT 15 
"il0103817015 2d 7.60FZ 34075 5.0 2 R URG ENDS AT 12 & 15 
110103817015 29 9 . 95FZ 15570 4.5 2 R URG ENOS AT 12 & 15 
110103C35508 30 O.OOJT 333b9 2 . 0 2 ~ PSG 
BY NUMER 
110103C35508 31 1.30JT 23551 1.5 2 PSG PR~JECTEO PLANE UP TO SC 
110103C35508 32 3 .69JT 16584 1.0 1 R PRG 
110103C35508 33 4. 15CN 21871 9 . 0 2 
110103C35508 34 4.25JT 6376 12.0 2 
··A 10 CM AP DYKE 
II URG CROSSCUTS 33; 33 CROSSCU 
LAT. MOVEMENT 
··A 
R PSG! ENOS AT 34 
33 PARALLEL 2CM AP DYKE; 34: 10 CM RT. 
110103C35508 35 5 .90CN 20071 9.5 2 
110103C35508 36 6 . 25JT 14428 3 . 0 0 
110103C35508 37 6.83CN 21062 9.0 2 
110103C35508 38 8 .45FZ 14550 7.0 0 R 
110103C35508 39 8 . 74JT 14571 3 . 0 0 R 
110103C35508 40 10.08JT 15050 8 . 0 0 R 
110103C35508 41 10.42JT 15549 3.0 0 R 
110103C35508 42 11 . 05JT 15446 3 . 0 2 R 
110103C35508 43 11 .40JT 15446 1. 0 2 
33 
33 PHOTO S1·02 LINE 0 




PSG3 JOINS 40 
SSG 
PSG 
110102012310 44 0.50JT 16377 11.0 1 R PRG 
110102012310 45 1.65JT 16550 3.0 0 PSG3 SPLAYS TC NE 
Appendix A 
110102012310 46 2 . 15JT 1668U 
110102012310 47 2.45JT Z~j2 
1101o2012310 4e 3.osJr 27759 
110102012310 49 3.45JT 16340 
110102012310 SO 4.30JT 16348 
110102012310 51 5 . 10JT 15859 
1'0102012310 52 9.00FZ 14776 
33 STOP 2 PHOT0-51·07 LINE A 
110107A3410S 1 0.07JT 20257 
110107A3410S 2 1.31JT 137 8 
110107A3410S 3 1.67JT 18244 
110107A3410S 4 1.94JT 16246 
110107A3410S 5 2.17JT 18735 
110107A3410S 6 2.54JT 19377 
110107A3410S 7 2.88JT 19063 
110107A3410S 8 3 .18JT 18064 
110107A3410S 9 3.27JT 18076 
110107A3410S 10 4.25FZ 17157 
33 IN ZONE 2·10MM 
110107A3410S 11 5 .00FZ 24~74 
33 DIVIDES TO HW 
110107A3410S 12 5 .60FZ 18764 
110107A34105 13 6.18JT 15565 
110107A34105 14 7.30JT 15360 
110107A3410S 15 5 .81JT 14583 
1101v . ~3410S 16 9.85JT 15778 
110107A34105 17 10.36JT 17868 
110107A3410S 18 11.16JT 15985 
110107A34105 19 11.91FZ 17764 
33 SPACING IN ZONE 1· 5MM 
110107A34105 20 12.32JT 33470 
110107A3410S 21 12.67JT 378 
110107A34105 22 i2.90JT 18379 
110107A34100 23 13.32JT 18082 
110107A34100 24 13.45JT 24768 
110107A34100 25 13.62JT 33162 
1'.0107A34100 ?' 14 .14JT 33761 
110107A34100 27 14.50JT 17976 











29 18.07JT 31682 
30 18. 28JT 32974 
31 18.54JT 33058 
32 18. 70JT 34885 
33 20.57JT 16875 
34 21.50JT 16782 
35 22 .35JT 17090 
24.50 90 0 
33 PHOTO·S1·07 liNE 8 
110107825107 36 0.28JT 26585 
110107825107 37 1.13JT 18557 
110107825107 38 3 .92JT 2753 
110107825107 39 6.45FZ 2862 
110107825107 40 7.42Jf 13886 
110107825107 41 8.17JT 24865 
110107825107 42 8 .30JT 5355 
110107825107 43 8 .47JT 4066 
2 . 0 : 
2 . 0 0 
1. 5 0 
7. 0 2 
3.0 2 
7.0 I 
4 . 0 0 
1.9 1 
1.0 0 
0 .6 0 
0 . 9 0 







a PSG SPLAYS 10 ~E 
CSC3 








USG1 fORKS TO II; ENOS AT 11 
PSC1 ENDS AT 11 
CSG1 ENDS AT 11 
PSG1 ENOS AT 11 
PSG1 ENOS AT 11 
PSG1 ENOS AT 11 
R USC MOSS; SPA~S:3.85 · 4 . 50; 5 
15.7 1 RH USG FAULT;MOST EW JTS £NO AI 
2.3 1 
0 . 8 0 
1 . 4 0 
1.3 0 
1.4 0 
1. 3 0 
1.5 0 
2 . 0 0 
1. 7 0 
3 . 0 0 
1.7 0 





2 . 0 0 
PSG SPANS : 5.4 ·5.8; ENDS AI 1 
SSGO ZIGZAG PATTERN 
PSG! ENDS AT 11 
SSG1 ENOS AT 11 
PSGO 
PRG 1 ENOS AT 11 
CSGO 
PSG1 SPANS:11 .8·12 . 2; ENDS AT 
PSG2 ENOS AT 11 & 21 
PSG1 EN ECHELON PAR JT AI li 
PSG1 ENOS AT 11 
R PSG1 MOSS; STR . SPLAYS 10 NW 
PSG2 tNDS AT 23 & 26 
R PSG JOINS 23 
CSG1 
R USG MOSS 
PSG1 SPANS:16.4 · 16.6; INT ERNA 
1.1 0 PSCO 
1.t, 0 PSGO 
1. 3 1 A SSG MOSS 
1. 0 0 PSG I 
1. 6 0 H PSG 1 
1. 2 0 H USG1 




5 . 0 I 
2 . 0 0 
7 . 0 2 
1.4 0 
1. 7 0 
EOL 
H PSG MOSS 
R PSG2 MOSS; ENDS AT 36 & 41 
SSGO 
R PSG MOSS; SPA~S :6. 2 ·6 . 7; £~0 
R PSG1 MOSS; ENOS AT 41 
R PSG LErT LAT . SPLAYS AT SEN 
CaG3 SPLAT FROM 41 











44 9 . 00Fl 27581 
45 9.50JT 34485 




1. 9 1 
R CSG SPANS:8.95·9.05; JO I ~S 4 
PSGO 
PSG SPAN$ : 12 . 01·12.05 ; FORMS 
£7 ''.55JT 20010 0 . 7 1 PSG 
11 16.07FZ 24574 15 . 7 1 RH us;, 
10 16. 30fZ 17157 2.1 2 R USG 
17.50 90 0 
EKFOLIAT ION 
EOl 
33 STOP 4 PHOTO-S1 · 13 LINE A 
110113A25020 1 0.26JT 9851 0.8 1 R SSG 
110113A25020 2 0.74JT 7573 8 . 0 2 
11011JA25020 3 1.57JT 3270 2 .6 0 
110113A2S020 4 2.60JT 22539 1. 5 0 
110113A25020 5 3.80JT 21534 1.4 0 
11&113A25020 6 4.12JT 24242 0 . 7 0 
~1C1~3A25020 7 4.90fZ 9478 10.0 2 
33 SPACING 1· 10CH 
110113A25020 8 5.86Jl 1C083 3.4 1 
11~113A25020 9 6.80fl 7575 8.3 2 
11u113A25020 10 7.25FZ 26377 6.0 1 
:n SPACING 3· . "14; PARAllEl H·CLOTS 
110113A25020 7. 56JT 84T7 4.0 1 
110113A25020 12 7.74JT 8380 3 . 0 0 
110113A25020 13 8.00JT 27486 10 . 1 1 
110113A25020 14 9.90JT 23489 2.2 0 
110113A25020 15 10.10JT 7672 1.4 0 
R SSG MOSS 
CSG1 ENOS AT 2 
CSGO EN ECHElON AT S~ END 
PSG1 ENOS AT 7 
CSG1 EIIOS AT 7 
W PSG MOSS; SPANS:4 .4 -S.4; 1N TE 
R PSG STR. SPLAYS AT BOTH ENDS 
USG SPANS :6. 6 · 7.0 
H USG SPANS:7 . 15· 7. 35 ;1 NTERNAL 
PSG 
PSG3 JOINS 11 
R esc; 
CSG3 JOINS 16 
CSG3 
110113A25020 16 10.65JT 25776 9.5 1 0 CSG DIP REVERSES OIRECT I~ 0 
33 FACE TO Nil 
110113A25020 17 11.50Jf 27842 
110113A25020 18 11.62JT 28345 
110113A25020 19 12.25JT 28144 
1 10113A25020 20 12.90JT 33276 
110113A25020 21 13.JOJT 19068 
110113A25020 22 14 . 55JT 10244 
110113A25020 23 14.63JT 9444 
110113A25020 24 15.20JT 5368 
33 QUARTZ ·' FELO . 
110113A25020 15.70 900 
33 




1 .6 0 
2.6 0 







PSGO STR. SPLAYS AT W END 
SSG EN ECHELON TO N END; STE 
PSCO 
PSG L. E. lCM SHEAR ZONE; FLA 
EOL 
110113816502 25 O. JOJT 19731 1.7 0 R CRCO MOSS 
110113816502 26 0.95FZ 27683 2 . 8 1 PSG MOSS; SPANS:0.9· 1.0; LEF 
33 SPLAY AT SE END 
110113816502 27 0.95JT 2063 
110113816502 28 1.S4JT 2784 
110113816502 29 1 . 73JT 2082 
110113816502 30 2.05JT 2047 
110113816502 31 2.30JT 1948 
110113816502 32 2.70Jr 3363 
110113816502 3 4.25JT 3270 
110113816502 33 4.85JT 17263 
110113816502 34 5.03JT 641 
110113816502 35 S.32JT 34425 
110113816502 36 5.82JT 22890 
110113816502 37 6 . 54JT 21887 
110113816502 lB 7.43JT 23175 
110113816502 39 7.80JT 21331 

















PRC1 ENDS AT 26 
PSGl ENOS AT 26 
CSG2 ENOS AT 26 & 2 
PSG1 ENDS AT 26 
USG3 SPLAY FROM 26 
CSC1 
CSGO 
PSG2 ENOS AT 
PSGI EIIDS AT 
PSG1 ENOS AT 
USG1 
33 & 2 
2 
35 
PSGO SEND HAS STR . 





110113816502 41 9 . 61JT 2:'182 1.0 0 PSGO 
110113816502 42 10 . 08JT 21088 1. 7 1 H PSG SI R. SPLA'S AT WEND 
110113816502 43 10 . 61JT 12783 0.6 1 SSG MOSS 
110113816502 44 10 . 6'iiFZ 465 6.0 2 ~ usc; MOSS ; WID~NS TO ~OCM TO 
110113816502 45 11 . 31JT 778 C. 7 0 PSGO 
110113816'>02 46 12.36JT 14890 0 . 8 0 PSGO 
110113816502 47 12.66JT 18764 1.1 0 SSGO 
11011l816502 48 13 . 40F2 14664 2. 5 1 R USG SPANS:I3 . 35 · 13. 45 
110113816502 49 14.03, 2 1546 2. 3 1 R PSG SPANS : 13 . 9'>· 14 . 10 
110113816';02 50 14.10CN 15140 4 . 1 2 PSF SCM fELSITE OYKE;PROJfC T 
33 SCAM liNE 
110113816502 51 14 . 45CN lShO 3.7 2 PSF 1 CM FELS I TE DYkE 
110113816502 52 15.41JT 22l84 0.9 0 PSG1 
110113816502 53 15.88JT 17666 1.1 0 PSGO 
110113816502 54 16. 05JT 17!i33 0 . 8 0 PSGO PROJECTED UP TO SCAN ll N 
110113816502 16.50 90 0 F. :JL 
STOP 32 
1105 19A04400 0.06JT 8251 1 . 4 1 ~~~ 
110519A04400 2 0.37JT 8348 1 . 8 2 PSG 
110519A04400 3 0.56JT 8474 4.4 2 CSG 
11 0~ 19A04400 4 1. 15JT 11768 1. '. 0 CSG3 
110519A04400 5 1.58JT 8654 6. 1 1 H PSG BRAIDED; IN SPOTS 2 OR 3 
33 RIGHT LATERAL SPLAYS AI N £NO 
110519A0440C 6 1.94JT 8764 2.2 0 PSGO 
11 0519A04400 7 2.08JT 8776 3.4 0 H PSGO 
11 0519A04400 a 2.50FZ 8363 6 .9 2 H PSGO 2.35 • 2 . 65 PARALL~L JO 
33 GAPS UP TO 2 MM 
1105 1 9A04400 9 2.86JT 8982 2 . 3 0 H PSGO RIGHT LATERAL SPLAYS AT 
1· 'l519A04400 10 3 . 45JT 16664 0 .6 0 USG2 DIFFUSE MICROJOINTS 
11 0519A04400 1 1 3. 72JT 8484 3.1 H USG GAP UP TO 1 CM 
11 0519A04400 12 4.01JT 8663 2 . 3 1 H PSG RI GHT LATERAL SPLAYS N E 
1 1 0519A04400 13 4 . 20JT 21035 0 . 7 CSG2 
11 0519A04400 14 4.24JT 8474 1.4 0 H PSG1 
110519~".4400 15 4.54JT i'882 4 . 3 2 H PSG DIFFUSE PARALLE L MI CROJO 
33 BRA I DfD IN SPOTS 
11 OS 19A04400 16 4. 76JT 7868 1. 2 1 H PSG 
11 0519A04400 17 4 . 95JT 8258 4 . 0 2 PSG 
11 OS 19A04400 18 5 .67H 7041 4.7 1 USG 
1105 19A04400 19 6.46JT 8160 3 . 3 1 PSG 
1105 19A04400 20 6. 58JT 7753 3 . 1 1 H PSG 
1 1 OS 19A04400 21 6 . 94JT 35586 0 . 8 0 PSGO 
1105191.04400 22 7.18JT 19866 0.8 0 PSG2 
11 0519A04400 23 7 . 45JT 19176 0.8 0 PSG2 
110519A04400 24 8.05JT 20861 0. 9 0 PSGO 
110519A04t fJ(i 25 8 . 11JT 10577 ~.1 0 usr.o 
11 0519A044JO 26 8 . 40JT 20158 2 . 1 1 PSG Dl FFUSE 
11 OS 19A04400 27 8 .61JT 19661 1.4 0 PSGO 
110519A04400 28 8 .86Jl 19165 1.8 1 PSG 
110519A04400 29 9.20Jl 19843 1. 7 1 PSG DIF FUSE PARALLE L JOINTS 
110519A04400 30 9.43JT 9374 3.0 0 PSG3 Dif f USE HICROJOINTS 
11 05 19A04400 31 9.44JT 20163 2 . 3 0 PSG3 
110519A04400 32 9.64Jl 20760 1.3 0 PSG2 
1 10519A04400 33 9.71JT 20555 1.3 0 PSG2 
110519A04400 34 9.88JT 20572 1.7 0 PSG1 
11 0519A04400 35 10 .08JT 7550 6 . 0 1 H usc; 01 FFUSE ZON~ 2 • 3 CH 
1 10519A04400 36 10 .54JT 8756 0 . 8 0 PSGO 
1 105~9A04400 37 10.80Jl 9566 9 . 2 1 HE USG LENSOIO EPIDOTE I N GAF-S 
33 1 CM 
1 10519A04400 3l::1i . U4Jl 20064 1.3 0 PSA1 
99 
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110S19A04400 39 11.3SJ1 9363 2.8 1 H PSG 
11 OS 19A04400 40 11.3SJT 20'>56 0.8 0 PSA1 
11 OS 19A04400 41 12.06JI 7271 7.0 , H USC GAP UP TO 3 MM 
1 1 OS 1 9A04400 42 12.70F2 60!7 3.3 1 H liSG 12.55 • 12.85 BRAIDED S 
33 ZOIIES WITH FE MATRIX IN PLACES 
H COMMINUTED AND LAMI~ATED. 
,..,:.19A04400 43 12.97JI 18764 1.2 0 CSG1 
11 OS 19A04400 44 13 .OOJT 115:)8 0.8 0 H PSGO DIFFUSE LEFT LATERAL 
33 SPLAYS AI BOTH ENDS. 
1 105 19A04400 13 .00 900 E .O. L 
3:5 
1 10S19813103 4S 0 . 17JT 18864 1.1 0 PSCO 
110519813103 46 0.61JI 34488 0.7 0 CSG3 
1105198E.03 47 0.8/JT 11944 1.71 esc 
11051981310.3 !.6 1. 16JT 9863 2 . 9 2 H PSG PATCHY FE l lolf i Ll 
110S1981310:5 49 1 .42JT 9'>78 0 .9 2 PSG 
110519813103 50 1.77JI 27582 0 . 6 2 PRG 
110519813103 51 2.09JI 10879 3.0 2 PSG DIP ESTIMATED 
110519813103 52 2. JOJT 10:575 9.3 2 USG 
110519813103 53 2.57JT 10280 2.5 1 usc 
110519813103 54 3.20JT 16664 0.9 0 PSG1 
110519813103 55 3 . 21JT 9470 1.8 0 HR CSGO 
110519813103 56 3. 56JI 10062 3.3 0 H USGO 
110519813103 57 3.60JT 17070 0.8 1 PSG 
110519813103 58 4.35JT 29085 2.0 2 PSG DIP ESTIMATED 
110519813103 5<:' 4.58JT 10949 2.0 1 PSG 
110519813103 60 4.89JT 17065 1.8 0 PSG2 
110S19813103 61 4 .99Jl 17571 1.9 0 ?SG2 
110519813103 62 5.85JT 17861 1. 5 0 PSGO 
110519813103 63 6.20JT 17963 1.1 0 PSG LEFT LAlERAL SPLAY AT N 
110519813103 64 7.17FZ 32366 2.3 0 USGO 7.05 • 7 .30 DENSE MICRO 
33 SPACING 1 • 3 MM BRITTLE 
33 SHEAR ZONE 
110519813103 65 7.77JT 29081 4.9 2 H PSG 
11051981:510:5 66 8.48JI 8874 6.9 0 HE PSG2 
33 
110519813100 67 8.85JT 7078 5.2 1 H USC GAP UP TO 1 CM. 
3:5 BRA I OED SPOTS 
110S19B 1311)0 68 9.15JT 9580 1.0 0 HE PSC3 DIP VARIE> ALONG STRI KE 
110S19813100 69 9.55JT 8078 4.1 2 H PSG 
110519813100 70 9.62JT 31378 0.7 0 CSG1 
11051«;8 13100 71 10.02JT 3:5746 0 . 7 0 PSG2 
110519811100 72 10.05JT 8481 4.1 2 HE USC. 
110519813100 T.3 10.17JT 9366 2 .S 1 EH USC Dl FFUSE BRAIDED ZONE 2 • 
110519811100 74 10.55JT 7773 1 . 8 1 H PSG 
110519813100 7S 11 .21 JT 1:5489 8.0 2 esc DIP EST IMATED 
11051981:5100 76 11.05FZ 10083 2.3 1 HE USG 11 . 80 • 12. 10. SUBPARALL 
33 JOINTS SPACING 2 • 7CM BRAIDED 
110519813100 77 12.35JT 12683 0.8 0 PSC3 
110519811100 78 12.69JT 19967 0.7 0 PSG2 
110519813100 79 12. 73JT 12386 3.7 1 H USC 
110519813100 9 12 .82 90 0 
110519813100 13.00 900 E .O.l 
33 
33 
110521A26008 1 O. SOJT 13583 0.9 0 USGO 
i 105211126008 2 0. 55JT 30481 0.7 1 PSG 
110S21A26008 3 0 .90JT 14852 0.8 0 PSCO 
110521A26008 4 2.37JT 12849 0.9 1 PSG 
110521A26008 s 2.58JT 11657 0.6 1 PSG 
110521A26008 6 2. 7SJT 14563 1.7 2 USG 
110521 A26008 7 3 .80JT 26585 2.4 1 usc 
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110521A26008 8 3.83JT 31783 3 . 5 0 USG2 lEFT lATERAl SPLAY~ AT 
33 ENDS 
110521 A26008 9 4. 18JT 25~90 1.4 0 CSG1 
110521 A26008 10 4 . 65JT 22Bn 0 . 9 0 PSGO 
110521A26008 11 5 . 95JT 14971 1.4 0 PSG1 
110521A26008 12 6 . 19JT ~060 1. 3 0 H PSG3 LEFT lATEr.AL SPLAY AT S 
11U521A26008 13 6. 70FZ 24175 9 . 5 0 H PSG1 t..55 · 6.85. BRAJ0£0 JO 
33 FE CLOTS 
110521A26008 14 8 . 20JT 9575 4 . 9 0 URG1 
110521A26008 15 8 . 75JT 15623 0.9 0 CSG1 
110521A26008 16 8. 99JT 211955 0.8 0 PSGO 
110521 A26008 17 9 . 30JT 184t.4 1.2 0 PRGO 
110521A26008 18 9 . 56JT 21351 1.4 0 PSGO EN ECHElON RIGH T. 
33 PLANAR SMOOTH SECTIONS 
110521A26008 19 9. 90JT 29563 0.8 0 H PSGO OJ FFUSE MICROJOINTS. FE 
110521A26008 10.00 90 0 E.O l 
33 
33 
110521815100 20 0. 76JT 26563 0.9 0 PSG 1 
110521815100 21 1.21JT 17348 1.0 0 IJSG3 
110521815100 22 1 .60JT 17151 0.8 0 PSG1 
110521815100 23 1. 82JT 35075 0.6 0 CSG2 
110521815100 24 2. 32JT 32384 3.1 2 URG DIP AVERAGED 
110521815100 25 3. 50JT 156£1 0.6 1 EH PSG EN ECHELON LEFT 
110521815100 26 4. 10JT 16238 1.6 1 USG 
110521815100 27 4.80JT 6563 0 . 5 0 PSGO 
110521815100 28 5. 08JT 33556 1.5 1 SSG 
110521815100 29 5. 80FZ 16032 1.9 0 PSGO 5.65 • 5.95 PARALLEL 
33 DISCONTINUOUS JOINTS 
110521815100 30 6 . 46JT 16639 1. 1 c USGO 0 I FFUSE TRACES 
110521815100 31 6.57JT 13169 1.2 0 USGO 0 IF fUSE TRACES 
110521815100 32 7 . 12JT 13483 2.0 0 USGO 0 I FFUSE TRACES. BRA 10£0 
110521815100 33 7. 52JT 16526 1.4 0 USGO 
110521815100 34 7 . 90JT 7378 1.2 0 HE CSGO 
110521815100 35 8 . 85JT 8373 0 . 8 0 H USG3 
110521815100 36 9.85JT 11741 0 . 6 0 H USG1 
110521815100 37 10.00JT 10234 0.8 0 PSG3 
110521815100 10.00 90 0 E.O.l 
~ 
110528A23800 , 1.32JT 33866 1.3 0 CSG1 
110528A23800 2 1 • 50JT 25585 3 . 2 2 HR PSG CRUSH ZONE UP TO 1 CM 
110528A23800 3 1 . SOJT 3472 0.9 0 USG1 
1 10528A23800 4 1 . 93JT 35066 0.9 0 PSGl 
110528A23811 5 2 .30JT 1575 1.1 0 CSG1 
110528A23811 6 2. 53JT 27758 2 . 3 1 PSG ENOS AT AN E W JOIN! 
1 10S28A23811 7 3 . 29JT 28362 1.1 1 PSG ENDS AT AN E W JOIN! 
110S28A2381 1 8 4 . OOJ T 14974 1.9 1 HR USG LENSOIO fc CRUSH ZONE r 1 
110528A2381 1 9 5. 40JT 15528 0 . 6 1 IJSG EXFOLAT ION 
110528A238 11 10 5.87JT 25573 2.5 2 PSG 
110528A23811 , 6. 70JT 14224 1.1 1 USG 
110528A23811 12 7 . 29JT 30673 3 . 3 2 HR PSG SPREAD<; INTO 30 CM FRACT 
33 ZONE TO E CRUSH ZON[ 1 
. s "' 33 NO SLIP SENSE SFf N. 
11 0528A2381 1 13 8. 1 OJT 31482 1.1 0 PSG\ 
110528A2381 1 14 8 . 89JT 30765 2 . 0 1 USG 
1 10528A238 1 1 15 9.11J T 6647 0. 7 1 USG ENOS AT 16 
1 10528A23811 16 9 . 87J T 31479 3 . 1 1 USG PARALLEL MI CROJOJN TS; AV 
33 TRACE LENG TH 30 CM. 
1 10528A2381 1 11.00 90 0 E . O. L 
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33 
33 
110S27A 11500 1 O. OOJT 11163 1.22 H USG 
110527A11500 2 0 . 45JT 17252 0 .6 0 PSG I PARA'.! EL SHORT TRACES OV 
n SPII~EO 1 • 2 CM 
110527A 11500 3 0.82JT 8958 0. 7 0 PSG3 
110S27A 11500 4 0 . 92FZ 9863 2.0 2 H USG FAULT. 5 CM BRECCIA BRA ! 
33 ZONE SLIP SENSE? 
110S27A11500 5 1 .04JT 26465 1. 2 0 PSGl 
110S27A 11500 6 1 . 53JT 8479 2 .0 1 HR USG PATCHY CRUSH ZONES UP TO 
33 LONG 5 CM WIDE. 
110527A 1150D 7 1. 67 JT 9366 1. 9 : HR PSG PATCHY CRUSH ZONES UP TO 
33 LONG 5 MM WIDE. 
110527A 11500 8 1. 75JT 17973 1.0 0 CSG1 
1 10527A 11500 9 2 . 28JT 27084 0 .8 1 PSG 
110527A1 1500 10 2. 40JT 15143 0 .8 1 USG 
110S27A11500 11 3.10JT 26489 3 .3 1 H CSG 
110527A 11500 12 3 . 45JT 15054 1 . 1 1 PSG 
110527A11500 13 3 . 57FZ 25579 1 . 8 OHER USG3 3.45 • 3. 70. BRAIDED SH 
33 ZONES. ESTIMATED DIP. 
110527A 11500 14 3 . 57FZ 7677 5.3 1 USG 
110527A11500 15 4.05JT 9568 1.0 I HER PSG 
110527A11500 16 4 . 38JT 6788 1 .4 1 PSG 
110527A 11500 17 4 . 59JT 24572 1 .4 1 H~ PSG PATCHY CRUSH ZONES UP T 
3l LAMINATED COMMINUTED . SLIP=? 
1 10527A I 1500 18 4.85JT 14164 , .3 1 H PSG 
110527A 11500 19 5 . 35JT 29358 1.22HEPSG 
110527A11500 20 5 . 52JT 12572 0 . 5 1 HE PSG 
110527A1 1500 21 5 . 70JT 11586 1.0 2 PSG 
110527A11500 22 5 . 70JT 23572 0. 7 1 PSG 
110527A 11500 23 6.39JT 11682 1.3 2 PSG 
110527A 11500 24 6.66JT 25260 , .3 2 USG 
110527A 11500 2~ 7 . 3o~r ~;voa 1. 2 2 USG 
110527A11500 26 8. 11JT 11475 2. 9 2 HE USG 
110527A11500 27 8.48JT 31264 0.8 0 USG2 
110527A11500 28 8 . 54JT 16350 0.6 0 PSG2 
110527A11500 29 8 .95JT 10976 2.3 1 H USG 
110527A11500 30 9 . 15JT 10578 1. 4 0 CSG3 
110527A11500 31 9 . 25JT 25383 , . 3 ~ H PSG1 
110527A11500 3<' 9 . 46JT 12272 , .3 1 PSG 
110527A11500 33 9.52JT 29666 0.8 0 PSG1 
110~UA 1 1 ~00 34 9. 58J T 26885 2.0 1 H PSG BRAIDED D I SC!»>T I NUOUS 
110~27A11500 35 9. 73JT 6584 1.60 PSG3 
110527A 1 1 !100 36 9 . 78JT 8685 2.5 1 USG 
1 10527A 11500 37 10 . 13JT 6881 6 . 1 2 CSG 
110527A1 1SOO 38 10.27JT 4485 0 .9 1 PSG 
110527A 11 ~00 39 10.90FZ 24480 2.9 1 HE USG 10. 60 • 11 .20 PARALLEL 
33 DIFfUSE MICROJO I NT ZONES 
33 AVERAGE SPACING 3 CM 
110517A 11 ~00 11.20 90 0 E.O.L 
SlOP 34 
33 STOP 34 PHOTO· S5 · 30 liWE A 
1 10~30A26405 1 O.OOJT 9375 6 . 1 z R P· G MOSS; PROBABLY CON T I NUES 
33 N;FAUlT? 
1 10530A26405 2 O. to6JT 24580 1.6 2 R SSG 
110HOA26405 3 2 .22fZ 25283 9 . 2 2 R USG MOSS; COIIITINUES TO N . 
33 SPANS : 2. 1·2.34 
, 10~30A26405 4 2.25JT 14787 2 .0 1 R CSG MOSS; ENOS AT 3 
110530A26405 5 3 . 38JT 26182 7.0 2 R USG MOSS 
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110530A2640'i 6 4.35FZ 8377 9.12 RPAG MOSS;SPANS:4 . 1·4.6;SH-' 
33 MOSS, LEFT lAT. SPLAYS AT SCAN LINE 
110530A26405 7 5.45JT 8479 8.1 1 R PSG MOSS 
110530A26405 8 6.51JT 12469 2.6 0 PSG1 ~OSS 
110530A26405 9 7.03JT 12672 1.9 0 II CSG1 LEFT LAT.HOOK AT S CND 
110530A26405 '0 7.70JT 14178 2 . 7 0 PSGO 8,9,10 APPEAR TO BE LEFT 
33 SPLAYS OF MESOSCOPIC FAULT 
110530A26411. 11 9.64FZ 25787 23 . 0 2 R URG SPANS:9.55 · 9.72; MAJOR FA 
33 SHOULD BE VI S:BLE ON AP 
110530A26411. 12 10.20JT 8759 
1 1 0530A264 1 I. 13 1 1 • 30J T 8643 
1 10530A264 14 14 11.45JT 6556 
1 10530A26411. 15 12.r.5JT 7271 
110530A26414 16 13.40JT 13078 
110530A26414 17 13.86JT 20015 
110530A26414 13.90 90 0 
33 








R URG1 MOSS; ENDS ~~ 14 
R CRG1 




1 10530815~00 11 0. 72FZ 25787 23.0 2 R URG 
110530815600 18 1. 70JT 15786 6.1 0 R SSG2 MOSS; Elo:OS AT 11 & 6 
110530815600 19 2. 75JT 33281 1.1 0 PSGO 
110'i30815600 20 3.09JT 32832 2.9 0 SSG1 ENDS AT 11 
110530815600 21 3.75FZ 15f,o76 24.5 2 R USG MOSS;SPA"'S:3 . 3· 4 . 2; "'ARR 
33 ZOCM ZONE TO E & \1; ZONE lESS CLEAR DUE W 
110530815600 22 4.60JT 15882 7.9 0 SSGO 
110'i30815600 23 5.85JT 14679 7.5 1 URG BRAIDED; EN PASSENT 
110530815600 24 6.23JT 16374 1.0 0 R SSG1 MOSS; LEFT LAT. SPLAYS A 
33 ENOS AT 11; CROSS JTS BETWEEN HESOSCOPIC SPLAYS 
110530815600 25 7.42JT 134H 4.2 0 R PRG1 MOSS; E END RT. LAT. SPl 
33 AT 11 
110530815600 26 8.36FZ 15785 
110530815600 27 9 . 26JT 16175 
1 10B0815600 28 9. 75JT 33585 
33 END; ENOS AT 11 
15.0 2 R PSG MOSS;SPANS:7.7-9.03 
3. 1 2 R USG MOSS 
2.0 0 R CSG1 MOSS; DIP SH I FTS FROM N 
R URGO 110530815600 29 11.00JT 15580 4.2 0 
110530815600 30 11.55JT 20847 4.0 1 
110530815600 31 13. 13J T 16684 1 .2 1 
110530815600 32 13.13JT 21347 3.0 0 R 
110530815600 33 13.95JT 15567 1.3 2 R 
110530815600 34 14.25JT 16774 0.6 1 
110530815600 35 14.55JT 21677 3.2 1 
110530815600 36 14.74FZ 16171 0.9 1 
R CSG MOSS; ENDS AT 29 
CSG 




PSG SUBPAR. J T S 
EOl 110530815600 15.00 90 0 
~ 
33 STOP 36 PHOTO· S6·14 LINE A 
1 10614A04809 1 0.14JT 23375 1 .4 0 
33 (1 · 211111) WITH 0 PHENOCRYST$(5·611111) 
110614A04809 2 1.39JT 7282 6.2 1 
110614A04809 3 1.55JT17890 1.91 
110614A04809 4 2. 96JT 22675 0. 7 1 
110614A04809 5 3.44JT 7779 2.9 0 
1 10614A04809 6 6. 12JT 4360 5. 7 0 
110614A04809 7 7.05JT 6068 2.0 0 
110614A04809 8 7.49JT 22975 5.3 1 
110614A04809 9 8. 15JT 4588 10.7 2 
110614A04809 10 8 . 79JT 4381 3.2 0 
110614A04809 11 9.32JT 21877 4.0 0 
110614A04809 12 9.62JT 3479 9.0 0 
110614A04809 13 11.20FZ 22067 9.1 1 
USGO ROCK TYPE : F l NE GRA l NED 
R USG SPLAYS AT N END 






R URG MOSS 
PSGO SPLAYS AT BOTH ENDS 
CRGO EN ECHElON AT N END 
R URG2 HOSS;SPLAYS AT S END 
R CSG MOSS; SPANS: 11.0 · 11.39;B 
Appendix A 
:n WIDENS AT N END; lEFT LA!. SPLAYS AT 
110614A04809 14 12.05JT 22376 1.9 0 
110614A04809 15 12.60JT 213 8 3.4 1 
110614A22817 16 13.43JT 22775 2.0 1 
110614A22817 17 13.93FZ 22065 6.0 2 
110614A22817 14.20 90 0 
33 






R USG SPANS:13.8-14.05;BRAIDEO 
EOL 
110614810505 18 0.23Jl 30264 3.0 1 PSG STR. SPLAYS AT SW END 
110614810505 19 1.34Jl 33167 2.9 1 USG SPLAY fROM 20 
110614810505 20 1.80f2 31283 11.2 2 R P·G MOSS;SPANS:1.7·1.9; MAJO 
33 fRACTURE; MOST Of TRACE NOSS COVERED 
110614810505 21 2 .75Jl 31776 8.0 0 
110614810505 22 3.37CN 30480 2 
110614810505 23 3.67CN 30480 1 
110614810505 24 3 .80JT 4184 3.1 0 
110614810505 25 3.86JT 14387 1.2 0 
110614810505 26 5.04JT 14581 1.9 0 
110614810505 6 5.10JT 4042 4.0 0 










5.90JT 13451 1.7 0 
6.58FZ 12662 5.0 0 
6.80JT 22975 5.3 1 
6.98JT 12789 2.7 0 
8.20JT 4588 10.7 2 
8.60FZ 31971 7.5 0 
10. 10CN 13852 1 
11.05FZ 31765 6.0 1 
PRG1 Q AT W END 
PSA SPANS:3.3·3 . 43 
P~A SPANS:3.65-3.69 
PRG1 ENOS AT 20 
PRGl 
PRGO 
PRG1 ENOS AT 26; 20CH RT. LAT 
USG1 ENOS AT 6 
PSGO SPANS: 6.18-6.98 
URG 
R URG2 ENDS AT 6 & 11 
R URG 
PRG1 NARROWS TOWARD E; SPANS: 
URF 4CI'I ~IDE 
PSG SPANS:10.9- 1 1.2; OISCONT 
110614810505 1~ 12.00JT 3479 9.0 0 II URG2 
110614810505 33 13.25CN 31031 1 1'1 PEG. AlONG UPPER SURFACE 
33 PEG 5·15CM THICk; Q •TALS UP TO 6CM;12 ENOS AT 33;SPANS:12.75-13.8 
110614810505 34 13.69fZ 9884 7.1 2 R PRG SPANS:13.6·13.77; SMAll 
33 LAT. SPLAYS AT NE END 
110614810505 35 13.87JT 5869 2.6 0 
110614810505 36 14.40JT 15281 1.0 0 
110614810505 37 15.58fZ 32564 8.1 1 
110614810505 38 15.75JT 5377 4.0 1 
110614810505 16.00 90 0 
33 
33 STOP 36 PHOTO·S6-01 liNE A 
110601A17000 1 0.42JT 14639 1.2 0 
110601A17000 2 0.70Jl 14843 1.4 0 
110601A17000 3 1.25JT 17921 0.9 1 
110601A17000 4 1.9SJT 24077 1.6 1 
110601A 17000 5 2. 93f l 33074 8. 6 2 
110601A17000 6 3.27Jl 5086 5.2 1 
110601A17000 7 3.42Jl 23379 15.2 0 
R CSG3 SPLAY FROM 34 
CSG1 ENOS AT 35 
R PRG SPANS:15.45·15.70 MOSS 






U-C SPANS:Z.S-3.35 ; BRAIDED 
~ PSG 1CI'I FeO HALO EITHER SIDE 
H PSGO MOSS; STR. SPLAYS BOTH E 
33 SAME HALO AS 6 
110601A17000 8 4.98JT 14786 
110601A17000 9 5.05JT 23689 
110601A17000 10 5.14FZ 32387 
33 lENSOID FeO INFill 
1.0 0 PSGO 
5.1 1 PSG MOSS 
2.7 0 H PSG1 MOSS; SCM WIDE FZ;EN ECH 
110601A17000 11 5.95JT 32872 2. 1 0 R PSG1 ENOS AT 7; STR. SPLAY AT 
110601A17000 12 5.95fZ 5681 13.0 1 H PSG SCM ~IDE fZ; EN ECHELON; 
33 LENSOID feO INfiLl; fORMS FACE AT N~ ENO OF OUTCROP 
110601A17000 13 6.55JT 17363 1.3 0 PSG1 SPLAY END AT SCAN liNE 
110601A17000 14 6.89JT 16850 4.8 0 USG2 ENOS AT 7; PHOTO S8-3 
110601A17~0 IS 7.08FZ 24086 1~.5 0 H USG1 MOSS; SPANS:6 .9·7.25; Fe 
33 80TH SIDES Of FRACTURE; SLIGHT CW BEND AT N END 
110601A17000 16 8.10JT 17363 1.2 0 PSGO 






8. 50JT 17268 1.1 0 PSCO 
8.65JT 17167 1.1 0 PSCO 
8.77JT 16765 3.6 1 R esc 
33 liNE A CONTINUES ON PHOTO·S6· 00 
33 PHOTO·S6·00 LINE A 
110600A17000 1 9.20JT 1758S 1.1 1 PSG 
104 
110600A17000 2 9.66JT 17069 3.2 1 R USC MOSS; STR. SPLAV AT E EN 
110600A17000 3 10.76FZ 16563 2.6 1 H PSG CLOSE SPACEO reFILLED 
33 DISCONTINUOUS JTS; SPANS: 10.73-10.80 
110600A17000 4 10.85FZ 6366 4.5 1 HR USC 12CH OF LEFT LAT. SLIP 0 
110600A17000 5 11.88JT 16363 2.6 0 PSCO 
110600A17000 6 11.90JT 4676 7.8 0 R SSC1 MOSS 
110600A17000 7 12.30FZ 16068 3.0 0 CRCO SPANS: 12.28-12.32; MOSS 
110600A17000 8 12.80JT 15450 1.1 0 SRC1 MOSS 
1l0600A17000 9 13.34FZ 16957 8.1 2 PSG MOSS; SPAIIS: 13.27 · 13 .40 
110600A17000 10 13.90JT 27090 1.5 0 CSG2 ENOS AT 9; S END SPLATS 
33 OBTUSE ANGLE 
110600A17000 11 14.58JT 14868 2.0 0 
110600A17000 15.00 90 0 
33 
33 PHOTO·S6·01 LINE 8 
PSGO RT. LAT. SPLAYS AT SW EN 
EOL 
110601907900 21 0.41JT 8064 0.9 1 PSG 
110601807900 22 0.46CN 8664 4.0 2 PRF 1CM FELSITE DYKE 
110601807900 23 1.35FZ 29974 4.9 2 R USG JOINS 5; SPANS: I. 1·1.6 
110601807900 24 2.00JT 22082 1.2 2 Rli PRC SLIGHT f('() INFILL 
110601807900 25 3.35JT 4380 1.5 0 PSGO Rl . LAT .SPLAYS ~T SCA~ 
110601807900 15 3.86FZ 24086 12.5 0 H USG1 
110601807900 12 4.35FZ 5681 13.0 1 H PSG 
110601807900 11 4.90JT 32672 2.1 0 R PSG1 
110601807900 7 5.42JT 23379 15.2 0 H PSGO 
110601807900 6 5.60JT 5086 5.2 1 H PSG 
110601807900 26 6.65JT 4869 3.1 0 R URGO MOSS 
110601807900 27 7.63JT 5384 13.0 1 USG MOSS 
110601807900 28 8.40JT 5284 3.2 1 R PSG MOSS; COVERED BY RUBB LE 
33 LINE ; SPLAY FROM 29 
110601807900 29 8.80FZ 
110601807900 30 9.60JT 
110601807900 31 10.80JT 
110601807900 32 11.67FZ 
33 RT. LAT. COMPONENT 
6676 10.0 2 R U· G SPANS:8.4·9.2 
5777 1.0 2 R PRG 
8157 1.1 2 R CSG 
5775 7.0 2 R PRG IOCM \I JOE ZONE; fAULT WI 
110601807900 33 12.27JT 22888 0.8 0 
110601807900 12.50 90 0 
33 
33 STOP 36 PHOTO·S6·24 LINE A 
110624A02010 1 O.otOJT 5885 2.1 1 
110624A02010 2 0.55JT 31860 2.2 0 
110624A02010 3 0.71JT 6578 1.5 0 
110624A02010 4 1 .20FZ 32863 1.9 0 
33 JTS; SPACING 2· 10CM 
110624A02010 5 2 .62FZ 24587 10.0 2 
110624A02010 6 3.05JT 9436 1.4 0 
110624A02010 7 5.78JT 21984 2.5 0 
33 SCAN LINE AND N END; MOSS 
110624A02010 8 5.92JT 30879 1.9 0 
110624A0201~ 9 6 .52JT 31574 2.3 0 
110624A02010 10 8.43FZ 25884 10.0 2 
110624A02010 11 8.97JT 090 1.5 0 
110624A02010 12 9.28JT 6887 4.1 0 
110624A02010 13 9.65JT 18290 5.5 0 
110624A02010 14 10.45JT 24584 1.8 0 




R UIIG1 £NOS AT 5 
R USG1 ENDS AT 2 
PSG2 SPANS:l.0 -1.4 ; DISCONTI 
R CRG SPAN$:2.54·2.80 ; MOSS 
II USGO 
R URGD NUMEROUS LEFT LAT . SPLAY 
R USG2 MOSS 
R CSCO MOSS 
II URG MOSS; 
R CSGO 
R USG3 SPLAY 
R USG1 
R PSG2 
II SIIG1 MOSS; 
SPANS :8.2 ·8 . 65 
FROM FRACTURf lO~E 








16 12 . 60JT 30369 5.1 0 A USG1 
17 13 . 74JT 3854 1.4 0 A PSG1 LEF! LAT. SPLAYS AI SCAN 
18 17. 21JT 32046 4 . 4 0 USGO MOSS; EN ECHELON 
17.70 90 0 EOL 
33 PHOTO·S6·24 liNE 8 
110624813609 19 0.90JT 3226B 
110624813609 20 1.8SJT 10347 
110624813609 21 2.SOJT 7384 
110624813609 22 2.89JT 12284 
110624813609 23 3.15JT 31372 
110624813609 24 4.50JT 16889 
110624813609 25 5 . 67JT 23677 
110624813609 10 6.45FZ 25884 
110624813609 12 6.60JT 6887 
110624813609 15 6.80JT 30090 
110624813600 13 7.10JT 18290 
110624813600 26 9.10FZ 32282 
33 SW END COVERED BY MOSS 
1.3 0 PSGZ 
1 . 4 0 A CRG1 MOSS 
2.0 0 A PRGO "OSS 
1 . 150 ACSG1 
1.2 0 A PRGO STR. SPLAYS AT II END 
0 . 9 0 PSG! 
3.0 0 RH USGO 
10.0 2 R UR!i 
4 . 1 0 R USC:3 
4.7 0 R SRG1 
5.5 0 A US!i1 
10.3 1 A PS!i SPANS: 8.9·9.3; EMOS AT 
110624813600 27 9.66JT 10361 0.6 1 
110624813600 28 10.26JT 16337 2.3 0 
110624813600 29 10.69Jl 12290 3.8 0 
110624813600 30 10.74Jl 35587 4.0 0 
11062<t813600 31 12.00Jl 27565 3.6 1 
R CRG MOSS 
PSG! ENDS AT 26 
R CRG2 MOSS; EMDS AT 10 
R URG1 MOSS 
R PRG MOSS; ENDS AT 26 
EOL 110624813600 12.00 90 0 
:n 
33 STOP 36PHDTO·S6·10 liNE A 
110610A33902 1 0.50F2 12667 
110610A33902 2 0 . 85JT 12755 
110610A33902 3 1.08JT 12572 
110610A33902 4 1 .37JT 14062 
110610A3l902 5 1.67JT 13175 
110610A33902 6 2.25JT 11760 
110610A33902 7 2.90FZ 12668 















FZ: 3CM WIOE 
SPLAY FROM 2 
SPLAY fROM 2 
SPANS:2.35· 3.45; SPACING 
110610A33902 8 3 .65JT 35184 1.2 0 R PRG1 ENOS AT 9 
110610A33902 9 4. 17fZ 12766 3.0 2 R PSG SPANS:4.07· 4 . 27; MUSCOVI 
33 BEARING PEG. IN GRANITE 
110610A33902 10 4.98JT 13586 
1 10610A33902 11 5. 16JT 14066 
110610A33902 12 5.52JT 31889 
110610~33902 13 5 . 69JT i3885 
110610A33902 14 6.48JT 14567 
33 PHOTO 58·4 ANDRADITE GARNET 
1 10610A33902 15 7. lJJT 14767 
110610A33902 16 7.37JT 1656 
110610A33902 17 7.63JT 13576 
110610A33902 18 9.10FZ 13768 
110610All902 19 10.18JT 31683 
110610A33902 20 11.70JT 14281 
110610Al3902 15.00 90 0 
33 
:B PHOTO· S6 ·10 LINE 8 
2.0 0 USGO MUSCOVITE BEARING PEG. I 
4.0 1 R PSG MUSCOVITE BEARING PEG. I 
2.1 0 R PSCO 
1 . 2 0 R PSGO 
2 . 0 0 0 CSC1 l~flll OF GARNET AND MUS 
& SAMPLE 56· 10-14 
4.02 RUSC 
3 . 0 1 R PSG MOSS ; ENDS AT 15 
3 . 0 1 A SSG 
S . O 1 R PSG SPANS:B . S-9.7 
S.O 1 R CSG RT. LAT. SPLAY AT W END 
2.0 1 R U- G 
EOL 
110610805500 21 2.15FZ 10190 4 . 5 1 
110610B05500 2Z 5.3!!JT 20787 1.2 1 
110610B05500 Z3 7.40JT 20480 3.0 1 
110610805500 24 7 . 60JT 11140 2.1 2 
110610805500 25 8.45JT 11854 2.2 0 
110610805500 Zt- 9 . 19F Z 20384 3.0 2 
33 ZONE : 5CM 




R PSG2 MOSS; SPLAY AS IS 24;E~O 
R PSG MOSS;SPANS:9.0· 9.37; SPA 
110610805500 27 10.82JT 20667 2.4 1 PSG MOSS 




110610805500 13.45 900 EOl 
STOP 38 
11 0628A 13400 1 0.14JT 20080 1 . 8 PSG 
110628A13400 2 0. 50JT 15487 4 . 4 PSG 
1 1 0628A 13400 3 0.57JT 15082 3.1 1 PSG ESTIMATED DIP . JOINS 2 U 
33 SHORT CROSS JT. Ill TH SliM£ 
33 OtliGIN AS 2 
110628A13400 4 1.32JT 31478 3.9 0 USG1 
110628A13400 5 1.40JT 15880 2.9 1 PSG EN PASSANT lEFT 
110628A1Y.OO 6 1. 50JT 30370 , .6 0 PSG2 
110628A13400 7 1. 97 JT 32735 2.1 0 PSGO ESTIMATED DIP 
110628A13400 8 2.20JT 12490 1.1 0 USGO VARIABLE DIP plus or nllfl 
33 FROM VERTICAl 
110628A13400 9 2 .33JT :;3070 2.4 0 PSG3 EN ECHElON lEFT 
110628AI3400 10 2. 54J T 33270 4.0 1 PSG EN ECHElON lEFT 
110628A13400 1, 2 . 92JT 325 76 4 . 0 1 USG SPlAY FROM 12 
110628A13400 12 3. 19JT 32371 6.0 2 USG 
110628A13400 13 3.35JT 9668 0.9 0 PSG1 
110628A 13400 14 3. 56JT 30265 1.2 0 USG3 
110628A13400 15 3.76JT 12788 0 . 8 0 PSG1 
1 10628A 13400 16 4 .61JT 34175 1.2 0 CSG3 
110628A13400 17 4 .72JT 32569 4.1 , USG 
110628A13400 18 4.78JT 26082 5.5 1 USG NUMEROUS RIGHT LAllRAL S 
33 Al ONG E SIDE 
110628A13400 19 4.80JT 33462 0.8 0 CSG3 
110628A13400 20 5.03JT 33652 0.8 0 CSG1 
110628A13400 21 5.60JT 26073 5.0 , CSG 
110628AI3400 22 5. 70JT 16073 1.70 PSG3 
110628A13400 23 5.76JT 15881 1.3 0 PSG3 
11 0628A 13400 24 5. 90JT 26685 2 . 3 1 USG 
33 
110628A13419 25 6.08JT 34138 0 . 7 0 PSG! 
110628A13419 26 6.45JT 18888 1.2 0 CSG3 
110628A13419 27 7.01JT 2085 5 . 4 1 USG 
110628A13419 28 7.38JT 29885 0.9 0 PSG2 
110628.\13419 29 8.30JT 25 9 2.5 0 URGI EXFOLIATION 
110628A13419 30 8.73JT 34037 1.2 0 PSGO 
110628AI3419 31 9.52JT 34873 0.9 0 SSGO STEPS LEFT 




110628806826 32 0.3SJT 22064 1.4 2 PSG BRA I OED DISCONTINUOUS .10 
1 10628806826 33 0. 53JT 22972 1.0 2 PSG 
1 10628806826 34 0. 73FZ 22581 13.0 2 USG 0 . 60- 0 . 85 . Moss fol l ~d 
33 outcrop faCC'i NW & Sr PM all r:l 
33 joints s pacing 5 tm with 1 em 
33 !>paced obi iqu~ cro·;~ - JOint•; : 
33 str 102 dip 90. M.1)1 be l(oft 
33 lateral tcn•;oon 'l '"h(·~ . 
1 10628806826 35 1.38JT 21988 1.70 PSG3 
110628806826 36 1. 59JT 2781 1.3 1 CSG 
110628806826 37 1.74JT 4579 7. 0 1 USG 
110628806826 38 1 .74J1 7283 1.5 0 PSG2 
33 
110628806803 39 2.34JT 7785 1.6 0 PSG! 
110628806803 40 2 .42JT 7681 1.3 0 PS~ 1 
110628806803 41 2.SOJT 7281 2.9 0 PSC2 
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·; '06281106803 42 2.60J1 25487 1. 8 0 PSG I E~ E~HELON LEfT 
, 10628806803 43 2 . 7SJT 21473 , . 3 1 CSG 
I 10628806803 44 4 . 40JT 2~090 6.6 z USG 
110628806803 45 4. 93JT 3264 0.8 0 PSGO 
110628806803 46 5. 07 JT 8784 2 . 3 0 USGO 
, 10628806803 47 6. 70JT 5452 0.8 0 PSGO DISCONTINUOUS SU8PARALl 
1 tcl628806803 48 7 . 00JT 20090 2 . 4 0 USGO 
1106?.8806803 27 7.62 90 0 
110628806803 21 8.16 90 0 
110628806803 49 8 . 84JT 105!N 3 . 7 1 USG 
110628806803 50 9. 17 JT 9086 1. 7 0 USG3 
110626806803 51 9.95JT 2374 0 .8 0 PSGO 
1106281106803 10.00 900 E .O.L 
33 
110631A12300 , 0. lt>JT 16!77 2 . ~ 0 USG2 
110631A12300 2 0.21JT 8580 1.5 0 PSGO 
110631A12300 3 0 . 23JT 16260 0 . 6 1 PSG 
110631A 12300 4 0. 30JT 8583 1. 7 1 PSG 
110631A12300 5 1.17 JT 14362 2 . 3 0 USG1 
110631A12300 6 2 . 05JT 13766 4.0 2 PRG 
110631A12300 7 2.23JT 18066 1 . 7 0 CSG3 
1 10631A 12300 8 2. 70JT 15885 12.1 , USG 
110631A12300 9 2 . 80JT 8584 , . 7 0 PSG1 
110631A12300 10 3 . 18JT 18880 1. 1 0 PSG3 
1106l1A12300 11 3.35JT 8579 3.4 1 PSG 
11 0631A 12300 12 3.94JT 19370 3.3 0 USGl 
110631A12300 13 4.60JT 34858 4.0 1 CSG 
110631A12300 14 4.88JT 25282 1. 2 0 PSG1 
110631A12300 15 6.06JT 15051 2.0 0 PSGO 
110631A12300 16 6. 71JT 15761 4.3 0 USG2 
110631A12300 17 7.20JT 15351 1.3 0 URG1 
110631A12300 18 7.87FZ 12054 7.0 lKHR USG 7.80 • 7 . 95. ALTERED BRE 
33 ZONE . STRIKE AND DIP VARIABLE 
110631A12300 19 8.26JT 14377 0.9 0 USG2 
110631A12300 20 8.48JT 13083 2.9 0 USG1 
11063U12300 21 8.65JT 3090 2.0 0 USG2 
11063U12300 22 10.14JT 12981 2.7 0 PSG2 
110631A12300 23 10.28JT 13084 2.3 0 USGO 
110631A12300 10.50 900 E.O.L 
33 
110631919519 24 0.10JT 19170 0 . 9 0 PSGO 
1106311119519 25 0 . 17JT 3178 1.5 1 USG 
110631919519 26 0.63JT 21485 2.0 1 CSG 
1106311119519 27 0. 75JT 14357 2.6 0 H USG2 
110631919519 28 1.30JT 6958 1.3 0 PSGO 
110631819519 29 1. 58J T 232 76 2.4 0 SSGO ESTIMATED DIP 
110631819519 30 2 . 11JT 3135 1.5 0 USG2 
110631819519 31 2.27JT 16168 1.8 1 USG 
110631819519 32 2.80JT 21468 3 . 5 0 USG2 
110631819519 33 3. 18JT 19486 3.3 0 USGO 
, 10631819519 34 3 . 37JT 1579 2 . 4 0 USG1 
110631819519 35 3 .91JT 16075 2 . 3 1 PSG 
110631819519 3b 4. 72JT 21')59 1.8 0 PRC.1 
110631819519 13 5 . 37 90 0 
110631919519 37 6 . 81JT 18870 0.9 0 CSG2 
110631R19519 38 7 . 40FZ 20373 12. 0 2 usc. 7.05 - 7. 75. BRA IDEO SM 
33 JOINTS. SPACING 2 - 6 CM 
110631819519 39 7. 93JT 14S5b 1.1 0 USC.1 
110631819519 40 8 .67JT 19379 4 . 4 0 CSG2 
110631819519 41 9.02JT 22282 1. 6 0 PSG I 
110631819519 r.z 9 . 3bJ T 30286 2.3 0 csc.z 
110631819519 43 9.55JT 22267 1.8 0 PSGO 
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110631819519 44 9.67JT 21879 1.;o CSG3 
110631819519 45 9 . 70JT 12184 0 . 9 0 PSCO 
110631819519 46 9.87JT 21884 3 . 5 1 PSG 
110631819519 47 10. 02JT 937~ 1.4 1 usc 
110631819519 10.50 900 E .O.l 
STOP 39 
110633A12404 1 0 . 57JT 16044 3 . 1 1 sse 
110633A 12404 2 0 . 66JT 27081 3 . 0 I PSG 
110633A12404 3 0. 93JT 28580 2.2 0 PSG3 
, 10633412404 4 0.94JT 373 1.1 0 USG3 
110633A12404 5 2.40JT 1t.061 2.5 2 usc 
11 0633A 12404 6 2 . 72JT 15069 1.8 2 usc 
1 10633A12404 7 2. 75JT 1 t.548 2 . t. 1 usc 
110633A12404 8 3.22JT 7785 0. 7 0 CSG1 
110633412404 9 3 . 36JT 3t.377 0.6 0 PSGO 
11 0633A 12404 10 3.40JT 2t.784 1 . 8 0 CSG1 
, 10633412404 11 3 . 94J T 3t.464 1. 1 0 USG 1 
110633A12404 12 t. . 47JT 14063 1.00 USGO 
1 I 0633412404 13 4.60JT 23783 3.2 0 USG.i' 
1 10633A12404 14 4.83JT 13050 0 .7 0 PSG3 
I 10633A12404 15 5.20fZ 15669 17. 1 2 USG fAUlT BRECCIA lON[ 10 CM 
33 FRAGMENTS . NO Sli CkS S[ [ N. 
33 EXTENDS ~Off PHOTO 
110633A12404 16 5.38JT 18057 2.1 0 USG3 
I 106llAI2404 17 6 . 02JT 14670 1.50 CSG(l 
110633A12404 18 6 . 13JT 18469 0 . 8 0 PSGO 
1 10633412404 19 6. 17JT 13374 1.20 CSG 1 
110633412404 20 6.66JT 8079 0.7 0 PSG2 
1 1 0633A 12404 21 6.83JT 16670 6.3 0 CSG3 
I 10633A 12404 22 7.00JT 10390 1.6 0 USGO 
110633412404 23 7.09JT 18183 2 . 0 0 USG3 
1 1 0633412404 24 7 . 30JT 18767 1.4 0 CSGO 
110633412404 25 7.50JT 18472 2.1 0 USG 1 
11 0633412404 26 7. 57JT 11466 0 . 8 0 PSGO ESTJM4lfD DIP 
11 0633A 12404 27 8.11JT 18779 2.9 0 CSG1 
110633412404 28 8.1 1JT 27982 0 . 8 0 PSGO 
110633A 12404 29 8 . 25JT 35066 1 . 1 0 PSG3 
110633412404 30 8 . 70~T 18356 2 . 4 0 USGO 
110633412404 31 9.00JT 18859 3.0 0 PSGI DIFFUSE EN ECHEL ON RI GHI 
110633412404 32 9. 73JT 18378 0 . 8 0 PSGO 
110633412404 10.00 90 0 E .O . l 
33 
110633821600 33 0.55JT 33078 1 . 3 I PSG 
110633821600 34 0.85JT 22232 1.6 0 PSG I 
110633821600 35 0 . 95JT 17633 1.9 I USG 
110633821600 36 1.30JT 22450 1 . 3 0 PSG1 
110633821600 37 1. 52JT 24580 1 . 5 0 PSGO 
110633821600 38 1 • 79J T 24290 1 . 3 , USG VARIABLE OIP P l u<; o,. M• n 
33 f RCJIII VERTICAL 
110633821600 39 2 . 07JT 22544 0.8 0 PSG I 
1 10633821600 13 2 . 33 90 0 
, 10633821600 11 2 . 77 900 
, 10633821611 10 2 . 84 900 
1 I 0633821611 40 3 . 07JT 24568 1 . 6 0 PSG I 
1 10633<121611 41 l . lOJT 12342 0 . 9 0 CSGO 
110633821611 42 3.62JT 24078 , . 9 0 PSG2 
110633821611 43 4. 17JT 20645 0 . 7 0 PSG I 
1 I 0633821611 44 4.28JT 23563 I .9 0 PSG2 
110633821611 45 4.33JT 22746 1.3 0 PSG3 
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110633821611 46 4.6lJT 19383 0.8 , PSG 
110633821611 47 5.20JT 1527S 4.0 0 USG2 
110633821611 1S S. 55 90 0 
110633821611 21 5 . 82 900 
11063382161, 48 b.27JT 19368 1.91 CSG 
110613821611 49 6.64JT 17468 l.8 0 CSG3 
11063382161 1 50 7.22JT 16339 1.8 0 USGO 
1 10633821611 51 7. 94JT 15467 1.0 0 PSG1 
110633821611 52 8 . 04JT 19462 3 . 2 1 CSG 
110613821611 53 8. 16JT 18358 1.5 0 CSGO 
110633821611 54 8.70JT 22452 1.9 1 H CSG DIFFUSE DISCONTINUOUS Ml 
110633821611 55 9 .08JT 1469 1.4 1 PSG 
110633821611 56 9.33JT 21361 1.9 0 PSG1 
11fl633J2T611 57 9.42JT 21061 1.8 0 PSG1 
110633821611 58 9 . S8JT 21165 1.7 0 PSG1 
110633821611 59 9 . 64JT 35672 2.3 2 PSG 
11 063382 t611 60 9 .81Jr 21258 2.5 0 PSG1 PARALLEL SHORT JOINTS S 
33 1 CM . MAKE UP 3 CM ZONE. 
110633821611 61 10.00JT 21860 2.3 0 USG1 
110633821611 10 .00 90 0 E .O.l 
] 10 
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I o . ; ' 
"/ ·1. (, 
111 
llfJp(:,nrJ j x B 
~; 1?. (,- 1 (). ·n 7.')(:, 0. 11 0.43 
~;1~C-A 0.41 4. 21 (). 05 0.29 
~:121)-B r) • '. ;.> ·~. 4 1 0.08 0.24 
~; "l7.7 -1 () • I J "j 4.74 0. 1 1 0.75 
1<1•1 () ·1 () 1 .r. 40.8 0.52 4.6 
\'/ff]()l\0 0. I ~.') 0.29 1.8 
I< I'/. ().;.> ':..1 0. 12 0.4 
Ill. 0. ') 4. 5 0.6 6.7 
G P£1 ') 1 /. 1 . 1 1 1 . 4 0.42 2.2 2.4 3.7 21.2 
Gl'20 lO 1 • 1 12 0.42 2.2 2.4 5.0 21.4 
GJ•;.> o. r, 7. r, 0.28 1 2.6 1.1 13 
I> I'll •,r,•, l . 1 1 r, J • ;.> l. 0') P>.2 12.7 2.8 278 
fll'2 I) • '• .18. 9 0.5 1.8 4 <1.0 62.8 
111'2 0.4 -1.7 0.27 0.9 2.6 l.J 7.6 
Ill ' L- I 1. 'J;> 1 '' • 1 fl 0. 1.l4 8 .7') 
Ill' I 1.l I ', 1. I I 0 . I 0.37 1.2 2. 4 19.6 
1'1'1,1\U: I. I ~·) • j 0.2 0.9 2.4 3.9 4. 64 0.5 




Sample Mg Na K ca S04 Alk pll C l 
ID mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mgjl mg; l 
-------------------------------------------------------------
CB003 3.7 23. 1 0.9 71.9 l1 14 6. 22 7. r.~2 77..3 
CB007 2.8 9.9 0.5 39.2 8 127.32 7. 6~> 1 R. 4 
CB010 9.2 71.5 1.3 35.9 6.6 14.79 "J.7 }f)2 
CB014 4.9 19.4 0.6 27.6 13. 8 lOO.GJ 6.92 ;:> (,. B 
CB017 2.1 8.5 0.7 26.9 5.6 86.06 ·; . J ~) I ;.> . J 
CB020 3 . 6 82.4 1.3 7.6 1 (> • () 2. :> (> 'I.R~~ HI 
CB024 2.5 118.7 1.9 11.9 7.5 27~). 19 '). 0') 
'•'•. H 
CB028 6. 1 21.8 1.4 20.7 ] 2 50.~>:?. (,. l(i •1 H 
CB031 4. 4 11.7 0.8 10.5 11. 2 2?..1B (,. () '> ;; '> 
CB034 4.5 15. 3 1.7 47.7 5.2 14">.81 ., . (,] J4 
CB038 0. 1 123.9 0.2 0.6 9.9 2Tl. 2 <).94 1 <) • (, 
CB041 2.8 11 0.7 4 2. 3 6.5 (,. 1 (, '>. 7. 7 7.3 
CB044 8 . 3 18.3 1.1 17.7 lJ.R 17. 2S c, • . ,, 4 '). 3 
CB047 3. 4 8.8 0.7 24.7 L 4 . 7 JJ.:n 7. 1 ., l ., . 'J 
CB050 4.7 8.3 2. 3 9. 1 1 5 0.11 •1 • I J Ill . {, 
CB053 5 35.3 1.2 46.1 12 4 2. 71 (, • B'J h ' J 
CB058 15.9 51.4 3.6 41.7 126.5 4. 11 4.BB I ll. 5 
CB062 ~.9 13.7 0.7 ::!9 15 18 .2 (,. ~,<) 1 4 • 4 
CB066 1.4 7.7 3.5 12. 1 7 17. 2 ~. '·•. 'Ill 1 2. 4 
CB069 9.3 32.4 3. 1 17.6 12 3.29 ~) . 11 <)'/ • 5 
CB07?. 3.8 23.9 3.7 10.7 12. 3 2. 4 () 11.114 44 
CB076 4. 7 10. 1 1.4 38 14.7 5 8.'/] ., • 24 l I . l 
CB079 5.2 8.4 1.1 ] 5. 2 15. 6 2'J.05 '> • B "> 1 2 • ') 
CB082 4.9 10. 3 1.2 31.4 9.8 118.0() 7. 21 :w 
CB087 10.9 12. 1 1 53.2 5.5 47.64 .,, 'd '11 
CB091 0.2 88. 3 0.5 1.6 ':>.7 9(>. 9] 'J. B 1 I • ·1 
CB094 0.1 100. 1 0.4 1.3 1 J<,.sn <). 1 2 1 () . 1 
CB097 3.9 9.1 1.4 21.2 4 5'.l. ac, r,. ')H 1 1 
CB101 6.5 31.2 0.9 3 (). 1 ?. ( , Wl.7 ') ., . 04 (,B • . , 
CB105 3.5 10.8 1.6 27.G 1 (, • (, W/.'J ., . /. l ., . (, 
CB109 4 19.9 0.9 8.() 4. 2 n 1 H '•. J I J4 
CB112 3.6 13. 1 l 11.5 4.2 41.(J'/ (, . 1'' /. ( , . (, 
CB116 2.5 58. 3 1.2 20.7 204.')':1 'J • () 'J ~ 4 • II 
CB120 2.5 21.7 1.2 32 7.8 ] ]/ . (, ., • B l I 0 • ll 
CB123 0.9 7.5 0.5 3 4.2 HJ. r,a 4 • ll 1 () • 1 
CB127 7.9 15.8 1.6 n8.9 39. 1 94. 4 ., r,. •1 1 ./11 
CBU1 5.4 9.3 0.7 45 1 (>8. 4 ., . ., i I 'J. 2 
CB134 4.2 14 2. 1 28.4 ') . 4 111.7 2 r,. r,4 1 'J • ll 
CB138 0.7 44.7 0.8 2.3 7.~ 101l.4l r,.:?. 4 1/.. 2 
CB142 3.5 7. 3 0.9 29.5 3.6 l 0]. f)9 i. f)'J H 
CB145 4.6 32. 1 1.1 15.5 8.7 11'1.91 r,. Oil '/1 • ] 
CB149 2.9 30.1 1.1 39 22 1 08. B 4 "I. 4 'J 4 'l •. , 
CB153 3.1 20 1.2 26.5 G.6 :.2.78 (j,28 41. 1 
111 
fiJ,fA:nrJ i /. B 
Clll ',"/ /. . r, ., 0.7 25 11.8 77.12 6.4 9.4 
II /.11 •, I O.H 4.6 0.7 3.4 2.4 11.96 5.04 7.4 
11/.ll', l. o. r, ] • 'J 0.7 2.9 4 . 92 6.2 
II l.l!', ·1 () . {, ~3 • g 0.7 2.6 5.26 6.2 
11/.H ',-1 o . r, 1.') 0.7 2.6 2.6 3.99 5.23 8.8 
1121J','j 0. r, 3. ?. 0.6 2.5 5.23 5.2 
11/.H',h/\ (J • ' ) .L r, 0.7 2.6 4.75 5.2 
112B',(,C () . (, 3.B 0 . 7 2.5 4. ·ra 5.2 
112fl',fl1 l . •, 8. 2 0 .9 18.4 4.2 50.97 7 17.8 
112B',fl'> 1 . (, 8.1 1 18.8 2.6 61 6.1 14.4 
If 7. 1! '} Jl(, l. '1 8. 1 1 17.9 2 59.1 6 . 03 13.4 
II Hl''2 'J • . , 8. 3 0.7 32.5 5.2 127.51 8.2 
JllH '>-1 : . . , H.4 0.6 32.7 3.8 1?8.1 7.8 
11-11 I 4.9 0.5 5.1 3.6 14.2 8.2 
114 (, 1 1\ .9 0.5 5.2 3.6 13.1 8.4 
111\IH l 1\.8 0.5 5.2 3.6 14 8 
llli/.4 1 . 2 ') .] 0.9 9.3 4 .2 30.4 9.6 
111'1 l .. , 7 . 2 0 ,-• ::> 41.2 2.4 130.3 8.08 18 
Ill 'I. 'J. '1 G.7 0.5 38.9 2.4 119.4 8.43 18.6 
Ill' J !. 7 ., 0.5 41.5 2.4 129.72 8.6 18.6 
111'4 1 . 1 (, 0.4 36.1 113.53 8.48 16.8 
liP'> Ll [,. 5 0.4 37.9 4.4 120.24 7.83 14.2 
II ?. l ·1 • ·1 0. ~) 1\ 0.5 7.5 
G I'GW ~1. • () 1 (, . 2 1 11.8 1.2 46.3 6.66 1.5 
1'1'1 :~ . ·; 'I 0.2 43.2 4. 1 123.4 7.21 0. 4 
1'1':> l ·1 0. 2 3. 3 46.4 73.1 138.9 7.44 0.7 
1'1 '] ). . (' 9. 1 0.5 41.5 9.1 123.4 7.2 0.4 
N!;-1 0.17. 'i O. 7 0 . 41 15.8 5.4~ 195.2 34.6 
N~ ; -:> ;~ • tl 1?..7 1. 05 8.4 4.69 12.2 23 
NS - .l 0. (, ~3 .8 0 .3 4 10.6 8.6 97.6 32.3 
N~;-1} :~ . (, ') 17.7 0 .46 42.9 3.9 1 52. 5 7.7 
N~;-', /. .8 (, Q. 5 ]. 63 33 10 134 65.7 
NS-<· L l\ 29 .1 l. 32 33.1 3.33 79.3 63.7 
NS - ·/ •1 • ' ) ·1 0. C) 5 . 51 53.7 15.8 152.5 5 7 .8 
N~ ; - H I l. g ;> -191 (, . 5 1 llH.b 45.5 61 47 9 7 
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Appendix C Analytical Results of Pond S(•d i mcnt. S.lmpiP~~ 
Gull Pond surface Loke sediment 1\n.lly::;i~; 
sample x y Cu Pb Zn 
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1 1 • '• 
I 1 . (, 
11 . h 
1 1 . (> 
1 1 . H 
13 . 2 
8 • B 
1?. . 7 
1 1 .(, 
(> • 7 
n 1 .o 
(, . I 
B • '• 
l 1 1 .• , 
2 0 . (, 
1 G . 'l 
]1 1.0 
-; .. I 
ll 1.() 
"7 • 'J 
., . (, 
q .B 
1 1 • (, 
') • .?. 
1 () . 'J 
10 ~ .1 
r, 1. I 
1 'J • H 
11 . 'J 
G 1. 4 
c ] . 1 
II . 'J 
r, 1 • o 
II 1 . 4 
1 2 1. ;, 
1 8 . 4 
14 . ·s 
1 0 ]. /. 
" 1 . 'l 
1 G 1. 1 
? ·1 • '> 
;>O .H 
;~ ') . ( , 
?. 1 • J 
;w. l 
1 0/. .0 
;> I. 0 
l. J. J 
;w. 4 
]C) , ') 
I • J • /. 
/. '• . . , 
~ s. I 
•.o . l 
H •, . I! 
1.1 • 1 
Ill . I 
Ill. I 
(,•·, . j 
/. 1 • H 
I 'J • I 
] H.' J 
l 'J • (, 
40. I, 
J '/ • I J 




1,/. .. , 
4/..11 
;u •. 'J 
I.' I . () 
l •1 . (l 
j(,,., 
J (, . 4 
) :-~ . 2 
.H.B 
1 :7.0 
1 11 • n 
J 4 • (I 
l ., • 4 
j 4. :• 
:?1!.11 
I/. . /. 
?' ,. (, 
I / . l l 
l I . r. 
1 ~) • 4 
J I. ( , 
/'')./! 
l ., . ;. 
/' H • ( , 
lO.SI 
4 I • r, 
·1H. r, 
.I J, /. 
J • / 
·p,. ( J 
u .1 
~ "I • B 
' J l . /. 
'j 2 . (, 
'l_ '/.(J 1)(), 1) 
]', 'J,IJ /''/ , H 
·; ],() 1/.. 'J 
r.o .l ·;.r, 
W/,(J 'l4. i' 
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/\ppendix c 
201'/ 4SO 600 14 18 108 685 3.16 13 . 7 14.6 37.4 
2018 4 ')0 650 20 15 118 339 1. 21 7 1.1 38.9 36.1 
201~ 500 410 18 22 102 981 3.05 30 • 5 18.8 34.8 
2021 ~00 700 21 20 78 593 1. 72 21 . 2 52.7 2.8 
/.022 500 4 ')0 15 15 134 8800 6.83 14 . 8 16.9 36.5 
2023 5'.JO 550 16 15 134 3440 6.01 11 .7 16.5 38.0 
2024 ~·.Jo (,')0 15 17 107 523 2.39 11 . 6 14.9 37.7 
2 02'.J '•'.) 0 'J':iU 1.? 18 125 611 1. 70 3 • 7 16.7 19.2 
2026 () () () 400 18 18 106 435 3.05 13 .9 21.3 40.0 
202'/ ()() 0 GOO 15 14 103 3480 6.05 11 . 6 15.1 41.6 
2028 (,00 900 lG 16 141 4400 5.57 11 .9 16.0 37.1 
2 () 2 'J 6UU 1000 15 15 127 3420 5.36 11 .8 16.0 39.3 
2011 r.~)o 'j')O 15 18 74 789 2.68 10 .6 16.0 44.2 
2012 G~O GSO 15 15 81 1500 4.79 10 • 6 16.0 42.9 
20) J 6~0 750 21 54 138 2780 5.00 11 . 8 17.1 39.6 
2 0 .Jtl (j ~) () B50 16 15 67 605 2.08 7 • 5 15.5 43.6 
20J'.J c.• ... o C)')Q 17 15 102 567 3.61 10 • 6 16.8 38.2 
2()](, ·;oo 600 15 16 101 686 5.30 11 • 6 15.3 39.1 
/.O'J/ 700 700 15 15 115 972 5.77 18 . 5 14.9 36.9 
;• () 'J 8 ·;on 1300 16 16 139 5020 5. 21 10 • 9 14.0 39. 1 
? () j I) 700 900 16 17 138 3730 5.14 11 • 9 15.0 38.0 
;~ 0·11 ·;oo 1000 15 17 102 525 3.73 12 . 6 13.4 38.4 
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Appendix c 
Nut Brook Pond Surface Lake S£>dimont An.tly~;i:-; 
sample X y cu Pb Zn Mn Fe Mo Cd ll 1.01 
# loc loc ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm '1. 
1054 25 100 9 JJ 20 536 l. 4 (j 5 • ?. l '). B :::> '.>. h 
1055 25 125 13 JO 17 65 .38 6 • 4 14. B :n. :• 
1056 50 50 15 46 16 206 . 4~ 10 • ·l ., 'J • l) J 2 . II 
1057 50 75 11 45 27 377 .83 9 • 4 "/ ( l • I ) Hl. ·I 
1058 50 100 10 27 15 145 .63 6 . l l I . " } ') . ·1 
1059 50 125 12 23 18 120 .63 4 ./. .I'J.h J4 •• • 
1061 50 150 10 23 4 ]5 • 3 5 l . I lll. B :• :~. H 
1062 50 175 17 34 3 34 .27 3 ' · . 1 ·I (, . ,, I '). II 
1063 75 50 16 53 23 372 .66 12 . () t:~(;.lJ •l (J o (I 
1064 75 75 17 44 124 296 1. 54 12 I . I) 1 :~ (,. 0 1 '>.0 
1065 75 100 19 41 15 76 . () {) 7 . I ') (, . '• :?.6. •1 
1066 100 50 10 43 35 116 1. 21 10 . tl 7.'>0.0 14 . ;• 
1067 100 75 15 53 16 217 .62 9 ,. . . ) 14 4. () .I(). /. 
1068 100 100 13 27 5 79 .43 6 • 2 '> 1. '• ~· 4. 4 
1069 125 50 15 60 72 272 I. 14 1 3 1. () 2 "l "l. 0 ·14. H 
1071 125 75 21 40 13 104 .56 r, . J (, l. ,, ?. ., • (, 
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/1ppc-nrJ i x c 
Pcnnys Pond Surface Lake Sediment Analysis 
:.;.tmplu Y. y Cu Pb Zn Mn Fe Mo Cd u LOI 
# loc loc ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm % 
2 'J 12~ 175 4 12 7 20 .60 3 <.1 18.8 13.0 
2(; ., 'j 175 5 15 6 38 .70 4 <.1 31.5 12.1 
27 7'' . ~ 125 4 10 5 14 .51 4 <.1 19.1 15.3 
28 12 ') 50 8 14 6 18 .30 3 <.1 17. 1 22.5 
2Y 100 50 5 12 4 13 .17 3 <.l 17.5 16.5 
1] 100 75 4 16 7 37 .50 4 < . 1 17.5 16.0 
"34 100 100 5 20 8 <2 1. 55 5 <.1 19.5 18.5 
' j 'J 7 5 100 4 13 5 29 .49 3 <. 1 16.4 17.2 
J(, 'J O 75 5 11 5 48 .28 4 <.1 22.3 25.0 
·~a 100 12~ 4 13 7 84 1. 13 5 <. 1 17.6 15.4 
~ 'J '>0 1?.5 4 16 8 75 .81 4 <.1 22. 1 16.2 
1\ 1 100 1 ~)0 4 12 4 10 .53 3 <.1 15.9 11.2 
'12 ., ~j FiO 4 24 14 76 .85 4 < . 1 69.1 11.6 
4 J 5 0 1 5 0 4 15 10 194 .80 5 <.1 28.3 15.1 
4 ., 100 175 9 23 19 22 .52 4 <.1 106.0 14.5 
4 (j '.J O 175 5 16 11 102 .58 4 <.1 41.5 16.8 
47 1~0 200 11 26 29 74 1. 87 5 <.1 142.0 17.4 
4B 12 "> 200 9 19 lJ 33 .70 3 <.1 71.6 13.9 
4<) 100 200 9 34 33 70 1. 30 7 <.1 309.0 16.3 
•:.o 7 r) 200 3 12 5 109 2.50 5 <.1 17.0 12.3 
5 1 ]')0 225 29 47 15 19 .20 10 <.1 94.7 37.1 
·~2 1 25 2 25 4 16 9 89 1.10 6 <.1 25.1 12.4 
~4 100 225 3 13 5 94 1. 00 5 <.1 19.2 12.2 
5~> 7 '' . ) 225 3 15 13 30 .20 7 < .1 :!L6 16.9 
sr. 12 5 250 3 16 5 19 .60 4 <.1 27.5 1.1 
".J7 100 250 4 17 5 23 .70 4 <.1 31.4 11.8 
58 '/ 5 2 ::> 0 6 18 6 53 . 40 4 <.1 30.8 16.3 
'j C) 100 275 7 15 4 13 .50 4 <.1 16 . 5 16.9 
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Appendix c 
Rocky Pond Lake Sediment Ana ly s i :..; 
sample X y cu Pb Zn Mn Fe Mo Cd l l 1.0 I 
1# loc loc ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm p prn ppm 1-
104 1 100 500 15 22 83 44 8 1. 3 2 1 0 . () l (> . 0 I B . I > 
1042 200 100 8 1 5 33 892 0 7.46 10 ' . I I I . I I ' ., ' · . 1043 200 2 00 12 12 23 126 0 3. 8 4 (i 
' . I I . I ;) fl • I • 
1044 200 400 15 14 38 467 1. 7 ~ ., • ·1 I ., . ' ) 14 . , , 
104 5 200 5 00 12 11 44 980 2.28 8 • 4 ll. h 12 . ·1 
1046 200 600 15 18 7 1 35 5 1. 0 7 (, . ( , I I.:> 12. (l 
1047 300 100 11 ll 38 15 1 0 1.92 'J • J II . I J 1 • n 
1048 300 200 8 10 3 2 94 3 4. 4 4 (i ' • I I ' • • 'I I I. :• 
1049 300 300 24 2 9 72 449 3.03 ] . 1 ·1 J. I .I () • !l 
1051 3 00 400 14 17 5 4 920 2 . 7'7 <J • tl 2 I . II l4 • II 
1052 300 5 00 14 1 6 48 74 0 2.]) H . tl ;' O . ' • l' ., ) . . 
1053 400 100 11 2 2 23 2880 4.1B () . I ( l q . 0 I (I • I! 
204 2 150 1 5 0 9 8 3 6 2390 11 . 7 2 I iJ . I ( , . ~~ :>I .', 
2043 15 0 45 0 1 2 18 42 7090 4 . 18 H . l fl . • ' 7. 'I . I 
2044 2 00 1 5 0 11 14 3 5 (>7 4 0 4. 14 ~.J . :~ I • ·; l / . B 
204 5 2 00 4 50 1 3 1 5 4 5 527 1 .'/B ' . } . ). L~ . ' > j'/ • ( I 
2046 2 50 100 9 1 4 39 13350 7.8 0 10 . I ' I • ( , /. l . t. 
2047 250 150 11 1 3 30 2680 9. 4 0 ., . I ( ,. •, ;> ' i . I 
2048 2 50 2 00 9 9 59 50600 8.43 ()H . •, n . 1 /. o . I 
2049 2 5 0 300 9 27 98 27 100 (). 2 ., 10 . I 4 ~' • ;> I ., • ( I 
2051 2 5 0 350 13 1 1 53 678 2 . 17 ., . I ( J • ;> If, . 1 1 
2052 250 4 0 0 14 12 34 584 1 • ') 1 .-) • ;> 1 1 • 4 j 'J . ( J 
2053 250 45 0 12 1 1 5 0 850 2. 3 0 I) . l ( ) . ( , 'l '• · ' • 
2054 2 5 0 500 12 9 tl4 9tl5 2 . (i(, 1 2 • J I 'I . B l b . ·; 
2055 2 50 55 0 11 10 30 539 l. 2 9 4 . 2 ll • '/ ](,. I 
2056 300 150 9 11 38 509 0 11.20 1 1 <. I ( , . /. :n . H 
2057 300 350 13 12 40 9 4 5 1 . 1 9 9 • ;> l () . (, ·l '/ . B 
2058 300 450 1 4 12 31 5 08 1. 0 9 4 . /. 10 .0 'I() . l 
2059 3 5 0 100 10 12 30 3 9 9 4 . 68 4 ,- • 1 '/ . ll 1 (, . ( J 
2 0 6 1 3 5 0 1 50 1 0 12 35 167 0 1 . 8 7 4 • 2 ( , . /. J 'l . I 
2 0 62 350 25 0 1 4 16 92 132 0 2 . 38 7 • {j I IJ . f J ~ ( , . () 
2 063 3 50 3 00 13 1 4 69 12 1 0 2 . )7 B • 4 ' J • ' .1 'l ·; • ·; 
2064 3 50 350 1 4 1 1 6 1 9 2 6 3 .07 H . /. ' I . H J ' > • 'I 
2065 3 5 0 4 0 0 1 2 10 42 995 2 . 54 ') . /. 1 1 • -~ ·l r, . 1 
206 6 350 4 50 1 2 10 4 0 862 2 . 24 7 . /. ) () • ' J ·.sr,. ·; 
2 0 6 7 3 5 0 5 0 0 1 2 1 0 5 0 73 4 /. . 4<.J 1 4 . /. ( J • ' J 'j I J . H 
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!lppcndix J) Analytical Results of Lake Sediment Cores 
Nut Urook Pond Lake Sediment Analysis 
Core DPA (75 75) 
# LJcpth cu Pb zn Mn Fe Cd Mo u LOI 
( m) ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm % 
?./.42 0. 0'> 17 29 52 513 1. 66 0.3 na na 35.3 
/.243 (). 10 13 J2 48 284 2.45 0.2 24 691 36.3 
/./.44 () • 1 ., 16 44 40 172 3.55 0.4 49 1110 36.9 
?.?.4rJ 0.?.0 17 47 43 182 3. 36 0.3 52 1060 3 7. 1 
:~?.4(, 0. 2:. 17 !)') 49 167 3. 07 0.5 47 na 35.9 
/./.4 '/ U. JU 1!3 'j (l 51 195 3.45 0.5 46 na 41.2 
?/48 o. v~ 20 38 57 182 4. 39 0.6 69 3080 42.4 
2?.49 0. 40 :7.3 46 116 276 5. 98 1.2 63 1620 31.9 
/. ~ 'J 1 () • I) ., 2';) 25 1~9 423 7. 38 1.3 46 985 27.1 
;> /. '12 (). r)o 17 1)3 216 382 8. 21 1.7 na na 27.4 
nLI - no <~nal ysis, insufficient sample 
Appendix D 1 :~ 0 
Nut Brook Pond L;l kc Sed imt~nt lllld l y : ; i :; 
Core DI'B (:.>0 lOO) 
i: depth Cu Pb Zn Mn Fe Cd Mo lJ I .o ! 
( m) ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm '!, 
2253 0 . 05 13 39 50 679 2. 70 0.2 8 7 <) . J n .1 
2254 0.10 11 28 23 252 1. 08 0.1 G (> 2 . 0 n.1 
2255 0.15 10 31 23 204 0.89 0.1 (, :,c,. H Jl.l 
2256 0 . 20 11 32 25 215 0.77 0.2 7 '">8. 7 lC) 
2257 0.25 13 37 28 259 0.59 0.2 H ( , (,. (} 4 I • ·1 
2258 0 . 30 13 39 28 246 0.55 0. 3 'J n .l 4 J . ·1 
2259 0.35 14 38 30 279 0.56 0.1 B (.!\. =~ 4 ., • J 
2261 0.40 15 35 29 251 o.su 0 . J ' ) ·; ;~ • I •l h . •, 
2262 0.45 14 36 26 217 0. 5·1 !) • 3 H (,). g l 'l . ,, 
2263 0.50 16 JG 26 208 0. ~iO 0.4 n.1 "/•1 . 11 11 ol 
2264 0. 5 5 8 19 14 115 0.37 0. 1 7 I c, •1 • ll .l ' • • ( ' 
2265 0.60 15 40 24 235 0.66 0.2 ., "] (,. ?. I ' • • " 
2266 0.65 16 43 25 180 0.73 0 .2 ., ·;B. I j l . ( . 
2267 0.70 17 36 29 17 5 0.76 0.2 "I na I l . I 
2268 0.75 16 JO 52 214 1. 01 0.4 () n.1 l •\ • j 
2269 0.80 18 33 55 191 0.8] 0 .4 ' J n<t j ?. • (J 
2271 0.85 20 3 5 92 68 8 1. 00 0 .8 C) H'/ . ') n.a 
2272 0.90 3 1 30 162 1 7 ') 1. 0 8 1 • 4 I 1 I I ' I ) • () ?li . ' J 
2273 0.95 23 22 74 235 0.8 13 O.B 1 1 I () ( , • ( I ·1 I • ' J 
2274 l. 00 21 20 60 234 0.91 () . ·; 1/ ') I • r J ll d 
2275 1. 0 5 20 27 71 2 3 7 1 . 1 1 0 .7 ] 1 nil j 4 • ( J 
2276 1.10 25 28 140 221 1. 14 1.2 ] 1 Oil J 1 • • , 
2277 1.15 29 30 148 179 1. 12 l . 1 ]"] na ).1!. 4 
2278 1. 20 29 37 179 118 1. 32 1.0 /.1 na :n. 1 
2279 1. 25 38 37 276 109 1. 6 6 1. 6 1 6 18 11.0 2 2 . 11 
2281 1. 30 39 35 259 95 3.79 0.8 2 6 na /.J.4 
2282 1. 35 44 19 124 128 3.01 0.4 26 2 21 • 0 n<~ 
2283 1. 40 37 19 176 126 2.56 0.8 2 ·; 2:n .o J 2. j 
2284 1. 45 44 17 119 119 2.24 0.9 111 ·r 1 o. o "3 /. • ' , 
2285 J.. 50 46 21 87 1 0() 2 . 1 2 1.1 11 4 l ()") . () I l. •1 
na - no ana lys i s, .insu ff ici e nt sampl e 
1\ppt:>nd i x n 121 
flut UrooY. Pond Lake Sediment Analysis 
Core DPC ( 125 50) 
# rJepth cu Pb Zn Mn Fe Cd Mo u LOI 
(m) ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm % 
/.1.8(, 0. O'j 11 42 54 411 1. 32 0.3 7 181 34.0 
/. 2 8-, 0.10 12 44 61 357 1.17 0.2 8 242 34.2 
2288 o. pj 16 57 63 248 0.84 0.3 8 228 33.7 
2/.89 0.20 18 57 88 252 0.99 0.8 9 363 36.8 
/?.')1 0.2'J 1 H 49 126 309 1.!5 1.3 12 351 42.4 
7. 2 'J2 0. ]() 20 37 136 384 1.17 1.0 16 278 46.5 
/.293 0. ]''.) /.?. 35 116 393 1. 46 1.0 24 458 49.6 
2294 0. 40 22 49 118 371 1. 42 1.0 22 471 41.9 
2 ;> ') "> 0. 4'.) 27 52 211 390 1. 53 1.3 28 369 41.8 
?.7.1)6 O. :iO 7.7 45 241 312 1. 67 1.2 29 341 38.4 
2297 0. ~·) 31 43 255 360 2. 71 1.7 37 459 na 
?.298 0.60 19 )6 300 208 3.20 2.0 44 858 na 
?.?.9CJ 0.65 19 36 169 212 2.92 1.0 30 1220 31.7 
n.t - no analysis, insufficient sample 
Appendix D 122 
G•Jll Pond Lake Sediment Analysis 
Core GPA (150 350) 
# depth Cu Pb Zn Mn Fe Cd Mo Ll 1.01 
(m) ppm ppm ppm ppm t ppm ppm ppm q ,. 
2085 0.1 17 12 39 279 1. 17 0.5 7 24.0 ·1 /. • ·1 
2086 0.2 15 8 51 250 1. 35 0 .4 9 ?. I. 6 j() . ·1 
2087 0.3 16 11 56 261 1. 50 0.5 C) ?. 4.R 4 o. (, 
2088 0.4 18 12 43 246 1. 28 0.5 9 24.9 n.a 
2089 0.5 18 lJ 64 241 1. 20 0.5 9 J l. 1 4?..u 
2091 0.6 19 14 60 257 1. 21 0.6 8 ll . C) J<) . . , 
2092 0.7 16 9 56 211 1. 04 0.6 9 2 4. '} J (,. 'I 
2093 0.8 16 8 72 205 1. 00 0.6 8 l 'l • (I J (, . (} 
2094 0.9 19 12 93 213 1. 04 0.7 ., tl 0.1 J C) • l 
2095 1.0 20 12 85 227 1. OJ 0.6 .. , ·1 '/ • 0 38. ·1 
2096 1.1 19 10 81 227 1. 23 0.6 8 tl J • .l ]'}. l 
2097 1.2 22 12 100 23 5 1. 4 6 (). (, B 4 I • 1 tl 0 • I 
2098 1.3 26 13 94 226 1. o:> 0. '/ ., tlB. '• tlO.h 
2099 1.4 29 14 117 241 1. l 0 0.7 B '•H. 'I I C) • 1 
2101 1.5 35 14 133 230 1. 24 0. 6 10 B 1. 4 'l (, . • , 
2102 1.6 30 13 111 221 1. 20 O.B C) '/ 1. l u. l 
2103 1.7 42 14 115 224 1.27 0.9 10 C)(,. H 3 f>. I 
2104 1.8 42 12 86 193 1. 08 0.9 12 11 (,. 0 1 2 . . , 
2105 1.9 32 9 73 192 1. 22 0.7 21 77.1 '). '} . '} 
2106 2 . 0 34 9 72 210 1. 23 0.6 26 ')B.(, 7. 4 . () 
2107 2.1 14 6 34 297 1.39 0. 1 1 J. 2 0.4 
2108 2.2 14 6 34 292 1. 29 0.1 2 l . ') 0.4 
2109 2.3 19 11 46 366 1. 49 0. 1 17 }11.4 I . o 
2111 2.4 25 16 60 400 1. 99 0.1 J2 '•II. n ., . ') 
2112 2.5 48 27 74 498 2.22 0.3 27 II B. tl B . (, 
na - no analysis, insuft icient sample 
Af!fJ(·nd i X I> 123 
Gu 11 l'ond Lake Sediment Analysis 
Core GPB (100 700) 
II r:le>pth cu Pb Zn Mn Fe Cd Mo u LOI 
( m) fJpm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm % 
;n 1 J 0. 1 18 11 119 130 0.60 1.2 4 40.2 31.8 
;n}t1 0./. J ., 13 1G7 136 0.61 1.5 6 84.4 31.0 
211~ 0.) 11':) 11 85 152 0.71 1.0 11 85.3 na 
nJ& 0.4 'l7 12 78 186 0.78 0.6 18 73.7 22.7 
2 1 I 'J 0 r . ) 21') 20 60 369 2.36 0.1 35 47.9 3.8 
n<l 
-
no analysis, insufficient sample 
Appendix D 1:2-1 
Gull Pond L.1ke Sediment An .tl y~~ i ~; 
Core GPC (600 (>00) 
# depth Cu Pb Zn Mn ftJ Cd Mo l.1 l.O l ( m) ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm ,. .. 
2118 0.1 22 14 177 1310 3.43 0.9 1 <) J.1 • <) l H . t• 
2119 0.2 21 12 277 1060 2.96 0.9 IG 1•1. H I I . ll 
2121 0.3 19 10 191 992 J.OJ 1.0 1'7 J (). 2 11). 1 
2122 0.4 23 12 237 1270 2.80 l.l 1<> 4 .I. H 1"1. ;• 
2123 0.5 24 13 311 1360 2.70 1 • 1 16 4 ., . (, H>. h 
2124 0 . 6 24 13 283 1070 2.35 1.1 1~ 40.8 I '/ • ll 
2125 0.7 26 12 315 1050 2.71 1.1 17 4 (, . 3 J),j 
2126 0.8 29 13 331 1390 2.34 1.1 H '> I . 'l I C). B 
2127 0.9 32 14 249 1400 3.30 1.1 18 (>} • l JB.fl 
2128 l.O 38 15 405 1520 3.19 1.2 21 ., ~. 1 n. o 
2129 1.1 19 25 352 5940 6.28 l.U 12 2 3. <) I <J. B 
2131 1.2 22 28 327 CJ450 ().50 1 • 0 I J ' ) :~ . . , ·1 () • () 
2132 1.3 25 15 286 2390 4.67 0.9 14 4 j • l )<J. (, 
2133 1.4 25 14 266 1640 3.54 0.9 ](, 4 4. I !'/ . !I 
2134 1.5 36 13 187 927 2. 15 O,C) ?.0 ., 1 • ') l I. ·1 
2135 1.6 37 16 108 632 2.02 O.G 32 "/(,. 2 l. 0 •• , 
2136 1.7 46 27 108 666 2.55 0. 3 28 I J ] • (, H. ·1 
2137 1.8 27 19 75 609 1. 95 0.2 :n (,•,. 4 4 • !I 
na - no analysis, insufficient samplo 
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Gu 11 Pend Lake Sediment Analysis 
Core GPO (650 850) 
# depth Cu l-'b Zn Mn Fe Cd Mo tJ LOI 
(m) ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppn. ppm ppm % 
;> 1 I H 0. 1 2 0 12 270 293 0.96 0.7 6 33 . 9 41.2 
/. 1 'I') 0. ?. ?.4 11 25~ 303 0.94 0.7 6 36.2 na 
/. 141 (),j 2-, 19 254 2 7 3 0.82 0 . 8 5 47.6 41.7 
2 142 0.4 ?.4 13 157 294 0.83 0.8 5 47.1 42.3 
:no 0. '• 11 13 237 298 0.84 0.8 5 58.5 41. 1 
~ · 14 4 0. (, 40 14 195 273 0.87 0.8 6 77.1 40.0 
.?. I·F> (). -, 4fi 11 23 5 249 0.83 0.9 9 105.0 38.0 
/. I H• O.H H~ 9 201 2 14 0.73 0 . 7 12 70.4 31. 5 
;> I 4 '/ () • fJ 11 9 167 217 1. 06 0.7 20 73 . 3 2 7 .6 
/.14R 1. () 4 J 12 144 245 1. 29 0.6 28 84.9 25.3 
;> I 4 ' J 1 . I J O 12 206 274 1. 01 0.7 12 51.7 38.::.. 
!. 1 °1 l l • ;> n 14 144 299 1.14 0.6 23 71.1 28.3 
~!I ~ 2 I. J 42 25 107 498 2.17 0.4 23 40.9 10 . 8 
/. 1 'J .3 1. 4 2 8 15 7 6 406 1. 71 0.3 33 59.5 13.1 
2 1114 1 • 5 29 15 Ill 407 1. 87 0.3 34 54 . 1 1 1. 2 
n .t 
- no a nil lysis, insufficient sample 
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Gull Pond Lake Sediment An,tlysi~:; 
Core GPE (425 bOO) 
# depth Cu Pb Zn Mn Fe Cd Mo ll LOI 
(Ill) ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm t 
2155 0.1 19 12 298 457 1. 09 1.3 8 JO.H n;t 
2156 0.2 18 11 286 434 1.12 1.1 7 ] 0.8 n:1 
2157 0.3 18 11 258 469 1.14 1.1 8 3 l • 2 ) (,. ·1 
2158 0.4 19 12 269 448 1.10 1.1 8 J 2. 6 J(). J 
2159 0.5 18 9 238 398 0.91 1.1 6 J J.2 l !J • ' ) 
2161 0.6 17 8 282 404 1. 03 1.0 6 40. 'J JJ.4 
2162 0.7 35 10 307 387 0.91 1.1 5 c1l • 3 J 4. ·1 
2163 0.8 52 9 349 428 1. 05 1.1 r) 4 H. l .l ) . B 
2164 0.9 23 10 310 448 0.99 1.1 ') 4 3. 4 F• • . , 
2165 1.0 27 10 347 489 l. 23 1.2 ~ ~0.2 J'l . '• 
2166 1.1 25 15 333 542 1. 39 1.1 8 ] (,. ') !(, ,., 
2167 1.2 29 12 341) 634 1 . 77 1.1 10 '• I. B I ·; • 1.1 
2168 1.3 32 12 376 593 1.63 l. 2 10 (,(). 4 } ') . 4 
2169 1.4 35 12 346 2920 1.47 1 • ) ] J ( , <) • ] J J . ' J 
2171 1.5 225 11 313 2690 1. 77 1. 4 1':> 11'1 • r, J2.fl 
2172 1.6 90 12 312 10940 1. 58 1 ,. • J 23 108.0 3 2 • . , 
2173 1.7 57 10 220 1730 1. 53 1.2 1 6 1 19 .0 11. ' ) 
2174 1.8 42 8 231 973 l. 05 1.0 l7 'I B • (, ?. ') . 4 
2175 1.9 35 8 14 5 619 0.97 0.7 )7 (>] • (, ?.4.0 
2176 2.0 37 10 98 560 1.12 0.6 26 (>S .B 2 2. 4 
2177 2.1 38 20 143 585 2.22 0.4 Jl 81.9 11. ?. 
2178 2.2 33 19 98 484 1. 96 0.2 29 51.8 '),4 
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k oc Y.y Pond Lake Sediment Analysis 
Core RPA (250 500) 
# c.k•pth Cu J>b Zn Mn Fe Cd Mo u LOI 
( m) ppm ppm ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm % 
/. 1 7 ') 0. 1 1 ' ) 10 71 714 1. 56 0.5 10 8.7 34.5 
/. JH1 0. 2 1 ') 10 80 697 1. 62 0.4 10 9.2 35 . 9 
n a?. () • "3 1 () 1 1 93 69!::> 1. 79 0.5 11 11.6 35.2 
2 1B1 0.1! 1'7 9 94 633 1. 60 0.6 10 12 . 4 35 . 0 
:> I B4 () • '-> 111 ll 87 522 1. 54 0. 5 10 15.5 34.6 
/. I B ':> 0 . (, 20 11 85 579 1. 43 0.5 11 17.3 33.1 
;n 86 0 .7 21 12 82 544 1. =·2 0.6 13 na 33.2 
2 1B7 0. 8 2 "' . ) 10 97 490 1. 70 0.7 18 26.8 3 4 .5 
?.1BB () • C) 23 11 107 420 2.28 0.6 32 26.0 33.6 
/.189 1 . 0 22 10 96 386 2.19 0.5 43 26.6 35.3 
2 191 1 . 1 22 1 1 94 401 2 . 12 0.7 44 25.9 36.3 
2 J CJ;J. 1.2 2 5 12 246 369 2.44 4.6 40 47.0 35.2 
?.1 <.J) 1 -, • J 7. 7 13 103 395 1. 89 1.3 23 211.0 32 . 2 
:' I ' )4 I. 4 3 4 14 12 9 397 1. 70 1.2 19 317.0 31. 0 
;~ l () ' i l . ' ) 11 4 20 134 381 1. 63 1.1 16 449.0 31. 1 
?. 1 <) (, I . r, (, () ~(i 1 56 3 5 5 1. 48 2.8 20 44 9.0 na 
n:1 
-
fl() ;111.1 I ys i s, insrfficient sample 
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Rocky Pond La k e .ScdimC'nt An<lly s i s 
Core RPB ( 4 00 100) 
# depth Cu Pb Zn Mn Fe Cd Mo l l 1.0 I (m) ppm ppm ppm ppm ~ 
" 
ppm ppm ppm •} 
•' 
2197 0.2 10 28 169 9410 4.91 0.5 8 29. f, 2 J. B 
2198 0. 3 6 15 1 2 0 5 350 3. 21 0. 3 8 4 4 •. , I ., . !> 
2199 0. 4 12 17 169 7 0 30 3. 7 2 0 . 4 1 •1 ·1 ~-, • <) I B . H 
2201 0.5 35 ', 
"-• 208 7490 5 .7 4 0.'.> 20 ~) 4 . ~ l :' ·1 • !: 
2202 0.6 48 25 2li6 2600 6. 31 0. 1 }(, T/ . 4 ;.> ' ' • () 
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J.>od:y Pond Laka Sediment Analysis 
Core RPC ( 300 400) 
II depth Cu Pb ':n Mn Fe Cd Mo u LOI 
( m) ppm ppm p~m ppm % ppm ppm ppm % 
2203 0. 1 16 19 59 569 1. 66 0.3 6 16.1 40.0 
2204 0.2 15 11 44 488 0. 97 0.2 5 8.3 41.4 
220C:.. 0.1 14 9 29 411 0. 75 0.2 5 7.8 40.6 
2206 0.4 16 12 45 382 1.11 0.2 6 12.6 41.0 
2207 0. ':i 1J 12 63 312 1.15 0.2 6 18.1 36.9 
2208 0. () 14 11 63 311 0. 93 0.2 5 13.0 39.6 
2209 0.7 16 10 89 283 0. 79 0.2 5 10.5 40.6 
2211 O.B 1G 9 182 282 0. 70 0.2 5 8.5 41. 1 
/. ?1 /. 0.9 n 10 205 281 0.81 0.2 5 12.6 41.6 
2213 I .0 17 11 94 285 0. 78 0 .2 5 10.5 41.5 
2?.14 1 • 1 11) 11 38 303 1. 04 0.2 5 10.7 40.5 
)./.]~ I. 2 l G 10 41 360 0. 87 0 .3 5 9.0 40.5 
:.>.216 1 • ) lG 12 45 361 0. 90 0 .3 5 10.5 40.9 
;.> 21 ., 1 . 4 l'J 12 54 392 0. 95 0.3 6 14.3 41.4 
221B 1 . ') 22 12 42 421 0. 98 0.3 6 15.9 42.9 
:.u 1 ') I . r, 21 12 51 408 1.10 0.3 6 18.0 41.3 
). :.~ 2 1 ] .. , :?.3 1L 49 366 1. 09 0.3 6 18.5 40.2 
22 22 1 . 8 /.4 12 46 318 1. 08 0.3 G 21.9 37.1 
:) 2 2 J 1 • <J 23 10 49 325 1.17 0.3 7 27.4 35. 7 
2224 2 .0 22 11 57 329 1. 05 0.4 7 29.3 36.6 
2 2 2 ~) 2. 1 16 18 224 537 1. 66 0.4 7 19.6 36.9 
2/.2() 2 . 2 20 16 206 450 1. 58 0.4 7 25.0 36.8 
/.227 2.3 ]8 12 215 384 1.16 0.3 6 24.6 36.1 
7.228 2. 4 23 12 275 418 1.18 0.4 6 26.7 38.2 
2?2l) 2. ·~ 26 13 301 485 1. 21 0.4 6 34.6 38.8 
??.31 2.6 36 17 177 1070 1. 26 0.5 6 38.6 43.1 
27 ]2 2.7 42 16 188 751 1. 06 0.5 6 46.8 ~0.6 
2::-'J] 2.3 ~1 17 110 507 0. 76 0.5 6 48.3 35.0 
2.?.34 2 . 9 78 25 207 4 54 0. 92 0.5 7 56.6 33.0 
7,;:"]') ] . 0 n . 31 155 366 1. 88 0.4 14 60.9 27.9 
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Appendix E Sample Calcul~tion 
Calculation of time required to produce obset·vcd ur·. \n it:m 
concentrations in lake sediment from qroundwatcr under· pt·f' ~~f'nt 
day conditions. 
U = mass of uranium in 1 m5 of lnkc scrt i mont 
us concentration of uranium in l.1kc sed imC'nt 
U concentration of uranium in groundwater gw 
P = bulk density of sediment s Q seepage flux 
t = time 
The amount of uranium (U) in 1 m3 of lake SC'dim0nt h <lV i nq . 1 
concentration of u, is; 
whicr. is equal to groundwater with a uranium conccnt. r·<~ti on n l 
u seeping through 1 m3 of lake sediment ilt <I r a te ot C.J ov<·r gw • . 
a pe ~ lod of t1me t. 
U=U *Q*t gw 
Therefore the time required to accumulilto o q i ven .-tmount o l 
uranium in 1 m3 of lake sediment. ~t a given seopaq c f l u x • ~; , 
Given; 
Q = 0.00113 m3jday 
us = 100 (g/1*106g) 
u9,. = o. 090 (g/m
31 
Ps = 1. 8*106 gjm (assumed) 
then; 
t = 1.8*106 g~m3 * 100 q/1*106g * 1 m3 
0.090 gjm * 0.00113 m3;day 
= 1769911 days 
= 4849 yea rs 
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